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PREFACE

In 1954, when I left Germany for a three year stay in Indonesia, I suddenly found myself in an area of seas and islands of particular interest to the oceanographer. Indonesia lies in the region which forms the connection between the Pacific and Indian Oceans, and in which the monsoons cause strong seasonal variations of climate and ocean circulation.

The scientific publications dealing with this region show not so much a lack of observations as a lack of an adequate attempt to synthesize these results to give a comprehensive description of the region. Even Sverdrup et al. in “The Oceans” and Dietrich in “Allgemeine Meereskunde” treat this region superficially except in their discussion of the deep sea basins, whose peculiarities are striking.

Therefore I soon decided to devote most of my time during my three years’ stay in Indonesia to the preparation of a general description of the oceanography of these waters. It quickly became apparent, that such an analysis could not be limited to Indonesian waters, but would have to cover the whole of the Southeast Asian Waters. In addition to the published data for the region, the Indonesian research vessel “Samudera,” although she had limited facilities, was able to add some observations.

This book is the outcome of my analysis of all available knowledge of the Southeast Asian Waters. It is hoped that workers in the region, whether in oceanography or other branches of science may find it a source of information and a stimulus to undertake further research in these waters.

Some chapters in this book are summaries and condensations of already known facts, but others offer new ideas and interpretations, particularly those chapters on monsoon circulations and their dynamics, on deep circulation and its relation to surface circulation, on the energy exchange between sea and atmosphere, and on the quantitative description of the exchange of water in the deep sea basins.

For the reader not familiar with oceanographical terms, it is suggested that reference be made to Sverdrup et al. “The Oceans” for definitions of terms, descriptions of methods, and discussion of the physical principles governing the interaction of various factors, because such matters cannot be included in a regional description.

I would like to thank the staff of the Institute of Marine Research in Djakarta for carrying out many of the calculations and for drawing most of the charts. Sincere thanks go to Mrs. L. M. Willings of the Division of Fisheries and Oceanography in Cronulla for her helpful assistance in correcting my English. I am also much indebted to the Scripps Institution of Oceanography for publishing the book.*

Klaus Wyrtki
Cronulla, Sydney, November 1960

*Publication of this work was done under International Cooperation Administration Contract ICAC—1085.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

The waters and islands between Asia and Australia and between the Pacific and the Indian Oceans form a geographical and oceanographical unit because of their special structure and position. Geographically the whole region is a part of Asia and is denoted as Southeast Asia; oceanographically, the waters are part of the Pacific Ocean. This is justified not only by the position of the most obvious boundary between the Pacific and the Indian Oceans formed by Malaya, Sumatra, Java, and the Lesser Sunda Islands, but also by the fact that these seas are filled with water from the Pacific, to which they have the readier access.

In scientific literature, the name Austral-Asiatic Mediterranean has been used, but this name is probably too artificial ever to come into common use. The names Indo-Malayan Archipelago and East Indian Archipelago also appear, but either these are no longer in use or are applied only to parts of the region. Therefore the more commonly known terms, Southeast Asia, already introduced into geography by Dobby (1956), and Southeast Asian Waters, are used here.

The Southeast Asian Waters consist of the China Sea, the Java Sea, the Sulu Sea, the Philippine Waters, the Celebes Sea, the Banda Sea, the Flores Sea, the Arafura Sea, the Timor Sea, and the Andaman Sea. The whole region comprises an area of 8.94 million square kilometres, which is 2.5 per cent. of the surface of all oceans. Together they form a real geographic unit, even if the region does not belong as a whole to one or other of the two oceans. The boundary between them runs through the region. The Andaman Sea is undoubtedly part of the Indian Ocean, but must be included in the Southeast Asian Waters as defined here. The Timor and Arafura Seas and the Gulf of Carpentaria are often regarded as part of the Pacific Ocean, but, as pointed out by Schott (1935), it would be very hard to explain to a sailor navigating from Timor to the Torres Strait that he is sailing on the Pacific Ocean. However, an analysis of the water masses demonstrates that these seas derive their water from the Pacific (see Section 6.5), so for geographical convenience this division may be accepted to fix the standard boundaries between the oceans.

As in most parts of the world, exploration in marine sciences started with biological investigations. All the earlier expeditions, beginning with the Portuguese, are carefully summarized by Naber in the historical review appearing in van der Stok (1922). The first information concerning weather at sea, currents and tides was collected by captains who navigated in these seas for the large shipping companies. Actual oceanographic investigations, including deep sea soundings, bottom sampling, determinations of temperature and salinity were first carried out by the Challenger in 1874, by the Gazelle in 1875, by the Valdivia in 1899 and by the Siboga in 1899-1900, to mention only the more important expeditions. On the basis of these results, the first bathymetric chart of the region was drawn up by Tydeman (1903). Investigations of the Planet in 1906-7 supplied further information, especially on the structure of the water masses. With these expeditions the first period of exploration of these waters ended, and the period of more systematic oceanographic approach could start.

The Snellius Expedition in 1929-30 investigated comprehensively the oceanography of the deep sea basins of the Eastern Archipelago between the Sunda and Sahul Shelves (van Riehl, 1932). This expedition was planned using as a model the Meteor Expedition in the Atlantic Ocean, and its leader, P. M. van Riehl, accepted many suggestions from members of the Meteor Expedition. The fundamental plan was to obtain a three-dimensional picture of the structure and movements of the water masses in an enclosed part of the ocean. Now, looking back after thirty years, it is clear that, in planning the Snellius
Expedition, certain fundamental differences between the Atlantic Ocean and the Southeast Asian Waters were disregarded, though some of these omissions were probably unavoidable at that stage of oceanographic research. The size and topography of the regions investigated by the two expeditions are so different that it is improbable that the same methods could be used successfully in each region. In the Atlantic Ocean a large-scale circulation was investigated, whereas in the Southeast Asian Waters a considerable number of local effects and features had to be expected. The Meteor Expedition, working in a large ocean, had to investigate quasi-stationary conditions whereas the Snellius Expedition, working in a monsoon region, could expect a strong annual variation of oceanographic conditions. Consequently, not one but at least two surveys during different seasons would have been necessary in Southeast Asian Waters. Thus, the data from the upper layers above about 600 m, cannot give a conclusive picture of the circulation unless observations made during other seasons are available. The influence of internal waves and tides on the observations is of such an order that in some cases it prevents the obtaining of reliable results. These difficulties are, however, not yet overcome in present research.

Although these critical remarks are necessary to understand the factors limiting the evaluation of the observations of the Snellius Expedition, the success of the Expedition consists of a complete presentation of the complicated topography of the region, an explanation of the flow of bottom water based on very careful observations, and investigations of the occurrence and the effects of the internal waves and tides in these waters. In addition important geological, meteorological, and biological results were obtained. Thus, the Snellius Expedition gives a comprehensive picture of the oceanography of this most interesting part of the Southeast Asian Waters, which, after thirty years, still provides the most dependable information for any part of the region. An appreciation of the results of this expedition is given by Dietrich (1939).

In 1929 the Dana crossed these waters and occupied a considerable number of oceanographic stations. In some areas, notably the China Sea, in waters north of New Guinea and southwest of Sumatra, her stations supply the only available observations.

Between 1928 and 1941 Japanese research ships made numerous observations in the western Pacific Ocean as far south as the coast of New Guinea, and some in the China Sea. No oxygen determinations were made and most of the stations lie outside the region of the present study.

The Albatross in 1948, and the Galathea in 1951 also passed through these waters, but they occupied only a few oceanographic stations in the region, as the interest of both expeditions was directed more to biological and geological problems.

From 1947 to 1950 the United States Fish and Wildlife Service made comprehensive investigations of the waters round the Philippines with the ships Spencer F. Baird and Alor Star. Although the station data have not yet been published, they were placed at my disposal through the courtesy of the Scripps Institution of Oceanography. Data from all of the oceanographic stations of the expeditions discussed above and listed in table 3 were used in compiling Chapters 6 and 7.

Compared with the wealth of observations made by these expeditions the data available from the local oceanographic institutes are rather meagre. The Institut Oceanographique d’Indochine at Nhatrang has been chiefly interested in biological problems and has carried out little oceanographic work. Its annual reports give information on the activities of the Institute. Information on tides and tidal currents for that area were obtained from French hydrographic surveys. In the Philippines the Bureau of Fisheries made some oceanographic observations around 1930; these and other later activities have been summarized in a handbook on Philippine
fisheries prepared by the Technical staff of the Bureau of Fisheries for the Indo-Pacific Fisheries Council meeting in Quezon City in 1952 (I.P.F.C. 1952). In recent years the Royal Thai Navy has started oceanographic work in the Gulf of Thailand and some results are reported by Penyapol (1957).

Hardenberg (1950, 1952) has reported on the activities and history of the Dutch Laboratorium for Zeeondersoek located in Djakarta. This institute was chiefly interested in fisheries but has made fairly comprehensive investigations of the waters of the Sunda Shelf. Oceanographical investigations were also carried out, especially during the periods 1914-19 in the Java Sea, the southern parts of the China Sea and the Straits of Malacca, and from 1939-1941 in the Java Sea. The results of the latter have not been published but they have been used in part in Section 4.4. In 1949 the institute investigated the upper layers of the Celebes Sea from the vessel Siboela. From 1949 onwards an extensive programme of surface sampling from merchant ships was carried out in Indonesian waters, and was later extended over the whole Southeast Asian Waters. The Indonesian research vessel Samudera occupied in 1956-57 about 100 oceanographic stations in the Eastern Archipelago, to the south of Java and on the Sunda Shelf.

The remaining institutes working in the area are concerned almost exclusively with problems in biology and fisheries. The Indo-Pacific Fisheries Council (1957) has prepared a Directory of Fisheries Institutions which gives details of the work done by all institutes in this area.

In addition to these scientific investigations, information on oceanographic conditions has been increased considerably by merchant ships, which navigate in these waters and take observations of currents, winds and temperatures. Hydrographic offices of the countries interested in the region have analysed and published these observations in many atlases, describing the currents, as well as meteorological and climatological conditions. These atlases are used as the basic material for Chapters 3 and 5 and they are listed there. Data on tides along the coasts are chiefly taken from surveys of hydrographic offices, and the tidal constants published by them are used to compile the charts in Chapter 8. The information on mean sea level and its annual variations, used in Chapter 7, is based on the operation of more or less permanent tide gauges. Another valuable source of information on weather, climate, local effects of currents and tidal streams are the sailing directions issued by the different hydrographic offices.

A bibliography, including all the literature cited and various additional papers not mentioned in the text, is given at the end of each chapter. Since “References on the Physical oceanography of the western Pacific Ocean” published by the US Navy Hydrographic Office (1946) lists all publications on this subject prior to 1945, early publications and those of minor importance are not listed here. Three works discussing general aspects of the region are: “Southeast Asia” by Dobby (1956) dealing with the geography of the region, “Het Klimaat van Nederlandsch Indie” by Braak (1921) containing a considerable amount of detailed statistical material, and “De Zeeen van Nederlandsch Oost Indie” edited by van der Stok (1922), summarizing all investigations of the early exploration period immediately prior to that of systematic research started by the Snellius Expedition.
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CHAPTER 2

CONFIGURATION OF SEAS AND BASINS

The distribution of water and land alone characterizes the Southeast Asian Waters as one of the regions with the most complex structure on the earth. Numerous large and small islands subdivide the region into different seas, which are connected with each other by many passages and channels. When considering in addition the structure of the bottom of the seas, and that of the surface of the land, this unusual character appears still more pronounced. Deep trenches, high mountain chains, rows of volcanoes, deep sea basins and innumerable coral islands form a complexity of phenomena which are not found over such an extended area in any other part of the world. Therefore it is not surprising that this region has attracted the interest of research workers, and that we have a quite advanced knowledge of its topography, geology and tectonics as well as of its geophysical conditions.

In this book, the study of the topography of the different seas, and of the passages connecting them, has been confined to those aspects basic to the examination of the exchange of water. Particular attention is given to the topography of the sills, which are so important in the study of the replenishment of the bottom water and the ventilation of the deep sea basins. The information given here is based on the soundings of the SNELLIUS Expedition (van Riehl, 1934). In regions outside the area covered by this expedition data from Dutch, British and United States nautical charts are used. The General Bathymetric Chart of the Oceans is on too small a scale to show the details in this region. The SNELLIUS Expedition charts give an excellent presentation of the topography, but since there are relatively few deep sea soundings in the other regions, no new bathymetric chart is presented here. The preparation of a new more detailed chart of the Southeast Asian Waters is a task for the future, when additional soundings have been made.

An analysis of the origin of these seas has already been given by a competent author, Kuenen (1935, 1950), who fully supports the ideas of Molengraaff (1922) on the formation of the Indonesian depressions. Geophysical investigations, especially gravity measurements by Vening Meinesz (1934), confirm these results. However, Kuenen’s investigations are restricted to the region of the Indonesian deep sea depressions and do not include the Philippines and the Sulu Sea, in spite of the fact that their formations are closely related to those of the Indonesian depressions. A description of the distribution and origin of coral reefs in the Indonesian Archipelago is given by Molengraaff (1929), by Kuenen (1933, 1950) and by Umbgrove (1947).

In Southeast Asian Waters, practically all types of topographical features are to be found: shelves, deep sea basins, troughs, trenches, continental slopes of various shapes, and volcanic and coral islands. Sills are formed between the islands by submarine ridges which divide the deep sea basins and govern the exchange of their bottom water, making them of special interest for the oceanographer. In this book the depressions of the bottom relief are classified as basins, troughs and trenches, terms used by Sverdrup et al. (1946). In the new nomenclature proposed by Wiseman and Ovey (1955), the term trough no longer appears but this term seems desirable to define weaker depressions, which can be classified neither as trenches nor as basins. But all these terms give no account of the origin of the different depressions, in contrast with the terminology used by Kuenen (1950) who differentiates between basins, U-troughs and V-troughs. His V-troughs usually correspond to trenches, while structural U-troughs are often denoted as basins.

The whole of the Southeast Asian waters are considered principally as part of the Pacific Ocean and their southern boundary is placed at the southern entrances of the Savu and Timor Seas. This is discussed in detail in Section 6-5.
where an analysis of the water masses supports this position of the boundary. The subdivision of the surface of the oceans adopted by the International Hydrographic Bureau (1953) is in agreement with this analysis. Such subdivisions, depending on surface features, are not always satisfactory; for example the China Sea would unquestionably be classed as a geographical unit from an examination of surface features, but further examination of deeper features shows that its southern part belongs to the Sunda Shelf and its northern part is a deep sea basin.

Any subdivision of a region must necessarily separate correlated and neighbouring features, because the limits can be drawn only from one particular point of view at a time, and will not be conclusive from another. Where it is necessary to define sharp limits, such as for the determination of the area and volume of a sea, these limits must be more or less arbitrary lines. For oceanographical or geological study the areas can be separated by boundary zones rather than by lines. Consequently, in this work, the Southeast Asian Waters have been subdivided into the following areas: the Sunda Shelf, the China Sea, the Philippine Waters, the Eastern Archipelago, the Arafura Shelf, the Sahul Shelf, and the Andaman Sea, but no precise boundaries are given.

The Sunda Shelf connects the three large islands Sumatra, Borneo and Java with the mainland of Asia and includes the southern parts of the China Sea, the Gulf of Thailand and the Java Sea, as well as the shallow parts of the Straits of Malacca. The southern part of the China Sea is a very flat trough, being about 40 m deep at its periphery and up to 100 m in its central part, so that a stratification of the water can

![Fig. 2.1. Echo profiles across conspicuous structures on the bottom of the Sunda Shelf. A and B, submerged river valleys south of Borneo. C submerged coral island. D sand waves in the Malacca Strait near One Fathom Bank. For positions see fig. 2.2.](image)
develop seasonally. The adjoining Gulf of Thailand is about 70 m deep in its central part. To the south, between Sumatra and Borneo, the shelf becomes shallower and the depths decrease south of the equator to less than 40 m.

The connection with the Java Sea is by the Karimata, Gaspar and Banka Straits; the first two, through which almost the whole water exchange occurs, are of the same depth as the surrounding areas. The Banka Strait is narrow and is closed at its southern end by a bank with a threshold of only 13 m. The depths in the Java Sea increase from about 20 m off the coast of south Sumatra to more than 60 m in its eastern part. Although the Sunda and Malacca Straits form the only connections with the Indian Ocean, the water exchange through them is comparatively weak. The Sunda Strait, in its narrowest part, is only 24 km wide, deeper than the Java Sea and of very irregular bottom topography.

The Malacca Strait, in its narrowest part, is about 30 m deep and 35 km wide, the depth increasing gradually to about 100 m before the continental slope to the Andaman Sea begins. On the bottom of this strait, in which strong tidal currents occur, large sand ripples of considerable uniformity are formed, with crests rectangular to the direction of the tidal currents. These ripples are shown in an echogram (fig. 2.1), which demonstrates clearly the regularity of their appearance over a considerable distance. The height of the ripples is between 4 and 7 m and their wave length varies between 250 and 450 m. In addition to these ripples at right angles to the direction of the tidal currents,

---

**Fig. 2.2.** Chart of the submerged river valleys on the Sunda Shelf, chiefly according to Kuenen. Depth contours indicated. . . . deeper channels, probably due to the action of tidal currents. A, B, C, positions of echograms, shown in fig. 2.1.
other forms of long ridges, parallel to the direction of the tidal currents and of larger dimensions appear in the strait. So, the One Fathom Bank rises from a depth of 30 to 40 m to only 2 to 15 m and is about 25 km long and 1500 m wide. These features are in general very similar to those in the Straits of Dover, which were extensively investigated and described by van Veen (1936).

On the bottom of the Sunda Shelf, there are a number of submerged river valleys, which all flow together into two large streams, the Java and Sunda Rivers, flowing into the Bali Trough and the China Basin, respectively. These systems of submerged rivers have already been presented and described by Molengraaff (1922) and Kuenen (1950), but are shown in figure 2.2 because of their peculiarity. Although these submerged rivers were discernible on charts based on wire soundings, their full details were only brought out by echo soundings. Echo profiles of two such submerged valleys south of the Sampit River off south Borneo are shown in figure 2.1A and B, and their positions are indicated in figure 2.2. The different tributaries are cut into the bottom of the sea and are 400, 1200 and 5400 m wide. In the river valley itself, a layer of sediment 8 to 15 m thick is found. The echo from the original river bottom, being between 17 and 24 m below the surroundings, can be clearly seen in figure 2.1 A, and being 13 m below the bottom in figure 2.1 B.

At the edge of the continental slope, near the submerged mouths of the Sunda and Java Rivers, and between the islands of the Natuna and Kangean groups, deep valleys are found. These, however, seem to be more of the nature of tidal inlets deepened by strong tidal currents, than natural river valleys. West of Kangean Island, these tidal inlets have 120 to 150 m maximal depth in contrast to their surroundings, which are only 80 to 90 m deep. They are also shown in figure 2.2.

Large bars are formed off the mouths of the various rivers, which drain the rainy land around the Sunda Shelf, transporting enormous masses of deposits. These are often serious obstacles to navigation and some of them rise to about 1 m below low water.

An echo profile across a submerged coral island is shown in figure 2.1 C, and its position indicated in figure 2.2. Near the edge of the Sunda Shelf the island rises from a depth of about 70 m. It extends about 10 km in a west-east direction and shows a very irregular topography. The highest points, however, reach to about 10 m below the surface, but are not shown in this echogram.

The China Sea is the large sea extending from Formosa to Singapore. This name is a simplification and follows Schott (1935) thus employing the name popularly used by navigators and avoiding confusion with the East China Sea. It is the largest continuous sea in Southeast Asian Waters; its southern part belongs to the Sunda Shelf and has already been discussed in that section. Its northern part, on the other hand, is a deep sea basin with a maximal depth of 5016 m. At depths of more than 4000 m the China Basin is divided into three parts: in its central part, an abyssal plain with a depth of about 4300 m is found. The continental slope is rather steep near Palawan and Luzon, and the deepest sounding is to be found off the latter island. Off the coast of China, a shelf extends about 300 km into the sea and includes the Formosa Strait and the Gulf of Tonkin. The islands of Formosa and Hainan are situated on this shelf. The Gulf of Tonkin deepens from the coast gradually to the centre, where the maximal depth is only 70 m. In the Formosa Strait, which is about 150 km wide, a number of reefs and banks are situated. The sill depth of this strait, about 70 m, is only a little below the average depth, which is 60 m in the northern part and 50 m in the southern part.

The main entrance to the China Sea from the Pacific Ocean is the deep Bashi Channel, through which also the replacement of its bottom waters occurs. Although the few soundings in the neighbourhood of the sill indicate a threshold of about 2600 m, temperature observations
suggest a much higher sill (see Section 6.7). Another somewhat higher sill exists between the Koto Syo Islands and Formosa, the sill depth, according to soundings, appearing to be 1800 m.

In the China Sea, there is a large number of peaks, which appear as coral reefs, atolls or banks. The extensive reef area west of Palawan needs special consideration in this connection. In the General Bathymetric Chart of this region, published in 1940, this area appears as a shelf, separated from Palawan, Borneo and the Sunda Shelf by a trough more than 1500 m deep. The soundings of that region entered in the British Admiralty Charts, however, show the whole area as being rather deep with the different reefs rising steeply. Also, Tydemann (1922) and van Riehl (1934) had already realized and clearly indicated this fact in their depth charts of the East Indian Archipelago.

A depth chart of this region based on British Admiralty Charts (fig. 2.3) demonstrates clearly, in spite of the relatively small number of soundings, that the different reefs and islands stand on a comparatively deep and level plateau. This varies between 1700 and 2500 m. Only the Reed Bank in the northeast is shallower, its base appearing to lie in 300 to 500 m depth. The Palawan Trough extends along the steep continental slope between Palawan and Borneo on the one side and these reefs on the other. It has a maximal depth of about 3475 m. Its deepest

![Fig. 2.3. Bathymetric chart of the reef region in the China Sea.](image-url)
connection with the China Basin is a deep channel through the reef region with a sill depth of about 2050 m. The sill to the north between Palawan and the Reed Bank is only 1400 m deep. Further soundings in this region might add interesting details to this picture.

The **SULU SEA** is outstanding because of the height of its sill, which is only 420 m deep and encloses a large basin of 5580 m maximal depth, in which exceptional biological conditions are found. The Sulu Basin is nearly rectangular in shape, its bottom sloping from about 1500 m in the west to more than 5000 m in the east. Off the Philippines and along the Sulu Archipelago, the continental slope is very steep. The deepest connection with the China Sea is through a channel running along the western side of Mindoro and Panay Islands. The sills in this channel are south of Mindoro and west of Panay, with between them the Panay Trough of 1400 m depth. As the bottom relief in this area is extremely irregular, the density of the soundings is not sufficient to determine the exact depth of the two sills, which are estimated at approximately 450 m. However, the temperature observations in these basins indicate that the western sill is deeper (470 m) because colder water is found in the Panay Trough than in the Sulu Basin. The sill governing the water exchange of the Sulu Basin lies in a depth of about 420 m south of the Panay Trough (see also Section 6.7).

In addition to the replacement of the bottom water of the Sulu Basin across this threshold, there is an exchange of surface water with the China Sea through the Balabac Strait. This Strait is narrowed by extensive coral reefs and contains in its narrowest part a channel 200 m deep, which is probably eroded by strong tidal currents. At its eastern entrance the strait is closed by a sill only 105 m in depth, but in the west the sill is somewhat deeper, being about 135 m. A considerably wider entrance for surface water exists through the Sulu Archipelago; this is very shallow in large areas and consists of numerous coral banks. Two channels, one east of Jolo with a sill of about 200 m depth, and another east of Sibutu, with a sill of about 270 m depth, form slightly deeper, but very narrow thresholds.

Through the **PHILIPPINE ISLANDS** an exchange of surface water with the Pacific Ocean is possible through the San Bernardino and the Surigao Straits; in these two straits not only strong tidal currents but also residual currents are observed. They transport only water of the surface layer over a sill of 110 m depth in the San Bernardino Strait and of 65 m in the Surigao Strait. Between the islands of the Philippines a number of smaller troughs are situated, the more important of which are listed in table 7. They are connected by several passages, but are of minor importance for water exchange.

The term **EASTERN ARCHIPELAGO** is used to denote the whole region between the Sunda Shelf in the west, the Arafura Shelf in the east, Mindanao in the north and the Indian Ocean in the south. It is the only deep connection between the Pacific and the Indian Oceans in lower latitudes. It is topographically and oceanographically a homogeneous region, but in the SNELLIUS Expedition reports it was given the rather clumsy title ‘Eastern parts of the East Indian Archipelago.’ The name Eastern Archipelago is not substantially new, it has been used in British Admiralty Charts to denote the whole Indonesian waters, but here it is given more precise definition. The topography of this region was intensively explored by the SNELLIUS Expedition. The numerous soundings, especially in the neighbourhood of the various sills, are discussed by van Riehl (1934) in connection with the spreading of the bottom water. He gives a large scale map of the whole region and several detailed charts of important sections, which still constitute the best information on this area. The supply of the different basins with bottom water is, oceanographically, an extremely interesting process and is dealt with in Section 6.7. A list of the different basins with their maximal and sill depths is given in table 7, and the general topography can be seen in plate 37. Because of the excellent SNELLIUS description of this region only the general structure is discussed here.
Between Mindanao and Halmahera, the Molucca Basin is closed by a ridge with a sill of 2340 m. Its bottom is divided into five smaller basins, which have maximal depths between 3400 and 4800 m and are connected below the sill of the Molucca Basin. The Sangihe Trough, extending along the ridge which connects North Celebes with Mindanao, has a shallower sill depth of only 2050 m and a maximal depth of 3820 m. This ridge is crowned by a number of islands and has four narrow thresholds, each about 1400 m deep through which the large Celebes Basin is supplied with bottom water. In its central parts a large abyssal plain is situated in a depth of about 5100 m. Directly connected with the Celebes Basin is the Macassar Trough, whose deeper portions are about 2300 m. In the south it is closed by a ridge connecting Celebes with the Sunda Shelf in a depth of less than 800 m.

The Molucca Basin is closed in the south by a ridge running from Celebes to New Guinea, and on which the islands of Taliabu, Mangole and Obi are situated. The deepest threshold through this ridge is the Lifamatola Strait with a sill depth of 1880 m, which governs the replacement of the bottom water of all basins south of it. The 2000 m isobath includes, south of this ridge, the whole Ceram Basin, the Banda Basin with the Weber Deep, the Flores Basin and the Sawu Basin. The different secondary basins of this region have maximal depths between 3350 and 7440 m (table 7), and some are separated from the others only at levels deeper than 4000 m. It is remarkable that the Sawu Basin, although situated south of the Lesser Sunda Islands, still belongs to this large basin.

The Lesser Sunda Islands, situated in the prolongation of Java, continue in a ridge, running in a large arc from Wetar by way of Damar, Manuk and the Banda Islands to Ceram. The thresholds between the different islands of this chain become deeper to the east. Thus, the Bali Strait is only about 60 m deep, Lombok Strait reaches a depth of 300 m, the strait between Alor and Wetar more than 1200 m and the threshold to the Weber Deep as much as 4300 m. Consequently the basins south and east of this island chain, the Weber Deep, the Wetar Basin and the Sawu Basin, still belong to the Banda Sea group of deep sea basins.

The second ridge, which separates the Bali Trench from the Java Trench south of Java, continues through the islands of Sawu, Roti and Timor and from there it runs parallel to the first ridge in a large arc, also ending at Ceram. On this ridge, Babar, the Tanimbar and Kai Islands are situated. The two deepest thresholds in this ridge are between Timor and Babar with sill depths of approximately 1600 m. The island of Sumba, south of Flores, connects these two ridges, and south of it the deepest connection between the Bali and the Java Trenches is found, and here occurs a disturbance of the parallel structure of these two island chains and adjoining trenches. The southern entrances of the Sawu Sea are formed on both sides of Sawu Island by sills about 1150 m deep.

The second ridge is separated from the Sahul and Arafura Shelves again by a depression, which is an extension of the Java Trench in the form of the Timor Trough and the Aru Basin, and which extends further into the Ceram Basin. The Timor Trough is separated from the Indian Ocean by a sill 1940 m deep, and is supplied with Indian Ocean water. From the Timor Trough a long narrow channel of very even bottom depth of about 1600 m leads to the Aru Basin. This basin, with a maximal depth of 3680 m, is connected by a channel, also 1600 m deep with the Ceram Basin, so that replacement of its bottom water takes place from both the Pacific and the Indian Oceans. Three sections through this system of trenches and ridges at 110°E, 126.5°E and 6°S are shown in figure 2.4. They demonstrate clearly the sequence of depressions and island chains in this wave-like folding structure.

The ARAFURA SHELF, connecting New Guinea and Australia, is 30 to 90 m deep and includes the Aru Islands in its northwestern part. A slightly deeper channel leads in a west-east
direction to the Torres Strait, which is blocked by large coral reefs. Some small channels up to 12 m in depth lead through these reefs permitting only a weak water exchange. The tidal currents, on the other hand, are of considerable strength in the strait. The SAHUL SHELF, situated off the northwest coast of Australia, extends about 300 km into the sea with average depths of 80 to 100 m. Near the edge of the shelf, a number of reefs, banks and some islands are situated.

The ANDAMAN SEA contains a relatively extensive basin with a maximal depth of 4360 m, but its bottom is rather uneven. Its western boundary is a ridge on which the Andaman and Nikobar Islands are situated. This must be considered as a prolongation of the mountain chain of Sumatra. Off Burma and the Malayan Peninsula, the shelf is broad and has a rather gradual continental slope. The deepest threshold to the Indian Ocean lies between Sumatra and the Nikobars, near Great Nikobar Island. Its sill depth appears to be between 1800 and 2000 m, but as there are no deep oceanographical stations in the Andaman Sea, it is not possible to confirm this by temperature observations. The Ten Degree Channel between the Nikobar and Andaman Islands has a sill only 900 m deep, and the Andaman Islands themselves are connected with the mainland within the 200 m line, with a sill depth in the Preparis Channel of only 180 m.

In the INDIAN OCEAN, the large India-Australia Basin is situated to the south and west of Java and Sumatra. It can be subdivided into several smaller basins as shown by Stocks (1960).
The Java Trench (max. 7450 m) off the coast of the two islands is its deepest part, and parallel to it, but closer to the coast, runs the Bali Trench (max. 5160 m). The whole system is also often called the Sunda Double Trench. It is, however, not limited to the region south of Java, Bali and Sumbawa, but continues southwest of Sumatra. There a number of islands, some of considerable size, occurs on the ridge separating the two trenches. Both trenches become shallower to the north, the inner, also named the Metawei Trench, reaching depths of less than 200 m south of the equator, but north of the equator it can still be recognized. Schott (1935) noted a gentle rise south of the Java Trench before the abyssal plain of the India-Australia Basin begins. This sequence of rises and depressions gives the whole area between the Sunda Shelf and the India-Australia Basin a wave-like structure. A profile through this structure is shown in figure 2.4.

The PHILIPPINE BASIN as part of the Pacific Ocean borders the Southeast Asian Waters in the east, its deepest part being the Philippine Trench (max. 10497 m). It is separated in the southeast from the West Caroline Basin (max. 5798 m), situated north of New Guinea, by a ridge running from Halmabera via the Palau Islands to Yap. A detailed geological description of the region is given by Dietz (1954).
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CHAPTER 3

THE WIND SYSTEMS AND THE CIRCULATION AT THE SURFACE

Because they are situated between the land masses of Asia and Australia, the Southeast Asian Waters are the ideal monsoon region. The equatorial pressure trough moves according to the position of the sun, crossing the equator twice each year. In the summer hemisphere a low develops over the continent in prolongation of the equatorial pressure trough, while in the winter hemisphere a high is formed over the continent, belonging to the subtropical high. Between the high and the low the monsoons develop. Because the pressure distribution is very stationary, the winds have a high constancy, especially over the sea. The wind forces are generally small; storms and typhoons are observed only over the northern parts of the China Sea and the Philippines, over the Andaman Sea and north of Australia. When the equatorial trough passes the equator the winds are extremely variable, but in the full monsoon they temporarily deviate over land from the direction of the monsoons because of thermal influences. Charts of the wind distribution over the region are not given here; reference may be made to the various meteorological atlases listed in the bibliography. Only small chartlets, which are redrawn from the Atlas of Climate Charts of the Oceans (U.S. Weather Bureau, 1938), are added to the charts of the surface currents (plates 1-6).

3.1 THE MONSOONS

In January the north monsoon is fully developed. Over Asia a high is formed and the equatorial trough lies just north of Australia. Over the whole China Sea and over the Andaman Sea the northeast monsoon blows, and continues towards the Pacific Ocean as the northeast trades. In the China Sea wind force 5 is often exceeded. The monsoon passes the equator as a north wind and south of it turns to the east, where it appears as the northwest monsoon. The equatorial trough lies over the Indian Ocean at about 10°S, south of which the southeast trades are found. Off the northwest coast of Australia the trades are deflected and blow almost parallel to the coast towards the northeast with only a small force. In February the equatorial trough moves northwards and lies over Java and the Lesser Sunda Islands. Over the whole region between Java and Australia southwest winds now prevail branching off from the southeast trades. North of the equator conditions have not changed, but the strength of the monsoon has decreased. In March the southeast trades of the Indian Ocean extend further northwards and eastwards, while over the Timor and Arafura Seas northwest winds still prevail. Over the China Sea the northeast monsoon has weakened.

In April the equatorial trough moves quickly to the north and lies over the equator. The southeast trades always reach to about 5°S, that is, towards the north of the Lesser Sunda Islands, where it is normally called the southwest monsoon. North of the equator, over the China Sea and over the Philippines weak northeast winds still prevail, while over the Gulf of Bengal southwest winds are blowing, introducing the monsoon for Burma and Thailand.

May brings a complete change of conditions. The system of the northeast winds over the China Sea and the Philippines collapses, and the south monsoon succeeds over the whole of Southeast Asia. South of the equator the southeast monsoon blows, continuing to the Indian Ocean as the southeast trades. At the equator south winds prevail, and north of it the southwest monsoon. In the area of the Philippines and of the Celebes Sea the winds are still weak and unsteady. In June the distribution changes slightly; the winds become stronger, and reach force 4 and more over the Arafura Sea, over the Indian Ocean, and especially over the Gulf of Bengal.

In July and August the south monsoon reaches its full development. In these months the low over Asia and the high over Australia are strongest and the circulation reaches its
greatest strength. Over the open sea wind force 4 is often exceeded, but over the Indonesian Archipelago and over the Philippines the wind remains on the average below force 4.

In September over the waters around Formosa and Hong Kong the first northeast winds occur, indicating a weakening of the Asian low. In the other parts of the region the south monsoon loses only slightly in strength. In October the equatorial trough begins to move rapidly southwards, and by the middle of the month, lies along a line from the centre of the Gulf of Bengal to the north coast of New Guinea. North of this line northeast winds prevail, south of it still the southeast monsoon. In the Indian Ocean between the equator and 10°N the southwest monsoon has turned so far, that it comes almost from the west.

In November the equatorial trough runs clearly south of the equator. The northeast monsoon has intensified especially over the China Sea and normally exceeds wind force 4. Over the Indian Ocean the system of the southeast monsoon has collapsed, and the southeast trades are confined to south of about 5°S. By December the equatorial trough moves further to the south and lies at about 5°S. The northeast monsoon reaches its maximal force over the China Sea, crosses the equator as a north wind and temporarily reaches Java and the Lesser Sunda Islands. Over the Java Sea west winds prevail. The southeast trades of the Indian Ocean have retreated further to the south and reach just up to 10°S, and near the Australian northwest coast, south winds prevail.

This variation of the atmospheric circulation finds its parallel in a corresponding variation of the oceanic circulation. Because of the high constancy of the monsoons and of their regular appearance the ocean currents show the same characteristics. Just as the monsoon changes direction twice a year and the winds are practically reversed at the time of their strongest development, the oceanic circulation is also reversed in large areas. Thus, this complete reversal is really typical of the circulation in these waters.

3.2 THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE SURFACE CURRENT CHARTS

The atlases of the surface currents available for this region, which are listed in the bibliography, normally present for every month the vector average of all observations in every 1° square. In addition the data from 10-25 of these squares, are combined and a current rose is constructed, showing the frequency of the velocities in different directions. Useful as these presentations are for the sailor, they do not give a complete picture of the oceanic circulation, as wanted by the scientist. The observations are too scanty in large areas and the scattering of the vectors, calculated from only a few observations, is too large. Vectors always appear across or reverse to the main direction of the current. This does not mean that these observations are inaccurate, but their number is insufficient to eliminate the effects of eddies and counter currents on the main currents as modern investigations in the Gulf Stream and in the Kuroshio have shown. This fact appears rather clearly, when regions with a large number of observations are compared, for instance along the route Singapore - Hong Kong. There, such a scattering of the vectors is not found, but they result in a quite distinct picture of the average circulation, although in particular cases eddies and counter currents may appear in this area as in others. For the presentation of ocean currents for scientific consideration, a certain smoothing, however, is necessary in order to elaborate the main characteristic of the circulation (Wyrtki, 1960).

The current charts are constructed for every second month, but this is adequate to follow the variations of the circulation in the course of the year (plates 1-6). For the presentation of the currents the approved form of equally long current arrows has been chosen, the velocity being indicated in six steps by feathering. In order to avoid confusion of the charts the constancy of the currents has not been indicated. For this the mentioned atlases must be consulted. But normally a high velocity involves also a high constancy. For obvious reasons the original observations
could not be used for the construction of the charts, rather they were composed from the current vectors of the 1° squares given in the cited atlases. Special consideration was given to the most frequent direction and to the average velocity in this direction as derived from the current roses. The average velocities in the most frequent direction are considered to be the reliable components of the circulation. These normally are much higher than the vector average, but can always be combined into an acceptable current pattern. It might be mentioned here, that the vector velocities given in the atlases of the U.S. Navy Hydrographic Office (1944, 1945) give in nearly all cases higher values than those of the Netherlands Meteorological Institute (1936, 1949, 1952). In the region east of the Philippines and north of New Guinea, where the density of the observations is small in both atlases, the presentations given by Schott (1939) are mainly used. Because of the clear presentation, the current arrows are easily attributed to the different months. Generally when constructing the charts given here, Schott’s statement was confirmed that single observations more easily permit the drawing of a current chart than the resultant vectors. Further valuable information on the currents, especially on local effects, are given in the Pilots issued by different hydrographic offices.

Consideration must also be given to current boundaries, divergences, convergences and regions of upwelling. The differences in the density at the surface of tropical oceans are relatively small, so convergences are not pronounced and in no case are they as important as, for instance, the Polar Front. Divergences are also difficult to recognize at the surface, but are indicated at the bottom of the homogeneous layer by an upward curvature of the thermocline. Naturally, current boundaries are recognizable between the different branches of the circulation, but often it is impossible to associate them with convergences or divergences. It even seems likely that the same boundary may appear temporarily as convergence or divergence, especially in regions where currents form or break up, or where large eddies occur. On the other hand very stationary convergences or divergences are developed in connection with the main branches of the circulation, like the divergence of the North Equatorial Current in the Pacific Ocean at about 11°N. Schott (1935, 1939) has also met these difficulties in his presentation of the currents. He gives only current boundaries in the equatorial parts of the oceans, but he marks clearly the Subtropical Convergence and the Antarctic Convergence. So in the current charts of this book the boundaries between the different branches of the circulation are marked, but convergences and divergences are denoted only when a clear distinction was possible.

3.3 THE SURFACE CURRENTS OF THE NORTHEASTERN INDIAN OCEAN

The steady branch of the circulation in the Indian Ocean is the South Equatorial Current. It extends from the northwest corner of Australia between 20°S and 10°S to the other side of the ocean as far as Madagascar. Our presentation shows only its root and its eastern part. It reaches its strongest development in August, when it forms with the Somali Current and the Monsoon Current a large eddy in the equatorial part of the Indian Ocean. Even if this current extends over about 10 degrees of latitude, a careful study of the current observations will always reveal a current axis, clearly distinguishable because of essentially higher velocities. In August the current axis runs close to the coast of Java to the west, but is deflected southwestwards, when joining with the water masses of the monsoon current coming from the north. The South Equatorial Current is supplied chiefly by water masses from the south, partly by water from the Timor Sea and also for a considerable part by water out of the upwelling region to the northwest of Australia. From the Sunda Strait to the southwest the current axis seems to follow the boundary of the tropical and the subtropical water. This deflection to the south is also clearly marked in the current chart for June drawn by
Michaelis (1923). Until October this pattern changes only a little.

By December, when the southeast trades no longer reach the coast of Java, conditions are essentially different. Off the south coast of Java a coastal current develops flowing with relatively high velocities to the east, where it can be followed as far as the Sumba Island. The axis of the South Equatorial Current lies south of 10°S, and west of 100°E it shows a deflection to the south. In February this current rises off the northwest corner of Australia and one branch turns to the Timor Sea thus causing a divergence between the branches. The current axis runs from the northwest corner of Australia northwestwards and turns to the west where it joins the water masses of the Counter Current at about 9°S, 100°E. The Java Coastal Current is now most strongly developed, but reaches only to the eastern end of the island. With the northward extension of the southeast trades and the beginning of the southeast monsoon over the Timor Sea in April the South Equatorial Current becomes stronger again. Its water sources are chiefly from the south, partly from the upwelling region off northwest Australia and a visible current axis is formed only west of 100°E. The Java Coastal Current has decreased in strength, so with the beginning of the full southeast monsoon in June the current axis shifts closer to the coast of Java, but still the eastgoing current is recognizable off the coast. Water from the Timor and Sawu Seas and from the upwelling region off Australia intensify the South Equatorial Current in this season. The current axis runs south of 10°S, to 100°E, where it joins with the Counter Current, and turns then to the southwest.

Just as the southeast trades, as a permanent feature of the atmospheric circulation, form the permanent South Equatorial Current, so the changing monsoons over the northern part of the Indian Ocean cause an alternating current system. From June to October the southwest monsoon blows with considerable strength towards India and causes the development of a strong drift current north of the equator and of weaker drifts in the Bay of Bengal. These drifts lead to an extremely high piling up of water along the eastern side of the Bay of Bengal. Part of this water flows away through the Andaman Sea and around the west corner of Sumatra to the south, a smaller part flows along the east coast of India. The Monsoon Current flowing south of Ceylon to the east passes partly over into the drift setting against the Andaman Islands, and it is partly deflected to the south, when approaching the west corner of Sumatra.

About 8 degrees to the south the Equatorial Counter Current flows also eastwards. It is separated from the Monsoon Current by a zone of weaker eastward movements, clearly recognizable from the observations. In the zone between 2°N and 5°N the current has not only smaller velocities, but is also more variable in its direction. This phenomenon has not yet been elaborated and always both currents, the Monsoon Current and the Counter Current are shown together as one single branch. The Counter Current lies at or just south of the equator and remains there during the whole year.

The southeast monsoon in October is already so weak, that the Monsoon Current has degenerated into a weak drift and the drift current in the Bay of Bengal has decayed into several eddies; the circulation is generally cyclonic. On the other hand the Counter Current becomes essentially stronger. From June to October the water masses of the Counter Current after joining with the water masses of the Monsoon Current in the region west of Sumatra turn in a broad front to the south and pass over into the South Equatorial Current.

In December with the beginning of the northeast monsoon the circulation in the northern Indian Ocean has changed. From the Bay of Bengal a drift current develops, which gets stronger to the south and passes over into the North Equatorial Current. This current rises about at the northwest corner of Sumatra and is supplied partly by water out of the Malacca Strait, but chiefly by water from the Counter Current, which turns northwards off the west.
coast of Sumatra. The axis of the Counter Current lies near the equator, but it reaches with decreasing velocities to about 6°S. In contrast with this the northern boundary is well developed and lies at 2°N. At about 2°S a divergence is developed, dividing the stronger and northwards turning part of the Counter Current from the weaker and southwards turning part. This divergence moves gradually to the south and when the southern branch vanishes in February, forms the boundary against the South Equatorial Current. Later this divergence is replaced by a convergence, when the Counter Current becomes stronger and gives more water off to the south.

A part of the water masses of the Counter Current flows to the southeast always along the west coast of Sumatra. From July to October, when the southeast monsoon touches the south coast of Java in full strength and the South Equatorial Current is pressed far to the south, this branch turns into the South Equatorial Current off the Sunda Strait. But from November the South Equatorial Current deviates from the coast and a small current develops south of Java in continuation of the coastal current off Sumatra. This Java Coastal Current reaches its strongest development in February, when it is reinforced by west winds, (Soeriaatmadja 1957). But it remains until June, after the beginning of the southeast monsoon, which leads to the conclusion, that this current is caused by dynamical conditions rather than by winds. Temporarily also a weak upwelling seems to appear along the boundary between the Java Coastal Current and the South Equatorial Current.

In January and February the northeast monsoon has reached its maximal strength over the Bay of Bengal and also its maximal extension to the south. The North Equatorial Current is strongly developed and in the Bay of Bengal a large anticyclonic eddy is formed. Also south of the axis of the North Equatorial Current a drift to the southwest is found, extending over the equator to the south and being caused by the monsoon. The Counter Current is pressed far to the south and flows between 3°S and 5°S in a small belt. The ALBATROSS Expedition, Jerlov (1953), recorded it in March 1948 even between 6° and 8°S.

The northeast monsoon ends in March and in April the southwest monsoon starts gradually. The anticyclonic eddy in the Bay of Bengal is still present, the North Equatorial Current now very weak, is also present as part of it. On the other hand the Counter Current has increased appreciably and extends from 3°N to 5°S. In broad front it turns at about 7°S into the South Equatorial Current, but parts of it continue in the Java Coastal Current. With the change to the full development of the southeast monsoon the current pattern south of the equator does not change, while north of the equator the drift into the Bay of Bengal becomes stronger and the Monsoon Current is formed. The presentations of the surface currents in the Bay of Bengal given for some months by Ganapati and Murthy (1954) are in full agreement with our current charts.

A schematic presentation of the west-east components of the currents along 90°E between 20°S and 10°N shows the development of the different current branches in the course of the year, figure 3.1. The South Equatorial Current

![Fig. 3.1. Schematic presentation of the west-east components of the currents in the Indian Ocean along 90°E in different months.](image-url)

is developed strongly throughout the year and its northern boundary varies only between 7°S and 10°S. On the other hand the current axis shows stronger variations. From June to October it has a southerly position, maximal 16°S in August. In February it lies more to the north at about
11°S, in spite of the fact that the southeast trades reach only to about 10°S.

The Counter Current is developed during the whole year and lies just south of the equator. The only exception is the time from January to March, when it is considerably shifted to the south. This southwards shifting is in close relation to the maximal development of the North Equatorial Current. Probably this might also be the reason for the northward shifting of the South Equatorial Current in these months. It may be assumed, that the whole circulation is compressed into a smaller space, if the South and the North Equatorial Currents are developed simultaneously, which is always the case in the Pacific Ocean.

North of the Counter Current a complete reversal of the circulation takes place during the year according to the monsoons. From December to April the North Equatorial Current flows to the west under the influence of the northeast monsoon, while from June to October the eastgoing Monsoon Current is developed. Monsoon Current and Counter Current are at least from June to August separate currents, and in October the Monsoon Current is already so weak, that a separation from the strongly developed Counter Current is no longer possible.

In connection with these current systems and the configuration of the coast line, regions of upwelling or sinking develop. The most important seems to be the region off the northwest coast of Australia, which gives a considerable contribution to the supply of the South Equatorial Current from April to September, when the southeast monsoon is blowing as an offshore wind. Another region of upwelling must develop along the west coast of Burma and Thailand from December to February during the northeast monsoon. A description of these regions is given in Section 7.5, although practically no oceanographic stations have been worked there.

3.4 THE SURFACE CURRENTS OF THE WESTERN NORTH PACIFIC OCEAN

The Southeast Asian Waters are relatively open towards the North Pacific Ocean enabling its water masses a free entrance, while they are closed against the Indian Ocean. The most powerful branch of the circulation in the western Pacific Ocean is the North Equatorial Current flowing steadily during the whole year towards the Philippines. From December to February, that is in the northern winter, it seems to be stronger and from April to June weaker than normal. When approaching the Philippines the current divides, the larger part turns northwards and flows along the east coast of Luzon and Formosa to the north, where it forms the root of the Kuroshio. The annual variation of the current velocity east of Formosa is given in figure 3.2 and shows a maximum in May, and in November a minimum which is only about half of the maximum. This does not necessarily mean, that the transports make the same fluctuations, because they depend more on the depth and the width of the current.

The splitting off of the North Equatorial Current occurs along a line of divergence running westwards at about 11°N and bending slightly northwards, when approaching the Philippines.

![Fig. 3.2. Annual variation of the velocity of the current in cm/sec, off the east coast of Formosa, of the Mindanao Current and of the current through the Macassar Strait.](image-url)
It ends off the Bernardino Strait north of Samar Island. South of the divergence the direction of the current is southwest, feeding the Mindanao Current, a fact already shown by Schott (1939). The Mindanao Current flows close to the coast of Mindanao to the south and its velocities exceed often 100 cm/sec, figure 3.2. About in the latitude of the south point of Mindanao the current splits, one branch continues in the direction of the main current to the south between the islands Sangi and Talaut, the other weaker branch turns to the southwest and enters the Celebes Sea. Within the Celebes Sea a large part of its water is deflected to the south and flows along the north coast of Celebes as a coastal current to the east, where it meets again the branch of the Mindanao Current, which flows directly to the south, and there the root of the Counter Current is formed.

Unlike the currents so far discussed, which are persistent features, those in the region north of New Guinea are marked by strong seasonal fluctuations. This is a region of light winds, from May to October they are southeast trades and from November to April the wind is from the north and west and is a branch of the northeast trades. From June to August the South Equatorial Current is most strongly developed and flows west along the north coast of New Guinea with high velocities as far as Halmahera. Here it is deflected to the north and joins the water masses coming out of the Celebes and Molucca Seas, this causes a further deflection to the right, until the current has reached an easterly direction. There, together with water coming directly from the North Equatorial Current, the Counter Current is formed flowing eastwards with considerable width. In this season the Counter Current reaches its maximal strength and consists chiefly of water masses of the southern hemisphere. Until October the strength of the South Equatorial Current and of the Counter Current decreases without a change of the current pattern.

In November the change over of conditions takes place, because the South Equatorial Current can persist no longer, against the increasing northwest winds. The Counter Current, now carrying exclusively water of the northern hemisphere is still present, but weaker, because it gives off water to the southeast. This water forms under the influence of the wind a coastal current along the north coast of New Guinea setting towards the southeast. This small but powerful coastal current is maintained until February. From November to February, when the Counter Current consists only of water masses from the northern hemisphere and has moreover to give off water towards the southeast, the Mindanao Current reaches its strongest development, figure 3.2. By February the South Equatorial Current has come through north of the equator to 140°E. The beginning of the southeast trades in April leads to a simultaneous vanishing of the coastal current and of the Counter Current and in the whole region a weak drift to the west and northwest prevails. The water masses coming out of the Celebes Sea north of Halmahera are deflected to the north and feed again the Mindanao Current, which reaches its lowest velocity in this month.

The change of the currents in the course of the year along 140°E between the north coast of New Guinea and 20°N is presented schematically in figure 3.3. The steady North Equatorial Current, which reaches its maximum in winter, gradually extends to the south from June to
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February. South of it the Counter Current is found. It starts in May, is most strongly developed in August and decreases afterwards gradually until it vanishes in March. The South Equatorial Current appears in February in this region and until April extends so far that it suppresses the Counter Current and joins with the North Equatorial Current. But this situation seems to be stable only for a very short time, and perhaps does not even occur in every year. By May the Counter Current starts with considerable force and presses the South Equatorial Current towards the coast of New Guinea. There it is maintained until the beginning of the northwest winds in November, when it is replaced in December by the coastal current. This coastal current is only of short duration and in March is replaced again by the South Equatorial Current.

In connection with this circulation system two strong eddies are formed, the Mindanao Eddy and the Halmahera Eddy. The Mindanao Eddy is developed during the whole year and in it the water of the North Equatorial Current is turned first into the Mindanao Current and then into the Counter Current. The Halmahera Eddy is developed only from May to October and off the island of Halmahera turns the water masses of the South Equatorial Current into the Counter Current. Further comments on the dynamics of this system are made in Section 7.3. From this current system of the Western North Pacific Ocean water masses enter the Southeast Asian Waters through the numerous passages between the Asian mainland and New Guinea, but there is no direct flow of water from the Pacific to the Indian Ocean.

3.5 SURFACE CURRENTS IN THE SOUTHEAST ASIAN WATERS

The development of a strong circulation within the Southeast Asian Waters is favoured by their geographical situation. The area formed by the China Sea, the passages between Sumatra and Borneo, the Java Sea, the Flores Sea and the Banda Sea lies with its axis exactly in the main wind direction of both monsoons. The China Sea between Formosa and Singapore extends in a northeast-southwest direction, and the northeast as well as the southwest monsoon blow along its axis. The waters between Sumatra and Borneo situated just below the equator form a north-south connection between the China and Java Seas and the monsoons blow here in a northerly and in a southerly direction. The area formed by the Java, Flores and Banda Seas, extending from west to east lies again in the direction of the monsoons, which blow here from westnorthwest and from eastsoutheast. This situation conditions a strong circulation in this whole region during both monsoons. Moreover this circulation is favoured by the great constancy of the winds, even if they are relatively weak, this is important for the development of a stationary system of currents.

In the other parts of the Southeast Asian Waters the circulation is more irregular and seems to be frequently disturbed; in any case a large scale pattern is lacking. Through the Molucca Sea, the Philippines and the Sulu Sea an exchange of water with the Pacific Ocean takes place. The Celebes Sea is so widely open to the Pacific, that its circulation invades this region. The Macassar Strait, connecting the Celebes Sea and the Java Sea has usually a current to the south which is caused by the slope of the sea surface from the Pacific to the Indian Ocean. The Malacca and the Sunda Straits are relatively narrow and the water exchange, which is normally towards the Indian Ocean, is small, even if the currents are sometimes strong. The same applies for the several straits between the Lesser Sunda Islands. Of greater importance is the flow of water through the Timor Sea into the Indian Ocean. A water exchange with the South Pacific Ocean is possible through the Torres Strait but it is probably small because of the narrowness of the strait.

In the CHINA SEA a wind drift is formed with the beginning of the southwest monsoon in May and June. Off the coast of Vietnam a westward intensification of this current is clearly visible. The wide, uniform drift in the northern China
Sea shows a deflection of the current to the right of the wind. The larger part of the water masses passes over south of Formosa into the root of the Kuroshio; a smaller part flows through the Formosa Strait to the north. Because the supply of water to this current from the Java Sea seems to be insufficient, a current develops off the coast of Borneo towards the southwest, which turns back to the north in the region of the Natuna Islands. The water of this current comes partly out of the Sulu Sea, and partly from a counter current, which is formed in the central parts of the China Sea. This current must develop in close connection with the westward intensification of the main current and be caused dynamically. Along the west coast of Luzon water flows northwards from the Sulu Sea.

At the time of the strongest development of the south monsoon in August the water movements are considerably stronger, the main current shows the same westward intensification and a counter current is developed. From the coast of Vietnam, at about 11°N, the main current flows almost east, later it dissolves and flows again northwards. An addition of water from Sulu Sea no longer takes place, but parts of the counter current are deflected and flow northeastwards as a weak drift along the coast of Borneo and Palawan. A part of this water enters the Sulu Sea north of Palawan together with small parts of the eastgoing main current. In September these movements decrease and in October the northeast monsoon starts blowing with considerable strength. Under the influence of the winds, water masses of the North Equatorial Current are deflected south of Formosa into the China Sea, and other water comes from the north through the Formosa Strait. This water flows along the coast of China to the southwest with a remarkable westward intensification of the current. In the centre of the China Sea a counter current is developed over about 10 degrees of latitude. But not all of this water can flow away into the Java Sea, because there the southeast monsoon is still blowing. Consequently a current arises along the coast of Sarawak flowing northeastwards, continuing as far as Luzon and there turning back into the main current. Small parts of this water also enter the Sulu Sea.

In December the northeast monsoon is fully developed over the China Sea and the currents are strong and off the shore of Vietnam often exceed 100 cm/sec. The westward intensification is stronger than during the southwest monsoon, when a deflection of the current occurs to the east caused by the wind. Again the counter current in the centre of the China Sea is found and lies further to the east because of the strength of the main current. From the Sulu Sea water flows into the China Sea and is mixed into the main current. A very weak flow occurs along the coast of Borneo southwestwards. In February the main current pattern is almost the same as in December. Only in the eastern parts of the China Sea do drift currents to the west occur, they are deflected to the right of the wind. But these are soon turned to the north and mixed with the counter current, which is not pronounced in this month.

By April the whole current system of the northeast monsoon has decayed and the main current has dissolved into two large eddies, one in the northeast, the other in the southeast of Vietnam. In the eastern parts of the China Sea a weak drift to the southwest is present, and in the centre the counter current again occurs. An inflow of water occurs from the Sulu Sea, and an outflow through the Formosa Strait. A weak current also flows into the Java Sea.

Very few observations have been made in the Gulf of Thailand but from available data water movements seem always to be weak. During the south monsoon, from May to September they are anticyclonic and during the northeast monsoon from October to January they are cyclonic. From February to April movements at the surface out of the gulf seem to prevail.

The JAVA SEA is essentially smaller than the China Sea and the currents occupy its full width without the development of larger eddies and counter currents. From May to September the water flows to the west and from November to
March to the east. In April and October the direction of the flow changes and eddies occur. Normally in these months a current towards the east prevails off the coast of Java and a current towards the west off the coast of Borneo. In the small passages between Borneo and Sumatra, in the Karimata and Gaspar Straits, when the winds are fresh the velocities of the currents reach often 100 cm/sec, especially during the full north monsoon.

In the STRAIT OF MACASSAR the flow is directed to the south during the whole year and the velocities are normally small. The annual variation is presented in fig. 3.2 and shows minimal velocities in December/January and in May. In these months the currents are very unsteady. The strongest currents occur in February and March and from July to September. The water masses leaving the strait in the south flow during the southeast monsoon into the Java Sea and during the northwest monsoon into the Flores Sea.

Over the FLORES SEA west winds prevail from December to March and southeast winds in all other months. Accordingly, from December to March a uniform current to the east exists, being remarkably intensified along the north coast of the Lesser Sunda Islands. With the disappearance of the west winds in April, a weak westwards current forms under the coast of Celebes, while north of the Lesser Sunda Islands the strong current to the east is still present. Even during the full southeast monsoon in July and August this coastal current remains, but is considerably weakened. During this period the west going drift current in the northern part of the Flores Sea occupies most of its width, and in August has velocities of about 75 cm/sec. With the decrease of the southeast monsoon the coastal current north of the Lesser Sunda Islands is again intensified and in October only a weak drift is to be noted south of Celebes.

In contrast to the channel-like seas, already discussed, in which the direction of the current is given by their configuration, the eastern parts of these waters are connected by various smaller and wider passages, causing sometimes rather complicated current patterns. The number of observations in these waters is very small and the current observations must be used with caution because ships navigating in these areas may pass through several passages within 24 hours and tidal currents, which might seriously influence observations, occur in these passages. Direct current measurements by the SNELLIUS Expedition were made at only a few places.

The BANDA SEA is entered during the northwest monsoon by water masses out of the Flores Sea. A part of this water flows north of Buru into the Ceram Sea and from there through the Halmahera Sea into the Pacific Ocean. Another part moves as a wide drift south of Ceram into the Arafura Sea. At the time of the changing of the monsoon in April the currents are so variable, that a general current pattern cannot be derived. The coastal current north of the Lesser Sunda Islands turns east of Timor sharply to the south. During the southeast monsoon water masses out of the Pacific Ocean flow through the Halmahera and Ceram Seas at both sides of the island Buru into the Banda Sea and pass in a southwest direction into the Flores Sea.

In the ARAFURA SEA and in the eastern parts of the Banda Sea only drift currents with weak velocities are to be observed during the whole year. The Torres Strait is narrow and shallow and the water transport through it is only small, in any case it is of minor importance to the water movements in the Arafura Sea. The direction of the drift current over the shallow parts of the Arafura Sea is everywhere in the direction of the wind. During the southeast monsoon considerable upwelling is observed in this region, see Section 7.5.

In the TIMOR SEA a current to the southwest prevails during the whole year, its axis runs close to the coast of Timor. From April to September the current reaches to the Australian coast, although its velocity decreases in that direction. From October to March a weak current towards the northeast is formed off the Australian coast under the influence of winds from the southwest. The Timor Current takes its water from October.
to April out of the current flowing along the north coast of the Lesser Sunda Islands to the east, which turns around the eastern end of Timor. Only at the time of the full development of the southeast monsoon is the Timor Current supplied by water out of the upwelling region in the Arafura and eastern Banda Seas.

The CELEBES SEA is widely open to the Pacific Ocean and its currents enter this region. A branch of the Mindanao Current flows south of Mindanao southwestwards into the Celebes Sea. Its water is deflected to the south and later to the east in the central parts of the sea and flows back to the east along the north coast of Celebes. In the region northwest of Halmahera this coastal current joins again with the branch of the Mindanao Current coming directly from the north between the islands Sangihe and Talaut, and it receives water coming out of the Molucca Sea, all forming the root of the Counter Current. This system of circulation is maintained during the whole year, even though its extension to the west may vary. The current in the Macassar Strait is supported from February to September almost exclusively by water from this current system. But from October to January, when north winds prevail over the Celebes Sea, the eddy, in which the Mindanao Current turns back to the east, is displaced to the east, and water from the Sulu Sea flows through the western part of the Celebes Sea into the Macassar Strait. In the northern part of the Celebes Sea the water movements are normally weak and irregular, but movements into the Sulu Sea prevail from March to July and in the other months movements are towards the southwest.

Through the PHILIPPINES a continuous transport of water which comes from the North Equatorial Current takes place into the Sulu Sea. From May to September this transport is weak, because the wind opposes it. The maximal inflow occurs in February, when the North Equatorial Current is strongest. In this month the water masses flow away partly to the China Sea, partly to the Celebes Sea. From April to July a weak flow from south to north occurs through the Sulu Sea, from August to October this flow is from north to south, and from December onwards the water entering through the Philippines flows away to both sides.

Through the MALACCA STRAIT and through the SUNDA STRAIT a small water exchange is possible between the Sunda Shelf and the Indian Ocean. In both straits the water movements are in general directed towards the Indian Ocean and are strongly related to the surface gradient of the sea level through these straits, see figures 7.7 and 7.8. The flow through the Sunda Strait reaches its maximum in August during the southeast monsoon and a second maximum in December/January at the time of the full development of the north monsoon. In the Malacca Strait the period of strongest flow is from January to April, during the northeast monsoon, but it is chiefly caused by the low sea level in the Andaman Sea in this season.

When comparing the six current charts (plates 1-6) with other publications only small differences are found, while the gross features of the circulation appear the same. For instance the monthly current charts for the South China, Java, Celebes and Sulu Seas, published by the U.S. Navy Hydrographic Office (1945) and the monthly current charts given in the Handbuch für das Süßchinesische Meer (1943) show full agreement with these plates. But a detailed comparison with the charts given by Schott (1935) for February and August and that given by Sverdrup (1946) for February shows a completely different current pattern in the Molucca and Halmahera Seas. The current charts presented here for December and February show that movements towards the Pacific Ocean take place through these waters, and that from April to October water of the Pacific Ocean enters the Eastern Archipelago. But Schott gives just the opposite picture, which would mean that during the southeast monsoon in August the upwelling region in the Banda and Arafura Seas had not only to feed the Monsoon Current into the Flores Sea, but also an outflow to the north into the Pacific Ocean. This would require an enormous
upwelling in this region, which has not been observed. In fact considerable water masses flow from the Pacific Ocean in August into the Banda Sea and feed the Monsoon Current, which takes only a small part of its water from the upwelling region.

In February the conditions are quite reversed. The Monsoon Current coming out of the Flores Sea flows mainly through the Molucca Sea into the Pacific Ocean, and only small parts sink down in the Banda Sea. According to the presentations given by Schott and Sverdrup not only the whole Monsoon Current but also water coming from the Pacific Ocean would have to disappear in the Banda Sea. Quantitative values of these transports are given in Section 7.4.
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CHAPTER 4

THE PROPERTIES OF THE WATER IN THE SURFACE LAYER

The water at the surface in the Southeast Asian Waters shows the high temperatures typical of tropical regions. In addition the influence of the low salinity reduces the density. The large excess of rainfall over evaporation causes an average salinity of less than 34‰ within a region enclosed by a line running from Ceylon outside the islands of Sumatra, Java, Celebes, and the Philippines to Formosa. The density of this water remains always below $\sigma_t = 22.0$. This light tropical surface water forms a strong contrast to the cold water masses in the depth with densities of $\sigma_t = 27.7$ to 27.8. The transition between these two water masses takes place in an extremely strong discontinuity layer between 100 and 300 m, and in a depth between 400 and 600 m the density of 27.0 is always exceeded. This stable discontinuity layer practically prevents any vertical exchange of water, and the surface layer may therefore be treated independently. Only in a few places and in certain seasons is the water of the surface driven off so strongly by the wind that the top of the discontinuity layer reaches the surface and upwelling takes place. As a whole the Southeast Asian Waters are a source of warm less-saline surface water, which is given off continuously to both oceans and is replaced by more oceanic water.

The properties of the water at the surface normally extend a certain distance into the depth, before the transition to the colder water takes place. This homogeneous layer is the mixing layer caused by the winds, but can also be deepened by currents and tides. Below this homogeneous layer a change of the properties of the water starts, especially an increase of the density, at first gradually, later rapidly. Finally a maximal density gradient is reached, at the centre of the discontinuity layer. Below this the density increases more gradually, till the cold water of the deep layer is reached. But locally and temporarily there is no homogeneous layer. In these regions an almost continuous change of properties and an increase in density with depth.
can be observed, starting from the very surface and leading into the discontinuity layer.

For these reasons it seems necessary to specify more clearly the meaning of the term surface layer. It is not possible to identify the homogeneous layer with the surface layer, because in this case there would be no surface layer at several places. If one chooses to maintain for tropical waters the subdivision of surface layer—discontinuity layer—deep layer, the term surface layer has to be defined in a more precise way. First it might seem a good idea to identify the surface layer with the depth of the surface circulation. But investigations have shown that the discontinuity layer normally takes part in the movements of the surface water and that the boundary of this movement is in the lower part of the discontinuity layer. In other very strong oceanic currents, however, the surface movements reach down several hundred meters and even carry waters below the discontinuity. Consequently the depth of the surface circulation cannot be used as the definition of the surface layer.

Another possible boundary of the surface layer might be the depth of the maxima density gradient within the discontinuity layer, but this means that nearly half of the discontinuity layer would form part of the surface layer. Indeed this determination offers some advantages, because the maximal density gradient is the layer of minimal vertical exchange of properties and therefore forms a real boundary. This definition would be a demarcation from the dynamical point of view.

A third possibility to define the term surface layer is an analysis of the water masses. The variations, especially the annual variations of the properties at the surface influence not only the homogeneous layer, but extend a certain distance into the top of the discontinuity layer. To identify this depth with the surface layer is an advantage especially in regions where sometimes there is no homogeneous layer because of up-welling or of considerable heating and where the stratification already starts from the surface. Thus, the term surface layer is used here to denote all water masses down to a depth to which the variations originating from the surface have an immediate influence, actually this is the depth of penetration of the annual variations of properties. It is not yet possible to present the vertical extent of the surface layer because oceanographic stations in many regions have been worked for only one season and from these it is impossible to follow the penetration into the depths of the annual variations of properties. Therefore the depth of the homogeneous layer, the depth of the maximal density gradient and the average thickness of the discontinuity layer (plates 7-9) are discussed to give an impression of the extent of the surface layer.

**4.1 THE HOMOGENEOUS LAYER**

The water of the surface is made homogeneous down to a certain depth by the action of the wind and also by currents and tides. The extent of this homogeneous layer is of interest from the dynamical point of view as well as for biological purposes. Its determination from available observations is relatively simple, but certain points need consideration. At the very surface the observations are often disturbed by radiation or heavy rainfall, which makes the values at the surface deviate from those within the homogeneous layer. On the other hand, certain fluctuations with the homogeneous layer are possible without disturbing the general character of this layer. Thus, in working out the material a tolerance of 1°C in the temperature and of 0.2‰ in the salinity has been admitted, corresponding to a fluctuation in the density of 0.4. As the average extent of the homogeneous layer is about 50 m, this means only a small density gradient.

The extent of the homogeneous layer is given in plate 7, and it is to be noted that the observations from the China Sea, the Banda Sea and the Indian Ocean are for one season only (August to October). In the other regions approximately the average conditions are given. The deep homogeneous layer in the range of the North and the South Equatorial Current of the Pacific Ocean and off the southwest coast of Sumatra is remarkable. In the latter region the
observations are from September/October, when the Counter Current turns in a broad front to the south to join the South Equatorial Current. In the Pacific Ocean the homogeneous layer is much thinner in the range of the anticyclonic Mindanao Eddy, where the Counter Current is formed. Over the Sunda Shelf and over the Sahul Shelf the homogeneous layer reaches down to the bottom of the shallower parts, but over the deeper parts water of higher density is found below the homogeneous layer, which is about 40 m deep. In the Celebes, Sulu and Flores Seas the homogeneous layer seems to be of about the same extent during the whole year. In the China Sea and in the eastern parts of the Archipelago the annual variation is more important. In the upwelling region of the Banda and Arafura Seas the depth of the homogeneous layer is about 20 to 50 m in October at the end of the upwelling season, and up to 100 m at its beginning in March. A similar variation occurs in the China Sea, especially in its northern and central parts. The homogeneous layer is here only 30 to 40 m deep during the southwest monsoon, but 70 to 90 m during the strong northeast monsoon, an effect which is chiefly due to the vertical circulation discussed in Section 7.7.

A comparison of these results with calculations of the depth of the homogeneous layer made by Lumby (1955) by means of theoretical results from Rossby and Montgomery (1935) shows several deviations. Therefore the effect of wind only on the homogeneous layer gives unsatisfactory results and the effects of ocean currents must also be considered. Lumby’s charts do not show the deepening of the homogeneous layer in the range of the equatorial currents, nor is his theory applicable in the vicinity of the equator. Thus, at least in these regions, observations seem to give better results than theory can provide. To complete this presentation many bathythermograph records are required.

4.2 THE DISCONTINUITY LAYER

There is a close connection between the vertical extent of the surface layer and the position and thickness of the discontinuity layer. From the vertical curves of the density the depth of the maximal density gradient can easily be obtained, this is shown in plate 8. In cases when the discontinuity is split into two parts, the average depth of both maxima has been used. The values shown here are naturally subject to relatively large fluctuations, belonging to the annual variations as well as to short period oscillations of the discontinuity layer. The latter based on the anchor stations of the SNELLIUS have been investigated by Lek (1938), and he found at all stations vertical displacements of the discontinuity layer between 25 and 40 m. These very high values indicate a strong activity of internal tides in these waters. The annual variations are related to the fluctuations of the circulation.

The deepest position of the discontinuity layer is found in the range of the two Equatorial Currents in the Pacific Ocean. Between them in the range of the Counter Current the layer is curved upwards and is not deeper than 100 m. On the other hand the topography of the discontinuity layer in the northeastern Indian Ocean is comparatively smooth and it lies in about 120 m depth. Towards the south in the range of the South Equatorial Current it descends to 140 m. These few examples show the close relation between the depth of the discontinuity layer and the circulation in the surface layer. In the China Sea and in the Eastern Archipelago, where no deep going currents develop, the discontinuity is relatively level and lies between 120 and 160 m.

To get an impression of the position and of the thickness of the discontinuity layer; vertical curves of the temperatures from the surface to 600 m depth from different regions are presented in fig. 4.1. These curves in general also show the distribution of the density, because the salinity changes little below the surface layer, and therefore its influence on the density is small. Different types of transition from surface to depth are shown. The station Da 3815 southwest of Sumatra shows a well developed homogeneous layer and below it an extremely sharp discontinuity. On the other hand, the station
Fig. 4.1. Typical curves of the vertical distribution of temperature between the surface and 600 meters in different regions of the Southeast Asian Waters according to DANA and SNELLIUS stations.

Da 3719 south-east of Formosa like the station Sn 125 in the Timor Sea shows a nearly continuous transition from surface to depth. Below 12°C the decrease of temperature becomes more gradual at most stations, whereas the break in the vertical curves, which really indicates the lower boundary of the discontinuity layer, appears between 8° and 10°C. Considering that the minimal surface temperature in the greatest part of these regions is about 25°C, and this might be approximately the lower boundary of the surface layer, then the discontinuity layer may be said to extend from about 25° to 12°C in these waters.

An analysis of the water masses shows a similar pattern. The surface layer contains water masses exposed to the disturbances coming from the surface, and strong annual variations of its properties result. The discontinuity layer in this region is formed by the Subtropical Lower Water, in which the core layer of the salinity maximum is present. The origin of these waters is in the regions of maximal surface salinity in the subtropics, the water masses are identical with the Central Waters defined by Sverdrup (1946), which practically form the discontinuity layer, but have only a small vertical extent. The lower boundary of the discontinuity layer is given as the boundary between the Subtropical Lower Water and the Intermediate Water. The latter lies with a salinity minimum in its core at temperatures between 9° and 12°C and is the uppermost layer of the cold water sphere.

The thickness of the discontinuity layer is given in plate 9. The water masses belonging to the discontinuity layer in this region have temperatures between 25° and 12°C, being about the upper and lower boundaries. Because these limits naturally have a certain variability, they are not exactly suitable to present the thickness of the discontinuity layer. Therefore a smaller range, 23° to 15°C, has been chosen as a measure for the thickness of the discontinuity. Within this range the maximal density gradient is always found. The depth of the 15° and of the 23° surface has been determined for every station from the vertical curves, and their difference is presented in plate 9 as the thickness of the discontinuity layer. Values between 20 and 200 m indicate its great variability.

The thickness of the discontinuity is, like its depth, mainly affected by dynamical processes. The highest values are found in the region east of Formosa, where the North Equatorial Current turns over into the Kuroshio and, in a large eddy, the warm water masses are pressed into the depth, causing a relatively deep position and a very thick discontinuity. In the range of the Counter Current the discontinuity is very sharp, because movements in opposite directions take place. In the Eastern Archipelago the discontinuity is of relatively uniform thickness of about 100 m. The sharpest discontinuity is found off the coast of Sumatra with only 20 m in October, when the Counter Current turns in broad front to the south.

4.3 THE TEMPERATURE OF THE SURFACE LAYER

The surface layer of the tropical ocean is warm and the annual variation of temperature is normally small. But relatively high daily variations of temperature are very common. Charts of the surface temperatures are not presented because
of the small horizontal gradients and the relatively large fluctuations of the average temperature from year to year in the inner tropical regions. Monthly temperature charts are given in the various climatic atlases, especially in the World Atlas of Sea Surface Temperatures of the U.S. Navy Hydrographic Office (1944). The annual variation of the temperature of the sea surface together with that of the air is given for 15 selected regions in Chapter 5 in the discussion of the energy exchange. The average annual variation of temperature is smaller than 2°C in the equatorial regions, slightly higher values of 3° to 4°C, occur in the Banda, Arafura and Timor Seas as well as south of Java. In the China Sea on the other hand there is a rapid increase of the annual variation towards the north. This is caused by an inflow of cold water through the Formosa Strait during the winter monsoon as well as by the cooling effect due to evaporation and heat exchange with the air. Off the southwest coast of Vietnam the temperature range is 4°C, increasing to 10°C near Hong Kong, and reaching 14°C in the Formosa Strait, fig. 4.2. Another region with relatively strong annual variations of temperature is found along the northwest coast of Australia, fig. 4.2. Here the temperature is 29°C during the northwest monsoon and decreases to 24°C in July/August at the time of strongest upwelling. A chart of the annual variation of the surface temperature is given by Schott (1935), but his values seem to be slightly high in the southern parts of the China Sea.

![Figure 4.2. Average annual variation of sea surface temperature in different regions.](image)

The same temperatures as at the surface are found in the whole homogeneous layer, the extent of which is given in plate 7. Over the shallow parts of the Sunda Shelf, including the Java Sea, the southern China Sea, the Malacca Strait and the Gulf of Thailand as well as over the Sahul Shelf, connecting Australia and New Guinea, the temperatures are constant from the surface to the bottom in large areas.

### 4.4 THE SALINITY OF THE SURFACE LAYER

In contrast to the uniform temperature in this region, the salinity is extremely variable. The high rainfall, the big runoff from the many rivers and the strong geographical subdivisions of the seas are responsible for this. The high rainfall of this tropical region generally causes a low salinity. The distribution of the discharge from land and the presence of large bays and channels with only a small water exchange favour the formation of regions with very low salinity, which serve as sources for a lowering of the salinity in the region. The monsoons cause a rainy and a dry season and consequently a strong annual variation. But with the monsoons also the whole circulation is changed and water masses of low and high salinities are interchanged. These interactions between different factors and influences, the geographical structure, the runoff from the rivers, the rainfall, the evaporation and the circulation result in a highly
complicated distribution of the salinity in these waters and in strong variations.

The presentations of the surface salinity are based on the observations of the five years 1950-1954 and therefore present a really homogeneous material, even though the period is short. Altogether 147,000 observations of the surface salinity are available from these five years, while from all years before 1949 only 9,280 observations are available. It would have been possible to draw charts of the average monthly surface salinity during this period, but such a relatively short period cannot be fully representative. This has already been proved by the charts drawn by Veen (1953) using the whole material up to 1951 (82,665 observations). Actually his charts give the average distribution for the three years 1949 to 1951, because the observations from this period are 85 per cent of all the observations he used and he gave no regard to this fact, when calculating the averages. Especially in the China Sea his charts give completely distorted values, which correspond neither to the charts given by Schott (1935) nor to those presented here.

Because a presentation of average monthly charts does not seem to be advisable with the available material, five charts only have been drawn with the material of the years 1950 to 1954 which can be considered to give an insight into the salinity distribution on the surface. The average annual variation of the surface salinity is given in plate 10. The chart for February shows the situation at the full development of the north monsoon, the chart for August the same for the south monsoon, (plates 11 and 12). Two additional charts (plates 13 and 14) are presented showing the observed maximal and minimal surface salinity, related to monthly averages of 1° squares. These charts may give an indication of the maximal extent of the oceanic and of the coastal waters and of their maximal retreating, and they allow certain conclusions on the upwelling regions.

Information on the actual salinity distribution within the Southeast Asian Waters is given by the monthly salinity charts published by Veen (1951) and by Hardenberg and Soeriaatmadja (1955). From 1955 on, these charts have been published regularly by the Institute of Marine Research in Djakarta, Wyrtki (1956). They give interesting particulars about the movements of certain water bodies and the spreading of disturbances in the surface salinity distribution.

The average annual variation of the surface salinity together with its fluctuations during the five years of observation is given in fig. 4.3 for 14 selected regions the numerical values are given in table 1. The size of the regions has been chosen in such a way that sufficient observations are available for the calculations. They include between 4 and 12 1° squares, situated about in the centre of the region and removed from direct land influences. The presentation gives some interesting particulars about the salinity distribution and its fluctuations. Some regions, such as the Java and the Flores Seas, have a very distinct annual variation, which reproduced every year.

![Fig. 4.3. Average annual variation of surface salinity (%o) in different regions, and range of departure of the observed surface salinity during the years 1950-1955. Positions of the regions are given in fig. 5.8.](image-url)
so that the salinity at the time of its minimum is always lower than the salinity at the time of its maximum. In these regions the annual variation is the dominating process, and it is absolutely regular. On the other hand, there are regions such as that north of New Guinea and the southern China Sea, in which an annual variation can actually be calculated and is real, but it is disturbed so much by unperiodical fluctuations that it is no longer the dominating factor in the salinity distribution. In these regions, at any time of the year, salinities may occur which correspond either to the maximum or to the minimum of the average annual variation. Here the calculation of the annual variation is only of theoretical value, because the real pattern is made by unperiodical processes. Other regions show fluctuations intermediate between both extremes. For instance the Banda Sea and the Malacca Strait have a distinct annual variation, but at any time of the year salinities may occur, which correspond to the maximal values, while the minimal values are limited to a certain season. In the Malacca Strait, salinities below 30‰ are not observed from April to September, but salinities above 31.5‰ may occur during the whole year. This shows that in spite of the strong periodicity and constancy of the monsoons, the salinity is subject to such strong fluctuations that the annual variation is suppressed in some regions by unperiodical effects. The departures of the rainfall and especially the departures of the circulation from the averages seem to be the main reason for these irregularities.

The general distribution of the salinity at the surface is conditioned by the monsoon circulation. In some regions water masses of low salinity are formed by strong rainfall and runoff from rivers, and between these waters of low salinities and the oceanic water masses a larger area of mixed water is formed and transported by the monsoons through the various seas and passages so that the different regions are alternately filled with waters of different origin. It is not easy to estimate the influence of the difference between rainfall and evaporation on the surface salinity, but normally its influence seems to be less than that of the circulation. An approach to this question will be made in Section 5.4, but an estimation of the magnitude of this effect may already be made here. In some regions with a distinct rainy and dry season, the surplus of the rainfall or of the evaporation during one season can reach 800 mm. Such a value leads within a homogeneous layer of 30m depth and 33‰ salinity to an annual variation of 0.9‰. But in large areas this value is much exceeded and the circulation must have more direct influence on the distribution of the salinity. This will be discussed in detail, when dealing with the conditions of the different regions.

The mouths of the big rivers are the regions in which the salinity is continuously lowered. There is the Menam flowing into the Gulf of Thailand and keeping its salinity always below 32.5‰. The Mekong discharges in the south of Vietnam, but its water is rapidly carried away by the strong currents off the coast. The considerable discharge from Sumatra holds the salinity below 32‰ in the inner part of the Malacca Strait and in the Riau Archipelago down to the island of Banka. In extreme cases nearly the whole Gulf of Thailand, the whole Malacca Strait and the region down to the Sunda Strait can be filled with water of less than 30‰, see plate 14. The rivers of Borneo give considerable contribution to the lowering of the salinity too, and off the coasts of this large island the salinity is reduced below 30‰ far out into the sea at the time of the strongest discharge about the end of the rainy season over the different river districts. During the dry season on the other hand, when the discharge is small, water of high salinity always comes up to the shore, plate 13. Another, but perhaps not so important region for the reduction of salinity, seems to be off the southwest coast of New Guinea. Also the big rivers discharging from Burma into the Andaman Sea cause there extremely large annual variations over a wide area, fig. 4.3.

The two oceans with their waters of high salinity oppose these sources of low salinity water.
From the Pacific Ocean, surface water continuously penetrates through the Philippines into the Sulu Sea and with the Mindanao Current into the Celebes Sea. From October to March, a branch of the North Equatorial Current turns into the China Sea and brings water of higher salinity. When the South Equatorial Current develops from April to October north of New Guinea, water of high salinity flows through the Halmahera Sea into the Eastern Archipelago. Water of low salinity leaves the China Sea during the southeast monsoon.

The Indian Ocean on the other hand seems to have no influence on the surface water of the Archipelago. The relatively high salinity waters of the South Equatorial Current do not penetrate through the Lesser Sunda Islands to the north, see fig. 4.6. During the southeast monsoon, when such an influence might be expected, the currents in the passages between the Lesser Sunda Islands are directed towards the southwest. Also near Timor the current flows south-westwards all the year. This observation is supported by the existence of a depression of the sea level south of the Lesser Sunda Islands and by the general slope from the Pacific to the Indian Ocean, see Section 7.6. Both prevent the Indian Ocean surface water entering the Archipelago. On the other hand considerable amounts of less saline water flow from the Eastern Archipelago into the Indian Ocean.

Water of high salinity is transported during the southeast monsoon through the Torres Strait into the Arafura Sea, which can be seen from the salinity observations near the strait. But the strait is too shallow and small and there is no big transport of water, which might explain the variation of the surface salinity in the Eastern Archipelago. Therefore this variation has to be ascribed to the effects of evaporation and to up-welling processes.

The salinity distribution in February is determined by the full development of the north monsoon and by the rainy season over the regions south of the equator, plate 11. From the Pacific Ocean water of above 34‰ enters the China Sea and extends with decreasing salinities along the coast of Vietnam to the south. In the central parts of the China Sea the counter current is clearly visible as a tongue of less saline water extending to the northeast. A tongue of high salinity water flows through the southern China Sea into the Java Sea. On both sides of the tongue coastal water of low salinity is found, reducing gradually its salinity by lateral mixing. The Java Sea, the Macassar Strait and the western parts of the Flores Sea are filled with water of low salinity. In the Eastern Archipelago the salinity is normally below 34‰, but the minimum is reached two or three months later. In the Molucca and in the Celebes Seas, the 34‰ isohaline is forced back to the Pacific Ocean. Off the southwest coast of Sumatra a region of reduced salinities is caused by heavy rainfall.

In August the south monsoon is fully developed and brings the rainy season for the area north of the equator, plate 12. In the Eastern Archipelago the salinity is high and exceeds 34‰ nearly everywhere, and the 34‰ isohaline has reached the coast of Borneo and penetrated into the Java Sea. A tongue of high salinity extends through the whole of the Java Sea up to the Karimanta Strait. The salinity in the southern China Sea is considerably reduced, and a tongue with low salinities penetrates to the northeast along the coast of Vietnam. In the opposite direction water of above 33‰ moves to the southwest along the north coast of Borneo. In the Formosa Strait and off the south coast of China, the salinity of the water is reduced by the heavy rainfall of this season. Remnants of water with relatively high salinity are compressed in the northern parts of the China Sea. In the Indian Ocean, the highly saline water of the South Equatorial Current lies closer to the coast of Java.

When comparing these two charts with the charts of the maximal and minimal observed salinity, plate 13 and 14, some remarkable facts are noted. The water entering the China Sea from the Pacific Ocean can fill nearly its whole northern parts with water above 34‰. From the
Sulu Sea a tongue with salinities of above 34‰ can penetrate far to the southwest along the coast of Borneo. Remarkable too, are the high salinities which occur in the South Equatorial Current of the Pacific Ocean and carry water of above 35‰ into the Halmahera Sea. Salinities of above 35‰ are also occasionally observed in the Arafura Sea and are perhaps caused by a relatively strong inflow through the Torres Strait or by high evaporation in this region.* Along the whole south-west coast of Sumatra the salinity can exceed 34‰. On the other hand it is surprising how far waters of low salinity can extend, the 34‰ isohaline can retreat far into both oceans. Off the south-west coast of Sumatra the salinity can decrease below 32‰, and in the Eastern Archipelago the salinity can everywhere fall below 33.5‰. The waters with salinities below 32‰, normally found over the Sunda Shelf, can move considerably, and can cover either the central parts of the China Sea or the Java Sea and the western parts of the Flores Sea. The whole Macassar Strait and the western parts of the Celebes Sea also can be covered with water of below 32‰.

The average annual variation of the surface salinity is shown in plate 10. In both oceans, except in a narrow strip along the coasts, it remains below 0.5‰. Also it is below 1.0‰ in the northern and southern parts of the China Sea, whereas all other parts of the Southeast Asian Waters have a considerably higher annual variation. The highest values of the annual variation with more than 4‰ are found off the mouths of the big rivers of Sumatra and Borneo as well as in the northern parts of the Andaman Sea. But even large areas like the Java Sea, the Flores Sea, the Macassar Strait and the Malacca Strait, have variations of more than 2‰. Also in the Formosa Strait and along the south coast of China a variation of more than 2‰ occurs. Even along an oceanic coast like the southwest coast of Sumatra and the south coast of Java, the annual variation exceeds 1.5‰.

In order to explain the distribution of surface salinity and to estimate numerically its annual variation, it is necessary to compare the distribution, of the salinity and its variations with the circulation and with the values of evaporation and rainfall, as well as with the river discharges. The values of rainfall and evaporation as calculated in Chapter 5 are used. Even if a complete solution of the problem cannot be given, an attempt is here made to show for the different regions the factors chiefly responsible for the annual variation of the surface salinity and the size of their influences.

The CHINA SEA as the largest in these waters has a more oceanic character than the other seas, this is indicated by the relatively small annual variations of salinity in its northern and southern parts. The northern part receives water of high salinity from the Pacific Ocean during the northeast monsoon. These waters spread south of Formosa to the west and later along the coast of Vietnam to the south. The salinity gradually decreases in the direction of the flow, which gives the typical picture of a tongue-like spreading. The relatively dry air masses of the strong northeast monsoon also cause a considerable evaporation, which exceeds the rainfall from November to March, so this period has a surplus of evaporation of 620 mm. This would be sufficient to increase the salinity of a 70 m thick homogeneous layer by 0.3‰. But the observed increase during this season is 0.7‰, which shows that influx of water of high salinity also contributes to the increase of salinity. With the beginning of the southwest monsoon and the rainy season in May, the waters of high salinity are pressed back to the north, and their salinity is also decreased by the rain. The excess of the rainfall during this season is about 820 mm, which corresponds to a decrease of almost 0.7‰ in salinity in a homogeneous layer of 40 m during this season.

*Investigations in the Gulf of Carpentaria in August 1960 on Diamantina Cruise Dm 2/60 (CSIRO Aust. 1961) have shown salinities between 35.0 and 35.7‰ in its central part, indicating a source of highly saline waters formed by evaporation during the southeast monsoon season.
Off the south coast of China and along the coast of Vietnam the annual variation is larger, due to river discharge and to the 
increase of rainfall towards the land. For the Gulf of Tonking no information is available. Generally it can be said that the 
annual variation of the surface salinity in the northern China Sea is caused by the alternation of a dry and a rainy season, and 
that water transport by currents is important only during the northeast monsoon.

In the central parts of the China Sea the annual variation of salinity is higher than in the regions north and south of it. Rainfall and evaporation can no longer be regarded as the dominant factors, especially as evaporation decreases rapidly 
towards the south, while rainfall increases, so currents produce the variation of the salinity. The central parts of the China Sea 
are alternately filled with waters of higher and lower salinity. With the northeast monsoon, water of high salinity is transported 
along the coast of Vietnam to the south. In the central parts there is a counter current flowing in the opposite direction and 
carrying less saline water to the northeast. This effect can clearly be seen in the chart of February, plate 11. During the 
southwest monsoon the situation is reversed, water of about 32.5‰ is transported along the coast of Vietnam to the north, and 
in the central parts a counter current carries water of above 33.2‰ to the southwest, plate 12. Because on the average the 
rainfall exceeds the evaporation in this region, the salinity of the passing water is continuously decreased, though only by a 
small amount. The relatively big annual variation of about 1.1‰ is caused by currents carrying water of different salinities 
during the two monsoons.

Off the mouth of the Mekong the annual variation increases to more than 2‰, whereas in the Gulf of Thailand it amounts 
to about 1.3‰, although this value is still uncertain because of the small number of observations. The salinity in the Gulf of 
Thailand varies between 30.5‰ in January and 32.0‰ in September. This means that the maximum occurs at the end of the 
rainy season, after which a decrease of the salinity is observed. But the maximal discharge of the rivers normally occurs at the 
end of the rainy season, which may explain this variation. On the other hand the waters of low salinity, formed off the mouth 
of the Mekong, are pressed by the winds into the gulf from October to January and cause a low salinity.

In the southern parts of the China Sea there are two rainy seasons, a weaker one in April/May and a stronger one from 
October to January. The variation of the salinity also has two maxima, fig. 4.3, but it shows no direct relation to the rainy 
season. This is why the river discharges from Sumatra and Borneo are more important for the changing of the salinity than 
the rainfall itself. As the annual excess of rainfall is about 1250 mm and the amount of freshwater discharged from the rivers 
may be about the same as that from direct rainfall, a continuous lowering of salinity originates from this region. The effect 
of this large addition of fresh water can be seen from the distribution of the salinity. In February a tongue of high salinity 
penetrates into the southern China Sea from the north and extends between less saline coastal water on both sides into the Java 
Sea. On its way the salinity in the core of the tongue is decreased from 33 to 32‰, which is an effect of the rainfall as well 
as of the lateral mixing with the coastal waters on both sides. With the beginning of the southeast monsoon over the Java Sea 
its waters of low salinity are pressed to the north, and cause in June, July and August minimal salinities in the southern China 
Sea. Later in September and October a short increase of salinity occurs, when the waters of high salinity, entering the Java Sea 
from the east, penetrate as far as the southern China Sea. But their influence is limited to the parts south of the equator. With 
the beginning of the northeast monsoon over the China Sea, water of high salinity again comes from the north. The weaker 
secondary minimum of salinity in December seems to be the effect of the maximum of the rainy season in this month. So the 
southern China Sea is a region in which the excess of rainfall causes a constant
decrease of salinity, and the waters always leave the region with a lower salinity than they had when they entered it. The
annual variation of salinity therefore depends more or less on the intensity of the water exchange. The vertical distribution of
salinity over the Sunda Shelf is discussed in connection with fig. 4.10.

Isopleths of the surface salinity along a line running from Hong Kong through the China Sea and the Java Sea to
Macassar on Celebes are shown in fig. 4.4. In the lower part of the figure the average annual salinity and the amplitude of the annual
variation are given. The boundary between the Java and the China Seas is off the island of Biliton, where the salinities are
lowest. All through the China Sea to Hong Kong the salinities increase constantly, but off Hong Kong coastal effects again
become important. During the northeast monsoon the isohalines are shifted to the south, during the southeast monsoon to the
north. Salinities above 34‰ are observed south of Hong Kong from December to April.

In the region east of Luzon in the Pacific Ocean the variation of the surface salinity is completely smooth, fig. 4.3. In
this region the rainfall exceeds the evaporation in every month, so that the salinity of the passing water must decrease. But
the variations of the surplus of the rainfall are small, and they do not find a reflection in the variation of the surface salinity,
because the homogeneous layer is 80 m deep. The annual variation of 0.5‰ therefore may be caused by fluctuations of the
salinity of the North Equatorial Current, carrying in winter water of higher salinity and in summer water of lower salinity.
These water masses arrive in the region off the Philippines according to the distance from the area of their origin and the
velocity of the current.

The SULU SEA has an annual variation of salinity very similar to that east of Luzon, but with a larger amplitude and a
lower average salinity. Because there is a continuous inflow of water through the Philippines into the Sulu Sea, this parallelism
is not surprising, but the larger amplitude needs explanation. In this region a rainy season from May to September is clearly
developed, while during the rest of the year rainfall and evaporation are almost balanced. During the rainy season the excess
of the rainfall is about 840 mm, and the drop of salinity is 1.2‰. But with a homogeneous layer of 30 m such an excess of
rainfall gives a decrease of only 0.9‰. Therefore the inflow of water from the China Sea must contribute to the drop in
salinity, and in fact, from July to October, water with salinities between 33.0 and 33.4‰ enters the Sulu Sea. The increase of
the salinity from November to April coincides with the maximum of the inflow of highly saline water from the Pacific.

In the CELEBES SEA the phase of the annual variation of salinity is considerably displaced against the Sulu Sea, but the
amplitude is about the same. The maximum of salinity occurs in September, the minimum in January. Almost throughout the
year the Celebes Sea is filled with oceanic waters carried by the Mindanao Current.
Only during the north monsoon are water masses from the Sulu Sea transported into the Celebes Sea when they cause a drop in salinity from October to January. Thus, the distribution of salinity is governed by the strength of the Mindanao Current and during the north monsoon by waters from the Sulu Sea. The rainfall over the Celebes Sea is considerable and exceeds the evaporation during all months, causing a continuous decrease of the salinity of the passing water masses. The homogeneous layer is normally smaller than 50 m and the salinity below it increases rapidly to more than 34.5‰.

The region north of New Guinea is alternately occupied by water of the South Equatorial Current and of the Counter Current, this change causes the variation of the salinity. The homogeneous layer in this region extends down to 100 m, so that the considerable rainfall has little effect on salinity. From April to October the region is influenced by the South Equatorial Current, which causes a continuous increase of the salinity. The waters of the Counter Current, dominant from December to March, are of lower salinity.

During the southeast monsoon the region of the Flores, Banda, Arafura and Timor Seas is influenced by its dry air masses and has a considerable excess of evaporation. This amounts in the Flores Sea to 520 mm, in the Banda Sea to 540 mm, over the Arafura Sea to 780 mm and increases over the Timor Sea to 1240 mm, see figs. 5.3 and 5.4. With a homogeneous layer of only 35 m this would cause an increase of salinity of between 0.5 and 1.2‰ during the dry season. The annual variation, however, does not increase towards the east, but is largest in the west, and is produced by the water exchange.

The ARAFURA SEA and the eastern parts of the Banda Sea are an important region of upwelling, which is discussed in Section 7.5. During the northwestern monsoon water masses with salinities of only 33.5 to 34.2‰ are carried into the region by the Monsoon Current and occupy the surface layer to a depth of 100 m, fig. 7.14. With the beginning of the southeast monsoon these water masses are again driven back to the west into the Flores Sea and the Java Sea. These horizontal transports are combined with upwelling in the Banda and Arafura Seas, which cause a rise of the discontinuity layer of about 60 m. It is unlikely, but for some local exceptions, that the top of the discontinuity layer ever reaches the very surface. Above the discontinuity layer a layer of higher salinity water usually seems to occur as is shown in fig. 7.14. In this 30 to 50 m thick layer only evaporation has an effect on salinity. An estimation of this effect shows, that an excess of the evaporation of 780 mm during the dry season increases the salinity in a 40 m thick layer by 0.7‰ in accordance with the observations. On the other hand, the variations of the salinity below this layer must be entirely attributed to upwelling water of high salinity. During the northwest monsoon the excess of rainfall is not sufficient to account for the reduction in salinity by 0.7‰ in the 80 m thick homogeneous layer so there must be an inflow of water of low salinity during this season. But the decrease of salinity in the Arafura Sea first occurs rather late in February, when the water masses coming from the Java and Flores Seas have reached this region. The minimum of the salinity therefore appears in May at the beginning of the southeast monsoon.

In the BANDA SEA the variation of salinity is about 1.4‰ and much larger than in the Arafura Sea, although the excess of evaporation is smaller, so in this region the currents are responsible for the variations in salinity. During the southeast monsoon the water whose salinity has already been increased by evaporation, is transported westwards by currents. During the northwest monsoon, on the other hand, water masses of low salinity from the Flores Sea cause a considerable decrease of salinity from December to April. In this region the decrease of salinity starts earlier than in the Arafura Sea, and the minimum is reached one month earlier. The difference in depth of penetration of this less saline water into the Banda Sea each year causes the strong variability of the surface salinity in the Banda Sea from January to May, fig. 4.3.
In the TIMOR SEA the excess of evaporation is comparatively highest with 1240 mm. The annual variation, however, hardly exceeds 0.5‰, though this value may be uncertain because of the few observations. Off the south coast of Timor the Timor Current flows towards the southwest throughout the year and extends during the southeast monsoon to the Australian coast. This makes the Timor Sea a passage of water masses which are altered in salinity while passing, but this does not necessarily cause strong local variations of salinity.

Two longitudinal sections through the Timor Sea permit an interesting insight into the hydrographic conditions of this region. One was taken by the SNELLIUS in October 1929 and the other by the SAMUDERA in March 1957, fig. 4.5. The section of October at the end of the southeast monsoon shows below a surface layer of only 20 m with salinities between 34.5 and 34.6‰, a layer with a minimum salinity below 34.4‰. This minimum lies between 50 and 100 m, and at 125 m depth the salinity again exceeds 34.5‰. In the whole region the temperature continuously decreases from the surface down. Obviously, the evaporation influences only a relatively thin layer at the surface, while a layer of lower salinity is maintained below it. This intermediate layer also indicates that there is no upwelling in this region.

The section in March at the end of the rainy season surprisingly also shows a minimum of salinity between 30 and 50 m depth, and above it water of slightly higher salinity. But during this month, there exists a nearly isothermal layer which extends to about 75 m and also includes the salinity minimum. Below this layer an oxygen minimum is developed in a depth of about 125 m, which was not observed in October. Based on these observations it must be assumed that the water with salinities between 34.2 and 34.4‰ forming the layer of minimal salinity, is
not formed in this region. It may come from the current flowing eastwards north of the Lesser Sunda Islands and turning into the Timor Current around the east point of Timor. From December to March this current is rather strong and carries the less saline water of the Flores Sea into this region.

Later during the southeast monsoon, which causes only a relatively shallow drift current, the Timor Current is chiefly supplied by water from the Arafura Sea. This water has a higher salinity, which is slightly raised by evaporation, as shown by the section of October at the end of the southeast monsoon period. The oxygen minimum observed at about 125 m depth in March can be explained simply by the movements of water masses. When water masses with a temperature higher than 20°C, that is water from above 150 m, are renewed and water with lower oxygen content moves over water of higher oxygen content, a minimum must be formed. In fact, this seems to happen, but the layer of minimal oxygen content will be later dissolved by mixing. The lower limit of this minimum therefore indicates the depth of the current, amounting for the Timor Current to 150 m. In October the current is deeper and goes down to 250 m, see fig. 7.10.

In the FLORES SEA the annual variation of salinity increases from 1.5‰ in the eastern to 3.0‰ in the western part and currents must be the reason for this considerable variation. Fig. 4.3 shows that these variations appear with great regularity, which is a characteristic criterion for the monsoon currents in this region. With the beginning of the west monsoon, water masses of low salinity flowing from the Java Sea into the Flores Sea continuously reduce the salinity from November to March. In addition there is the effect of rainfall, but it could only cause a reduction of the salinity by 0.5‰. With the southeast monsoon, waters of higher salinity from the Banda Sea enter the Flores Sea and the salinity rises. There is no inflow of water of high salinity from the Indian Ocean, as has always been assumed. During this season the charts of the surface currents, plates 2-4, show a coastal current flowing eastwards north of the Lesser Sunda Islands. Parts of its water flow between the islands into the Indian Ocean. So the water of high salinity in the Flores Sea can only come from the east or from upwelling processes.

The annual variation of the surface salinity in the Flores Sea together with that in two passages between the Lesser Sunda Islands is shown in fig. 4.6. The minimum of the salinity is caused by the flow of water of lower salinity from the Java Sea and occurs in March southwest of Macassar, and one month later in the Lombok, Alas and Sape Straits. With the onset of the southeast monsoon in April the salinity rises in all places. In the following months the salinity north of the Lesser Sunda Islands is always higher than in the Sape Strait. Therefore it is impossible for the water masses raising the salinity in the Flores Sea to enter through the Lesser Sunda Islands from the Indian Ocean. If they did, the higher salinities would first be observed in the passages between the islands. In certain cases, upwelling may contribute to raise the salinity in the Flores Sea from May to August. There were salinities above 34‰ in the region west of Macassar, which have no connection with the waters of similar salinity coming from the Banda Sea. On the other hand, hydrographic stations in this region are so few that available

![Fig. 4.6. Average annual variation of surface salinity in the Flores Sea, Lombok Strait and Sape Strait. Inset map gives positions of the localities.](image-url)
data could not prove this assumption, (see Section 7.5).

The Java Sea together with the southern parts of the China Sea is a source of water masses with low salinities. The runoff from the many rivers of Sumatra, Borneo and Java rather than rainfall over sea reduces considerably the salinity in large regions off the coasts, and the 30‰ isohaline is often pushed far into the open sea, plate 14. In these regions below or just south of the equator the rainy season lasts from about October to March and the maximal discharge of the river occurs with a delay of about one month. Therefore the maximal extent of the water masses of lower salinity occurs in April and May. With the onset of the southeast monsoon these less saline waters are transported by the currents from the Java Sea into the southern China Sea. They are followed by waters of higher salinity from the east, which almost fill the whole Java Sea till September. This change in the salinity distribution is clearly shown in the isopleth diagram, fig. 4.4.

The penetration of the water of high salinity into the Java Sea is shown in fig. 4.7 by the positions of the 32‰ isohaline from June to September 1950. In June the water of higher salinity entered the Java Sea from the east and as early as August it had reached the island of Biliton. Only in strips along the coast of Borneo and Sumatra was there still water of lower salinity. In September the water of higher salinity penetrated further to the north and joined the water of above 32‰ in the southern China Sea. This connection normally lasts two or three months. In September the water masses of high salinity reach their maximal westward penetration in the Java Sea.

With the onset of the northwest monsoon in October/November these water masses are pushed back again and as the rainy season starts at the same time the salinity is reduced. The Monsoon Current transports water from the China Sea into the Java Sea and further to the east, causing a decrease of salinity even in the Flores Sea. In the Java Sea the salinity is below 32‰ from January to May, but the minimum occurs in May at the time of the maximal extent of the river water from Borneo, fig. 4.3. In the Flores Sea this minimum caused by the Monsoon Current occurs in March with salinities of 32‰ and in the Banda Sea in April with 33.2‰. The spreading of this water of low salinity is clearly

Fig. 4.7. Position of the 32‰ isohaline from June to September 1950 in the Java Sea, demonstrating the advance of the water of high salinity from the east during the southeast monsoon.

Fig. 4.8. Position of the 32‰ isohaline in the southern China Sea and in the western Java Sea from January to June 1953, showing the position of the tongue of high salinity entering the Java Sea from the north during the north monsoon.
visible in the salinity chart for February, plate 11.

The water masses entering the Java Sea during the north monsoon are soon followed by water of higher salinity from the China Sea. This forms a tongue of water of relatively high salinity in the southern China Sea between the less saline coastal waters off Sumatra and Borneo. The position of this tongue in the first six months of 1953 is shown in fig. 4.8. It extends through the Karimanta and Gaspar Straits into the Java Sea. In May the largest extension to the east is reached and in June the tongue is pushed back by the onset of the southeast monsoon against the coast of Sumatra. The fact that both monsoons first carry water of lower and later of higher salinity into the region between Sumatra and Borneo, causes an annual variation of the surface salinity in the southern China Sea and in the western parts of the Java Sea with two maxima and two minima. A detailed description of the salinity distribution along the north coast of Java is given by Soeriaatmadja (1956), who shows that this double salinity maximum is found up to 110°E.

The vertical structure of the water masses in the Java Sea, which is only 30 to 60 m deep, is presented in fig. 4.9. During all months the vertical curves of salinity show an almost homogeneous salinity from the surface to the bottom over the more shallow regions. The relatively strong Monsoon Current and the locally rather strong tidal currents may be the reason for this vertical homogeneity. Current measurements at various stations in the Java Sea have shown that the velocity remains constant from the surface to the bottom and the decrease occurs only in the last 5 m above the bottom. This is illustrated by the anchor station Sn 312a (Lek, 1938) in the eastern Java Sea and the observations dealt with by Weel (1923). In the region east of Java and along the eastern edge of the Sunda Shelf the variation of salinity is restricted to the upper 40 m. Below this level there is water with salinities always above 34‰. This depth almost corresponds with the depth of the homogeneous layer in the adjoining parts of the Flores Sea.

Off the Sunda Strait the salinity is normally equal from the surface to the bottom in 50 m. Only during the period of strong runoff from the rivers in south Sumatra there develops a surface layer of lower salinities. In February at the

Fig. 4.9. Vertical distribution of the salinity in four localities of the Java Sea during different months. Inset map gives the positions of the observations.
end of the rainy season this layer is about 30 m thick, fig. 4.9. It extends from the Banka Strait along the east coast of Sumatra to the south and it is carried southwards by the coastal current developed during this season. Off the Sunda Strait it comes under the influence of westerly winds and forms a tongue of less saline water spreading towards the east and northeast, this has already been described by Berlage (1927). This tongue is in most years recognisable over more than three degrees of longitude, but it was completely absent in February 1918, which may be explained by an unusual advance of water of higher salinity from the China Sea. But the position of this tongue seems to vary widely, because in the chart of the average salinity in February, plate 11, it is indicated only weakly. An influence of the Indian Ocean surface water on the Java Sea as stated by Hardenberg (1956) for individual years, seems not to appear and has not yet been proved.

In the southern parts of the China Sea, over the deeper portions of the Sunda Shelf, stratification is developed temporarily. The distribution of temperature, salinity and oxygen content is shown in a section from Singapore to Pontianak in Borneo, taken by the SAMUDERA in August 1957, fig. 4.10. In the upper 40 m, the water is nearly homogeneous, with the exception of a thin surface layer of decreased salinity off the mouth of the Kapuas River. Between 40 and 50 m depth, a relatively sharp discontinuity is developed, and below it water of lower temperature, higher salinity and lower oxygen content is present, which originates from the China Sea. During August water of about 32.5‰ salinity moves in the surface layer from the Java Sea into the southern parts of the China Sea. Because the passages between these two seas are only 35 to 40 m deep, the moving layer, driven only by weak winds, does not extend deeper, when passing over deeper water. Consequently, water from the China Sea, having a higher density, can penetrate beneath the surface layer and enter the deeper portions of the southern China Sea, as shown in fig. 4.10. During the northeast monsoon, on the other hand, such a stratification will probably not develop, because the winds are much stronger and the wind-stirred layer is deeper, but this has not yet been verified by observation.

Through the MALACCA STRAIT there flows a steady current towards the northwest into the Indian Ocean, fig. 7.8. During the northeast monsoon the current transports water of the China Sea having a relatively high salinity, and during the southeast monsoon water masses with low salinities formed off the rivers of central Sumatra. This results in a rather regular annual variation of surface salinity in the southern and central parts of the strait. On its way through the strait the salinity of the water is reduced by the discharge of the many rivers and the heavy rain fall. Strong tidal currents cause a complete vertical mixing of the water. In the northern part of the strait, for which the variations of the surface salinity are shown in fig. 4.3, the rainfall is of more importance than the currents. During the rainy season from September to January an excess of 720 mm of rain falls on the sea, causing within a homogeneous layer of 30 m depth a drop of 0.7‰ in salinity. In fact the salinity decreases by as much as 1.5‰, which shows that less saline water is also admixed. The deviations of the observed salinities from the averages are exceptionally large in the Malacca Strait. A detailed

Fig. 4.10. Longitudinal section from Singapore to Pontianak on Borneo, showing the distribution of temperature, salinity and oxygen content in the southern parts of the China Sea.
presentation of the surface salinity in the Malacca Strait is given by Soeriaatmadja (1956), for the Singapore Strait by Tham Ah Kow (1953). Typical series of temperature and salinity and current observations in the strait are dealt with by Weel (1923), but show normally homogeneous conditions.

The adjoining ANDAMAN SEA lies under the influence of the Indian monsoon, which causes a strong and continuous rainy season from May to November, whereas evaporation prevails during the other months. But the discharge from the rivers is of more importance than the rainfall. The minimum of salinity is reached in October/November caused by the currents transporting the less saline waters from the mouth of the Irawadi southeast into the central parts of the Andaman Sea. In October the direction of the circulation changes and oceanic water of higher salinity advances from the south. This change of the water masses due to currents causes an extremely high annual variation of salinity in the northern parts of the Andaman Sea, see plate 10 and fig. 4.3. In the southern part of the Andaman Sea, for which the annual variation of salinity is shown in fig. 4.3, two minima of salinity are observed. The minimum in October is caused by waters coming from the north, and the minimum in February/March by waters coming out of the Malacca Strait and penetrating northwards. During the northeast monsoon which blows offshore upwelling should be expected along the coast of Burma, but the information on the Andaman Sea is too meagre to confirm this.

In the INDIAN OCEAN, southwest of Sumatra, high rainfall causes a continual decrease of the salinity of the passing water. The excess of rainfall over the evaporation amounts to more than 2000 mm during the year, but the water masses of lower salinity resulting from these rains are carried towards the southeast by the outrunners of the Counter Current. The larger part passes over into the South Equatorial Current at about 10°S, and the smaller part continues in the Java Coastal Current flowing to the east. In the northern part water movements towards the northwest are found from December to February. The lowest values of salinity occur in January at the end of the main rainy season, while the increase falls into the period from May to July, when the rainfall is lowest. The annual variation exceeds
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<td>Average monthly and annual surface salinities in different regions of the South-east Asian Waters, according to observations from 1950 to 1955. The positions of the regions are indicated in fig. 5-8, the values refer to areas of 4 to 12 1° squares, according to the density of observations. For graphical presentations see fig. 4-3.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>JAN.</th>
<th>FEB.</th>
<th>MAR.</th>
<th>APR.</th>
<th>MAY</th>
<th>JUNE</th>
<th>JULY</th>
<th>AIG.</th>
<th>SEP.</th>
<th>OCT.</th>
<th>NOV.</th>
<th>DEC.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>East of Luzon</td>
<td>34.6</td>
<td>34.7</td>
<td>34.8</td>
<td>34.8</td>
<td>34.7</td>
<td>34.7</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>34.3</td>
<td>34.3</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>34.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. China Sea</td>
<td>33.6</td>
<td>33.8</td>
<td>33.9</td>
<td>33.9</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>33.6</td>
<td>33.5</td>
<td>33.5</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>33.4</td>
<td>33.6</td>
<td>33.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. China Sea</td>
<td>32.3</td>
<td>32.4</td>
<td>32.4</td>
<td>32.6</td>
<td>32.6</td>
<td>32.4</td>
<td>32.1</td>
<td>32.2</td>
<td>31.9</td>
<td>32.2</td>
<td>32.2</td>
<td>32.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Java Sea</td>
<td>32.5</td>
<td>32.0</td>
<td>31.8</td>
<td>31.8</td>
<td>31.7</td>
<td>31.4</td>
<td>31.9</td>
<td>32.7</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>33.8</td>
<td>33.5</td>
<td>33.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flores Sea</td>
<td>33.5</td>
<td>33.0</td>
<td>32.3</td>
<td>31.9</td>
<td>32.4</td>
<td>33.2</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>34.2</td>
<td>34.2</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>34.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banda Sea</td>
<td>34.0</td>
<td>34.2</td>
<td>33.9</td>
<td>33.5</td>
<td>33.2</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>33.6</td>
<td>34.0</td>
<td>34.3</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>34.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arafura Sea</td>
<td>34.3</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>34.2</td>
<td>34.0</td>
<td>33.8</td>
<td>34.0</td>
<td>34.3</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>34.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South of Java</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>34.6</td>
<td>34.6</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>34.6</td>
<td>34.7</td>
<td>34.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulu Sea</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>33.8</td>
<td>33.9</td>
<td>34.1</td>
<td>34.2</td>
<td>34.2</td>
<td>34.0</td>
<td>33.8</td>
<td>33.5</td>
<td>33.2</td>
<td>33.0</td>
<td>33.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. of N. Guinea</td>
<td>34.2</td>
<td>34.1</td>
<td>34.0</td>
<td>33.9</td>
<td>34.0</td>
<td>34.1</td>
<td>34.3</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>34.3</td>
<td>34.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celebes Sea</td>
<td>34.0</td>
<td>33.5</td>
<td>33.6</td>
<td>33.8</td>
<td>34.0</td>
<td>34.1</td>
<td>34.2</td>
<td>34.3</td>
<td>34.3</td>
<td>34.2</td>
<td>33.9</td>
<td>33.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S.W. of Sumatra</td>
<td>33.0</td>
<td>32.5</td>
<td>32.9</td>
<td>32.8</td>
<td>32.8</td>
<td>32.9</td>
<td>33.2</td>
<td>33.5</td>
<td>33.6</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>32.9</td>
<td>32.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malacca Strait</td>
<td>30.9</td>
<td>30.4</td>
<td>30.5</td>
<td>30.7</td>
<td>30.9</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>31.0</td>
<td>31.4</td>
<td>31.3</td>
<td>30.7</td>
<td>30.4</td>
<td>29.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andaman Sea</td>
<td>32.4</td>
<td>32.3</td>
<td>32.1</td>
<td>32.2</td>
<td>32.6</td>
<td>32.8</td>
<td>32.7</td>
<td>32.5</td>
<td>32.3</td>
<td>32.0</td>
<td>31.9</td>
<td>32.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.0‰ along the coast and remains below this value outside the coastal islands.

The region south of Java lies under the influence of the southeast trades. The excess of evaporation during the dry season almost equals the excess of rainfall during the rainy season, and amounts to 570 mm. The annual variation of salinity is small and has a value of less than 0.5‰ in the range of the South Equatorial Current. The increase of salinity occurs during the dry southeast monsoon and the decrease during the rainy season. The depth of the homogeneous layer increases from east to west, that is in the direction of the flow. At an average depth of the homogeneous layer of 40 m, the variations of salinity are just compensated by the variations of rainfall and of evaporation. Closer to the coast the annual variation increases to more than 1.0‰ in the range of the Java Coastal Current, and the average salinity decreases.

4.5 THE DISTRIBUTION OF NUTRIENTS, PRODUCTIVITY AND TRANSPARENCY

Our knowledge about the distribution of factors other than temperature and salinity in Southeast Asian Waters is still very meagre. This is firstly due to the fact that their distribution is particularly complex owing to the mixing of coastal and oceanic waters, and the presence of large shelves and land-enclosed deep sea basins. This makes its investigation difficult. Secondly in this region there is no highly developed fishery, which could warrant an investigation of the environmental factors of its fishing grounds. Thus, our knowledge of the distribution of nutrients, productivity and transparency depends on the work of the larger oceanographical expeditions, such as the DANA, ALBATROSS and GALA-THEA Expeditions, which have crossed these waters on their voyages, and on a few special studies.

The nutrient content over the deeper portions of the Southeast Asian Waters shows a distribution, which is characteristic of tropical waters. The surface layer is extremely poor in nutrients, the phosphate contents being less than $0.2 \mu g\text{-atoms/L}$. Within the discontinuity layer, it rises considerably and normally reaches $1.5 \mu g\text{-atoms/L}$ at its lower boundary. In the intermediate and deep layers phosphate contents of 2.5 to 3.0 $\mu g\text{-atoms/L}$ are quite normal. The phosphate content in the waters over the shelves is surprisingly, not much higher, as investigations of Delsman (1939) in the Java Sea have shown. He found phosphate contents of about 0.08 $\mu g\text{-atoms/L}$ with fluctuations between 0.03 and 0.12 $\mu g\text{-atoms/L}$ near the surface, and only slightly higher values near the bottom (0.08 to 0.15 $\mu g\text{-atoms/L}$, average about 0.12). An increase towards the coast has been observed, but no marked differences between April and October. Delsman mentions that the influence of the discharge of the rivers on the phosphate content in the sea seems to have been overestimated, because the river water is not as rich in phosphate as normally assumed. The distribution of nitrate and silicate generally corresponds to that of the phosphate.

The mechanism of the supply of the surface layer with nutrients is, however, quite different for the shelves and for the deep sea. Over shallow waters, the regeneration of the sinking material occurs at the bottom and the nutrients can easily be brought into the euphotic zone by vertical mixing. Consequently a continuous supply of nutrients to the water masses takes place and enables continuous production. This process makes large parts of the shelves quite fertile and maintains a big stock of fish. The replenishment of the surface layers over the deeper portions of the region with nutrients is, however, completely different, as it is only by upwelling or by divergent movements in the surface layer that more fertile water from the discontinuity layer can ascend and enter the euphotic zone. But these effects occur only locally and consequently the greater part of the water over the deep sea is of very low productivity. An enrichment of the surface layer with nutrients can take place along the coast also by means of currents, which flow from the shelf over deeper water, carrying water of higher nutrient content.

The productivity of these waters has been investigated
by Steeman Nielsen and Jensen (1957) and by Doty (personal communication, 1958). Even if the few observations in this large region give only preliminary information on the organic production, they indicate some interesting details and confirm the above conclusions on the replenishments of the nutrients in the surface layer. A map of the organic production, based on the above mentioned data, is presented in fig. 4.11, but shows only the surface values without consideration of the vertical distribution of productivity and of the depth of the photosynthetic layer. In this map, the China Sea, the Philippine Waters and the Celebes Sea have only a small organic production of less than 0.5 g C per m$^2$ per day. In contrast to these regions the production is high over the Sunda Shelf: in the Gulf of Thailand, the Malacca Strait, the Java Sea and the waters between Sumatra and Borneo, where values of 1.0 g C per m$^2$ per day are often exceeded. The rather high production of 1.2 to 1.8 g C per m$^2$ per day in the Banda Sea, observed in September, is remarkable and surprised Steeman Nielsen, when discussing his results. But this high production must be ascribed to up-welling, which occurs in this region from May to September, as explained in Section 7.5.

These few data on the productivity of Southeast Asian Waters accord fully with the distribution of nutrients, and support the above remarks on their replenishment. This takes place seasonally and locally by upwelling processes over the deeper parts of the region. Over the shelves, the cycle of nutrient replenishment is short and a high organic production takes place through the year in spite of only a small concentration of nutrients.

Practically no observations are available regarding the transparency of the water and the penetration of light into the sea. According to

---

Fig. 4.11. Productivity at the surface in Southeast Asian Waters in g C per m$^2$ per day.
- observations from Steemann Nielsen
- observations from Doty

---
the mixing of various water masses, such as extremely clear ocean water, turbid coastal waters and water of high particle content due to contact with the shelf bottom and to tidal currents, the transparency will show wide variations. Systematic measurements are not available from this region, but reference may be made to some information given by Verwey (1929, 1931) and Motoda (1939), as well as to the reports of the ALBATROSS and the GALATHEA Expeditions, the programmes of which included optical measurements.
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CHAPTER 5

PRECIPITATION, EVAPORATION AND ENERGY EXCHANGE AT THE SURFACE OF THE SOUTHEAST ASIAN WATERS

The atmosphere affects the ocean by radiation, precipitation and the action of the winds. Radiation is absorbed in the uppermost layers of the sea, except for a small part which is reflected, and causes a heating of these layers. Simultaneously a continuous loss of energy results from the long-wave back radiation from the sea surface which causes cooling. For the ocean, only their difference is effective and that is climato-logically always positive in tropical waters. Incoming and outgoing radiation affect directly only the temperature of the ocean.

Rainfall leads to a decrease of the salinity at the surface, and is therefore of importance only for the water balance. The influence of the temperature difference between the rain and the sea water on sea temperature is negligible.

The wind on the other hand is of enormous importance. With the gradients of vapour pressure and temperature over the sea surface, the wind causes the evaporation as well as a pure heat transport, which normally is directed towards the atmosphere. By both these effects the sea surface suffers a loss of energy, causing a cooling. It is to be noted that the energy needed for heat transport is only about 5 to 10% of the energy necessary for evaporation. Evaporation entails an increase of salinity and in this way affects also the water balance. Evaporation as an effect impressed from outside by the meteorological conditions in the lowest layers of the air is therefore not dependent on the amount of the incoming radiation.

The temperature in the upper layers of the ocean therefore will rise if the energy used for evaporation is less than the difference between incoming and outgoing radiation, and it will drop if the energy used for evaporation exceeds the effective available radiation. The heat received or lost in this way by the ocean may cause a local change of temperature, but may also be transferred by advective processes.

A representation of the precipitation, evaporation, and energy exchange, using only average annual values, is inadequate because it misses the variations of the different factors in the course of the year. If an attempt is made to show monthly changes, an endless number of charts would be required, and, in any case, most of the factors have small horizontal gradients in these waters. Therefore a better representation is achieved by using the annual variations of these factors in 15 selected regions (fig. 5.8) in the Southeast Asian Waters. The values of the different climatic factors do not relate to a single point, but to areas of about 4 to 12 1° squares, situated in the centre of each selected region, to avoid disturbances from land. The basic values have been estimated from different climatological atlases and are graphically presented in figs. 5.1 - 5.7. The numerical values of these climatic factors have already been published by Wyrtki (1957), where the methods of their determination are discussed in more detail.

5.1 THE DISTRIBUTION OF RAINFALL

The precipitation over the different regions has been taken from graphs and charts given by Wyrtki (1956), where, by evaluation of reports from coastal and island stations within the Indonesian Archipelago, the average annual variation of rainfall over the sea has been estimated. For the regions outside the archipelago the same method has been applied for the determination of the annual variation of rainfall. The average annual rainfall over Southeast Asia is shown in plate 15. Immediately apparent is the strong variation of the rainfall in this region and its close relation to the distribution of land and sea and mountain chains. In addition there is a wide annual variation of rainfall due to the monsoons, which cause a dry and a rainy season in most of the regions. Close to the equator two maxima of the rainfall normally are found without a distinguishable dry season between
them. The departures of rainfall from the averages are very large in this region and reach easily 40% of the average rainfall.

5.2 THE CALCULATION OF THE EVAPORATION

The evaporation of the different regions has been calculated by means of the formula given by Sverdrup (1946). In this formula the evaporation \( E \) is proportional to the wind velocity \( v \) and to the vapour pressure difference between sea and air \( e_w - e_a \).

\[
E = k (e_w - e_a) \cdot v
\]

This formula has a theoretical basis and has been used successfully for the calculation of evaporation, so that not it, but the data used, need critical consideration. Besides the wind velocity and the water and air temperature, the relative humidity enters the formula. This is difficult to determine, but plays an important role in the calculation. If \( E_a \) is the vapour pressure of the saturated air, and \( q \) the relative humidity, then the evaporation is given by

\[
E = k (e_w - E_a + (1 - q) E_a) \cdot v
\]

Because the water and the air temperatures over the sea are nearly equal, the difference \( e_w - E_a \) practically vanishes and the evaporation depends effectively on the factor \( (1 - q) \), which is the deficit of the saturation. But this value varies considerably in tropical monsoon climates because the humidity is high, between 90 and 70%. This means, that the factor \( (1 - q) \) varies as 1 to 3.

The factor \( k \) in the evaporation formula, which can be derived from the boundary layer theory, has to be considered carefully, because the formula is valid only for simultaneous values of wind velocity and vapour pressure differences. But because normally the product of averages differs from the average of the single products, this theoretical calculation of \( k \) is only of limited value. This means, that the coefficient has to be determined empirically. If the wind velocity \( v \) is measured in m/sec, the vapour pressure in millibars and the evaporation in mm/day, the following values of \( k \) have been used by the authors named:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sverdrup</td>
<td>1946</td>
<td>0.103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacobs</td>
<td>1951</td>
<td>0.143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albrecht</td>
<td>1951</td>
<td>0.092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brogmuus</td>
<td>1952</td>
<td>0.104</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For these calculations \( k = 0.100 \) has been taken, giving slightly smaller values than Sverdrup, an effect which could perhaps be balanced because, for the transformation of the wind velocity from Beaufort scale to m/sec, the maritime conversion scale has been used, giving slightly higher values than most other scales in use.

The temperatures of the water and of the air have been taken from the Dutch climatological atlases (1936, 1949). This material is not only very comprehensive, but is based almost throughout upon simultaneous observations of the water and the air temperatures, this is of importance for our investigations. The difference between water and air temperatures varies in the different months and regions between 0.8° and -0.2°C and has an average of 0.31°C. Negative values appear only over the regions of upwelling off the northwest coast of Australia during the southeast monsoon. The results of the SNELLIUS Expedition (Visser 1936), on the other hand, have shown that the temperature of the water is on the average 0.7°C higher than that of the air, indicating a bias in the observations of the merchant ships. Therefore these values cannot be used to calculate the exchange of sensible heat between sea and atmosphere, although the values of the temperature may be considered to be representative for normal climatological conditions.

Relative humidity is necessary for the determination of the vapour pressure of the air, but its determination is difficult and affects considerably the results. The psychometric difference given in the Atlas of Climatic Charts of the Oceans (1938) cannot be used in this case, because only values at Greenwich noon are used, corresponding to 18 to 21 hours local time. This fact has already been criticised by Keyser
In the beginning of the night, however, the humidity is often high because of rainfall in the afternoon. Therefore the direct climato-logical observations of the relative humidity at coastal and island stations have been used. The values of the weather side and lee side stations have been compared and it has been accepted that the weather side stations give the real values over the seas. The vapour pressures of the air, obtained in this way, have been compared with those given by Albrecht (1951) and correspond with them with the exception of some explainable cases. Generally the variation of the humidity can be said to run parallel to that of the rainfall, allowing for the selection of suitable values in some doubtful cases.

The wind velocity has been determined in two independent ways. First the ships’ observations collected at the Institute of Marine Research in Djakarta for a period of only seven years were examined statistically. Second, the Atlas of Climatic Charts of the Oceans has been used. This gives charts of the wind velocity for every season and in addition charts of the frequency of the wind velocity for every month. In this region the average wind velocity is about Beaufort 3, and, as the atlas gives information on the percentage of winds above and below Beaufort 3, the data of the atlas were very suitable. By means of a statistical analysis of the wind velocities of this region, the average wind velocity corresponding to a certain frequency in the atlas could be determined. These results correspond very closely to the direct ships’ observations, so that they were used without further critical consideration.

By means of the temperature of the water and of the air and of the relative humidity, the vapour pressure difference between sea and air can be calculated. Multiplication of these values by the wind velocities v, the factor k and the number of days in the different months gives the evaporation. The annual variations of all these factors are presented in figs. 5.1 - 5.7 together with the annual variations of the rainfall, of the difference between rainfall and evaporation, and of the surface salinity.

5.3 THE CALCULATION OF THE ENERGY EXCHANGE

The energy exchange at the surface of the ocean satisfies the equation

\[ Q_r - \tau Q_r - Q_n = Q_r + Q_{conv} + Q_{adv} + Q_h \]

where the different symbols have the following meanings:

- \( Q_r \): total radiation from sun and sky
- \( \tau \): percentage of reflected radiation
- \( Q_b \): back radiation from the sea surface
- \( Q_e \): energy used for evaporation
- \( Q_{conv} \): convection of sensible heat to the atmosphere
- \( Q_{adv} \): advection of heat by currents and mixing
- \( Q_n \): heat used for heating of the water, cooling negative.

The total incoming radiation is easy to calculate from the values given by Kimball (1928), if the average cloudiness is known. Information on the cloudiness has been taken from the Atlas of Climatic Charts of the Oceans (1938) and from Schott (1935), from which the annual variation of the cloudiness has been interpolated. The values of the incoming radiation at clear sky \( Q_0 \) according to Kimball have been interpolated for the average latitude of the region and reduced according to the cloudiness \( C \) with the formula

\[ Q_r = Q_0 \left( 1 - 0.071 \cdot C \right). \]

The percentage of reflected radiation has been considered to be 3%. The back radiation is determined by means of the diagram given by Sverdrup (1946) as a function of sea surface temperature and relative humidity. It is reduced according to the cloudiness \( C \) with the formula

\[ Q_b = Q_{in} \left( 1 - 0.083 \cdot C \right). \]

From these three values the total effective radiation at the sea surface \( Q_{eff} \) is calculated by

\[ Q_{eff} = Q_r - \tau Q_r - Q_n \]

These values are given in figs. 5.1 - 5.7. They show in nearly all regions two maxima during the course of the year, which is due to the position between the two tropics. The influence of the cloudiness modifies this distribution only a little, because in large areas the cloudiness varies
only between 50 and 65%, except during the southeast monsoon when the cloudiness decreases in its range to below 40%.

Opposite to this effective radiation are the energies used for evaporation, heating or cooling, for the exchange with the atmosphere and for advective processes. In tropical regions the evaporation certainly plays the dominant role, and its energy consumption is calculated by multiplying the evaporation by the heat of vapourisation (582 cal/g at 28°C). The exchange of sensible heat amounts in the tropics to about 5 to 10% of the heat used for evaporation and temporarily it may become negative. Its calculation is difficult because of the small temperature difference between sea and air, which is not known exactly. Therefore its calculation has been omitted.

For a presentation of the energy balance of the different regions (figs. 5.1 - 5.7), the total effective radiation $Q_{eff}$ is shown and the difference $Q_{eff} - Q_e$, being the heat available for heating and cooling of the sea and the atmosphere as well as for advective processes. A comparison between the difference $Q_{eff} - Q_e$ and the annual variations of the water temperature shows in most of the regions a strong correlation between the available heat and the increase or decrease of temperature. Numerically a heat surplus of 100 cal/cm$^2$/day heats by 1°C during one month a water layer of 30 meters. But for an exact comparison of both values a complete knowledge of the thermal structure of the water masses would be necessary, because advective processes might play an important role.

To gain an impression of their magnitude, a short estimation may be valuable. In the discontinuity layer of the Atlantic Ocean, Montgomery (1939) calculates the vertical eddy diffusivity at about 0.4 g cm sec$^{-1}$. With this value and with a temperature gradient of 10°C within 100 m depth a heat transport of 36 cal/cm$^2$/day results. This rather big amount of heat transported into the depth may be an essential factor in the energy balance of the tropical oceans, but it is difficult to obtain exact values. The horizontal heat transport on the other hand seems to be less important because of the small horizontal temperature gradients in this region, only in special cases will it have some influence and one of them is discussed in connection with the Malacca Strait.
Although this investigation of the energy balance of the Southeast Asian Waters may be preliminary,

Fig. 5.1. Average annual variation of climatological factors in the region east of Luzon and in the northern China Sea. Symbols used:

- $Q_{avr}$ = effective available energy at the sea surface, cal/cm²/day.
- $Q_e$ = energy used for evaporation, cal/cm²/day.
- $t_s$ = temperature of the sea surface, °C.
- $t_a$ = temperature of the air, °C.
- $w$ = wind velocity, m/sec.
- $e_a - e_s$ = vapour pressure difference between sea surface and air, mb.
- $F$ = relative humidity, %.
- $P$ = precipitation, mm.
- $E$ = evaporation, mm.
- $S$ = surface salinity, %.
it gives an impression of the combined action of the different factors. This is discussed in some detail, when dealing with the conditions in the different regions in the following section.

**5.4 THE ANNUAL VARIATION OF THE CLIMATIC FACTORS**

Over the northern parts of the **China Sea** there is a rainy and a dry season; in the latter, evaporation essentially exceeds rainfall (fig. 5.1). The high evaporation from November to March is chiefly a result of the strong winds during the northeast monsoon, but is intensified by the lower relative humidity in this season. The maximum of the relative humidity occurs in the rainy season. With the onset of the northeast monsoon the water temperature decreases because more energy is used for evaporation than is available from radiation.

![Figure 5.2](image)

**Fig. 5.2.** Average annual variation of climatological factors in the southern China Sea and in the Java Sea. For explanation of symbols see figure 5.1.

The region east of Luzon, which is about in the same latitude and has similar wind conditions lacks the dry season, also because during the northeast monsoon wet air masses are dominant and lead to high rainfall through the year (fig. 5.1). Rainfall exceeds the evaporation in every month. Also in this region the temperature falls by 4°C during the northeast monsoon.

The energy balance of these two regions shows a similar pattern. The maximal radiation occurs in the months from April to July, that is the season with weak evaporation. During the months of November to February on the other hand the energy consumption by evaporation is larger than the effective radiation causing a cooling of the water. The total energy used for evaporation during these four months in the northern China Sea amounts to 21 000 cal/cm² which is sufficient to cool a layer of 50 meters by 4°C, but the cooled layer is about 70 m thick, consequently advective processes must be effective. This is in agreement with the advance of cool water masses through the Formosa Strait.
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Over the southern parts of the China Sea a strong rainy season is developed from October to January, but a real dry season is lacking, so that the rainfall exceeds the evaporation in every month, fig. 5.2. Since winds are always weak, the evaporation is low, only in July/August, when the humidity is low, it exceeds 100 mm/month. The energy balance shows that the effective radiation exceeds the energy needed for evaporation in every month. From this a continuous heating of the water results even though a part of the energy is given off to the atmosphere. Because in this region a heat transfer into deeper water is possible only on a very limited scale, horizontal transports must carry the surplus of heat out of the region. From November to February a cooling of 1°C is noted, which must be caused by the advance of cooler water masses from the north. The warmed water moves with the Monsoon Current into the Java Sea, and a warming takes place coinciding with the maximum of the incoming radiation. The stronger evaporation in July/August causes a weak decrease in temperature because, besides the evaporation,
heat is given off to the dryer air masses of the southeast monsoon.

Over the JAVA SEA a rainy and a dry season is found, fig. 5.2. In the dry season during the southeast monsoon evaporation exceeds rainfall. High wind velocities and a low relative humidity cause an evaporation of more than 100 mm/month. From June to August the energy necessary for evaporation exceeds the available radiation and a cooling takes place. The deficit amounts to 5700 cal/cm$^2$ within these three months, corresponding to a cooling of a 40 m deep layer by 1.4°C, this is in accordance with the observations. The cooling in December and January is not in accordance with the energy balance, but during both these months the north monsoon is most strongly developed and with relatively strong winds brings cool and rainy air masses into the region. Perhaps the evaporation may be underestimated in these months. Remarkable in this connection is the variation of the temperature in the Java Sea, showing a semiannual period well developed. The maxima occur in May and November, during the change of the monsoons when the wind velocities are lowest. The minima of the temperature occur together with the full development of both monsoons in August and February.

![Fig. 5.3.](image-url)
In the FLORES SEA a similar annual variation of temperature exists, but the cooling during the southeast monsoon is stronger, fig. 5.3. During four months evaporation exceeds rainfall, and is chiefly caused by the small relative humidity. The energy balance shows from June to August an excess of the energy used for evaporation over the effective radiation. This amounts to 7500 cal/cm² and is sufficient to cool a homogeneous layer of 40 m by 2°C, this is in agreement with the observations. From September the temperature rises again and the maximum is reached in December. At the time of the full development of the west monsoon over the Flores Sea in January the temperature drops again in spite of the positive energy balance during this time.

This cooling effect in the Flores Sea may be interpreted as a vertical extension of the homogeneous layer due to the increase of the wind velocity during the west monsoon. If the homogeneous layer is deepened by mixing, the average temperature must decrease. But to show this requires a detailed knowledge of the variation of the thermal structure of the water masses during the year, which cannot yet be given.

In the Banda Sea the conditions are similar to those in the Flores Sea, but the excess of evaporation and the cooling during the southeast monsoon are stronger. The maxima of the surface temperature occur in April and December about at the time of the change of the monsoons, fig. 5.3.

The ARAFURA and the TIMOR SEAS are closest to the region of origin of the southeast monsoon, and are most strongly influenced by its dry cool air masses. The wind velocity over these
open seas is high and the humidity of the offshore winds is low, causing extremely high values of evaporation, fig. 5.4. But the Atlas of Climatic Charts of the Oceans shows in this region during the whole year depressions of the wet bulb of only 0.5 to 1.0°C, which certainly must be an error during the southeast monsoon season. In the Arafura Sea evaporation exceeds rainfall during five months, in the Timor Sea even during seven months. Maximal values of evaporation of nearly 300 mm/month are reached as a combined effect of strong winds and dry air. In July and August the water temperature is lower than that of the air, which may be due to upwelling. The rainy season in the Timor Sea is short and takes place at the time, when the equatorial trough lies over this region. The Arafura Sea has two rainfall maxima occurring when the equatorial trough passes the region, but the secondary minimum between them is only weakly developed.

Fig. 5.4. Average annual variation of climatological factors in the Arafura Sea and in the Timor Sea. For explanation of symbols see figure 5.1.
The energy balance shows two maxima of radiation, which is an effect of the position inside the tropics. The curves of the effective radiation are strongly modified by the cloudiness, which is very small during the southeast monsoon and above 60% during the rainy season. From May to September, when the energy needed for evaporation exceeds the effective radiation, a strong cooling of the water takes place. The required energy during this time is about 27 000 cal/cm², sufficient to cool a 90 m deep layer by 3°C. Figure 7.14, in which vertical curves of the temperature in this region are given, shows an

Fig. 5.5. Average annual variation of climatological factors in the regions south of Java and southwest of Sumatra. For explanation of symbols see figure 5.1.
effect of this magnitude. In both regions the energy required for evaporation exceeds the effective radiation in the annual average, this leads to the assumption, that advective processes must be engaged in maintaining the energy balance. This result is to be understood in connection with the upwelling and sinking in this region.

The **INDIAN OCEAN** south of Java shows qualitatively the same conditions as the other regions in the southeast of the Archipelago, fig. 5.5. From May to October it is under the influence of the southeast monsoon, from December to February the equatorial trough lies over the region and brings the rainy season. The highly balanced annual variation of meteorological conditions causes also a smooth run of surface temperature and salinity in this region far from the influence of land. These cycles agree numerically with the calculated values.

![Graphs showing climatological factors in the Malacca Strait and the Andaman Sea.](image)

**Fig. 5.6.** Average annual variation of climatological factors in the Malacca Strait and in the Andaman Sea. For explanation of symbols see figure 5.1.

The region southwest of Sumatra has with 3000 mm/year an extremely high rainfall, which drops in no month below 180 mm, meaning that a really dry season does not exist, fig. 5.5. The two periods of especially strong rainfall occur, when the equatorial trough passes the region. During these two periods also the maxima of the relative humidity are found. The curves of wind velocity and of vapour pressure difference show only small variations causing a relatively constant evaporation of about 90 mm/month. An exception is found in July and August, when the southeast monsoon has some influence and the evaporation reaches 110 mm/month.

The energy balance is equalized and throughout the year contributes to the heating of the water. This heat is given off partly to the atmosphere, which follows from the relatively high difference between sea and air temperature. Another part may be transferred by advection horizontally and vertically. The annual variation of the temperature is less than 1°C, an indication of the stability of the conditions.
In the MALACCA STRAIT the conditions are similar, fig. 5.6. There also two rainy seasons are found without a really dry season. The relative humidity is extremely high, and because of weak winds the evaporation is small. Only a part of the effective radiation is used for evaporation and so a continuous heating of the water would occur, if advective processes did not transfer the excess heat. It may be useful to estimate the numerical value of this energy transfer. At a horizontal temperature gradient $\frac{dt}{dx}$ of 1°C in 2000 km and a velocity of the current of $v = 25$ cm/sec the heat $Q$ transported in a layer of a depth $D = 40$ m will be $Q = c \cdot v \cdot D \cdot \frac{dt}{dx}$, and numerically 44 cal/cm$^2$/day. Such an amount already has to be considered in the energy balance. Also the difference between sea and air temperatures reaches relatively high values in the Malacca Strait, indicating a large transfer of sensible heat to the atmosphere.

Over the ANDAMAN SEA the regime of the Indian monsoon is first met. It brings from May to November a continuous strong rainy season,
in the other months a nearly rainless dry season, fig. 5.6. The evaporation has two weak maxima, one during the dry season, caused by the small relative humidity, the other during the rainy season, when the winds are strongest. Because both factors are counteracting the variation of evaporation is small. In spite of that it exceeds the rainfall considerably during the dry season. The energy balance indicates that the effective radiation normally exceeds the energy used for evaporation. The curve of the surface temperature corresponds to the available energy, during the periods of strongest energy surplus heating takes place, during the periods of maximal evaporation cooling occurs.

Over the SULU SEA an extended rainy season occurs from May to November, but also in the other months the rainfall is high, fig. 5.7. The humidity is high and its variation small, while the wind is strongest during the northeast monsoon. In January and February this causes higher values of evaporation, which correspond to low rainfall. The energy balance shows that the effective energy always exceeds the energy required for evaporation, causing a continuous heating of the water and of the atmosphere. In view of the magnitude of the heat surplus horizontal heat transfer must be assumed. The heating of the water occurs from February to May at the time of maximal heat surplus, the cooling from November to January, when the evaporation requires all available energy.

In the CELEBES SEA and in the region north of New Guinea completely equalized conditions are found because of their proximity to the equator, fig. 5.7. The rainfall is high and amounts to

Fig. 5.7. Average annual variation of climatological factors in the Sulu Sea, in the Celebes Sea and in the region north of New Guinea. For explanation of symbols see figure 5.1.
about 150 mm/month throughout the year. Over the Celebes Sea from July to October a branch of the southeast monsoon brings dryer air masses and smaller rainfall and the lower relative humidity causes a higher evaporation. The energy balance indicates, that considerable amounts of heat are available for the heating of the water and of the atmosphere, but the deep homogeneous layer, about 100 m, north of New Guinea, absorbs this energy and the strong currents in this region carry away the heat. The fact that the temperature in this region always exceeds 28°C is indicative of this large heat excess. In the Celebes Sea the temperature drops from January to March below 28°C, indicating a supply of cooler water from the Mindanao Current.

To give an idea of the part played by the different regions of the Southeast Asian Waters in the water and energy balance, the yearly amounts of rainfall, evaporation, of their difference, the total effective radiation, the energy required for evaporation and the energy available for heating processes are given in table 2. The annual amounts of rainfall, the evaporation and of their difference are repeated in fig. 5.8 at the approximate localities for which the values of the climatic factors were determined. The figure shows clearly the high rainfall and the small evaporation along the equatorial belt and the increase of the evaporation to the north and to the south.

The rainfall differs considerably from region to region and is highest with 300 cm off the coast of Sumatra and lowest with less than 100 cm over the Timor Sea. It is higher in all

Fig. 5.8. Average annual precipitation P, evaporation E and difference between precipitation and evaporation in different regions of the Southeast Asian Waters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>P - E</th>
<th>Q_{eff}</th>
<th>Q_r</th>
<th>Q_{eff} (\text{-}) Q_r</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>East of Luzon</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern China Sea</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern China Sea</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Java Sea</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>258</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flores Sea</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banda Sea</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arafura Sea</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timor Sea</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>296</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South of Java</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southwest of Sumatra</td>
<td>323</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malacca Strait</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>261</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andaman Sea</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulu Sea</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celebes Sea</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North of New Guinea</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
regions than the zonal averages calculated by Wüst (1954) indicating this monsoon region to be extremely humid. On the other hand the variations of evaporation are smaller; in the equatorial regions evaporation amounts to less than 100 cm, while north and south of this belt higher values are always found. This is why all these regions have a dry season with a high evaporation, see fig. 5.8. With the exception of those over the Arafura and Timor Seas the values of evaporation are between 75 and 150 cm and correspond well to the zonal averages calculated by Wüst (1954), which vary in these latitudes between 113 and 137 cm. Over the Timor Sea even in the annual average an excess of evaporation over rainfall exists. The variation of the effective radiation over this region is very small and not larger than ± 8% of the average, but this energy is used quite differently. Table 2 shows that the equatorial regions especially have only a small evaporation and the energy available for heatin processes (Q_{eq}-Q_e) always exceeds 100 cal/cm²/day, and must be transferred by currents, vertical mixing or to the atmosphere. In the other regions this amount of energy is about 50 cal/cm²/day. Over the Timor and the Arafura Seas the energy required for evaporation exceeds even in the annual average the available radiation. These annual values indicate quite clearly, that the Southeast Asian Waters are a source of warm water of low salinity, caused by high rainfall and large amounts of energy available for heating.

**LITERATURE**


CHAPTER 6

THE WATER MASSES IN THE DEPTH

In Southeast Asian Waters light water of low salinity is formed at the surface and the water masses of higher density in and below the discontinuity layer must originate outside the region. Thus, the regions of origin of the Subtropical Lower Water of high salinity, which forms the discontinuity layer, are situated in the trade wind regions, where the highest surface salinities are found. The water masses of lower salinity below them are the last traces of the Intermediate Waters, which sink in the Arctic and Antarctic Polar Fronts, and the water masses in the deep and bottom layers are derived from the Pacific Ocean Deep Water, and are therefore of Antarctic origin. Here again is an example showing that the vertical structure of the ocean near the equator reflects the horizontal distribution of the water masses at the surface in their regions of origin.

The Southeast Asian Waters are moreover so much narrowed by the Sunda and Sahul Shelves, that only relatively few and narrow passages remain for an exchange of water below the discontinuity layer, and it must be assumed, that this water exchange will be very weak. Extremely slow spreading and lateral mixing processes seem to be the modes of penetration of the different water masses from the adjoining oceans into the Southeast Asian Waters. Below a depth of approximately 1600 m the two oceans are separated and an exchange of waters of the deeper layers is impossible. Consequently the homogeneity of the water masses is the characteristic feature in the numerous large enclosed deep sea basins. These few remarks denote the Southeast Asian Waters as a region in whose depth the last traces of the water masses present in the two adjoining oceans are intermixed. Therefore it is advisable to investigate first the properties of the water masses and their structure in the adjacent parts of the Indian and the Pacific Oceans, and then the conditions in the Southeast Asian Waters.

The observations in this region date from a number of expeditions, which have worked in these waters for rather different purposes, and often hydrographic observations were only of minor importance. This is especially valid for the more biological expeditions at the beginning of the century. In table 3 only those expeditions are listed, whose oceanographic observations have been used for an analysis of the water masses in this region. Stations over the shelf, with observations only above the discontinuity layer, are not included. The observations of the DANA are of special value, because they include complete series of oxygen determinations at all stations, while the bulk of the oxygen data of the SNELLIUS Expedition were only published, after this study had been completed (Postma, 1959). The Japanese research vessels, on the other hand, did not take oxygen samples, so that the DANA observations are the only data on oxygen in large parts of the region. The stations of the SIBOELA go down only to 250 m depth and also do not include oxygen determinations.
The observations of the SPENCER F. BAIRD to the east of the Philippines have been placed at my disposal by the courtesy of the Scripps Institution of Oceanography. The SAMUDERA worked oceanographic stations in 1956/7 in the Eastern Archipelago, especially to complete in other seasons the observations of the SNELLIUS.

This material from approximately 1000 hydrographic stations covers the area under investigation so unequally however, that in many cases it is not even possible to get information about the annual variations of temperature and salinity within the range of the discontinuity layer. Much more scanty are the observations of the oxygen content and a presentation of the distribution of phosphate and other components is practically impossible.

The core layer method as developed by Wüst (1935) when discussing the water masses of the Atlantic Ocean, has been used for the analysis of the observations in this region. This method makes it possible to follow the spreading and mixing of a water type, which is characterized by its temperature, salinity or oxygen content. Normally for such an analysis the maxima and minima of a property are used, these are named

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vessel and Source</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Indian Ocean</th>
<th>Southeast Asian Waters</th>
<th>Pacific Ocean</th>
<th>Sum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PLANET</td>
<td>1906-07</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reichmarineamt, 1909</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DANA</td>
<td>1929</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomsen, 1937</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNELLIUS</td>
<td>1929-30</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>327</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>van Riehl, Hamaker,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>van Eyck, 1950</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>van Riehl, 1932</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KATURIKI</td>
<td>1936</td>
<td></td>
<td>36</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KOSYU</td>
<td>1936</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOYO-MARU</td>
<td>1939</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAKUNAN-MARU</td>
<td>1939</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KOMAHASI</td>
<td>1941</td>
<td></td>
<td>36</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese Hydrographic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulletin 1950-55</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALBATROSS</td>
<td>1948</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bruneau, Jerlov, Koczyl</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koczyl, 1953</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIBOELA</td>
<td>1949</td>
<td></td>
<td>42</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyrthki, 1956</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPENCER F. BAIRD</td>
<td>1947-50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>44</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>not yet published,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>received by courtesy of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scripps Institution</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GALATHEA</td>
<td>1951</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>not yet published,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>received by courtesy of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. A. F. Bruin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAMUDERA</td>
<td>1956-57</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>46</td>
<td></td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyrthki, 1956, 1957</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>69</td>
<td>514</td>
<td>368</td>
<td>951</td>
<td>819</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
core layers and their spreading can be shown in charts. Core layers, however, are not necessarily identical with the centre of a flowing water mass, as shown by Thorade (1931), because the mixing and the conditions along the boundaries are also of importance. But in the case of pure mixing, the core layer is the central part of the water mass, which is least influenced by mixing, and where the original properties of the water mass are best maintained.

Although the core layer is theoretically a surface only, it is practically the centre of a water mass, having a certain extension upwards and downwards, so that it occupies a certain space on both sides of the core layer. This interpretation of the core layer allows water masses to be followed as extensive bodies from their region of origin until they disappear. It has an advantage over the Central Waters as defined by Sverdrup (1946) because it is also a dynamical unit. Central Waters are from the beginning mixing products and fill the space between two core layers and therefore they participate in the movements of two water bodies, which are normally different.

For the processing of the data the vertical curves of temperature, salinity and oxygen content as well as their TS and TO\textsubscript{2} diagrams have been drawn for each station. These curves allow the interpolation of the values of T, S and O\textsubscript{2} within the S and O\textsubscript{2} maxima and minima, which serve as indications of the different core layers. Then from the vertical curves the depth of the core layer can be taken. The T-S-O\textsubscript{2} values within the different core layers are combined to TS and TO\textsubscript{2} diagrams and are also presented in charts of the properties within the core layers, plates 16-37. In these charts the individual stations are indicated by dots, except in the Eastern Archipelago, in the area worked by the SNELLIUS Expedition, where they were too numerous to be plotted. In the charts of the oxygen content the numerical values at the individual stations are given. In the charts of the depth of the core layers the stations are not entered, because when constructing these charts a smoothing of the highly scattered values was necessary.

It seems appropriate at this point to discuss the normal fluctuations of the properties and the reliability of the charts presented. The standard deviations of the different observed properties have already been discussed in detail by van Riehl (1943), and in the upper layers the main influences result from internal waves and tides as well as from annual variation. But the error due to internal waves is eliminated automatically by the use of the core layer method, because this method is independent of the depth of observation. In a presentation of the depth of the core layer the fluctuations due to vertical movements appear, and must be smoothed out. In the deep layers, on the other hand, the errors due to the inaccuracy of the observations are more important.

The range of fluctuations of properties can be gauged from the repeated series at anchor stations. Thus the observations at anchor stations Sn 135a and Sn 253a when plotted as a TS diagram, where the depth is eliminated, show that the fluctuations of the salinity at all depths between 100 and 800 m are relatively constant at 0.06‰. This value is greater than the error of the salinity determination, so that natural fluctuations of the salinity must be responsible. Consequently, a presentation of the isohalines with an interval of 0.1‰ is in all cases justified and seems to reflect the conditions truly. But also in deeper layers and in the deep sea basins the observations show fluctuations of ± 0.02 to 0.03‰, which cannot be explained by errors of the salinity determination only.

Faulty determinations of salinity appear at the first SNELLIUS stations in the Macassar Strait and especially at the anchor station 39a, where a number of too low salinities appear in the series, these are often more than 0.2‰ below the average of all other observations in the same depth. It is likely that poorly closing water bottles at the beginning of the expedition are the reason, because such values do not occur later.
6.1 THE WATER MASSES IN THE DEPTH OF THE NORTHEASTERN INDIAN OCEAN

As the Indian Ocean is closed in the north by the land masses of Asia, only water masses of the southern hemisphere and of equatorial regions occur, but it has two adjacent seas, the Red Sea and the Persian Gulf, where water of high salinity is formed; this has considerable influence on the hydrographic conditions in the intermediate layers of the Indian Ocean.

In this book attention has been concentrated on the characteristics of the water masses of only the northeast Indian Ocean, thus restricting discussion to the Andaman Sea and the region off the islands of Sumatra and Java, that is roughly the area northeast of a line running from Australia through the Cocos Islands to Ceylon. In this region a large number of stations of the DANA and of the ALBATROSS are available, as well as some stations of the PLANET, the SNELLIUS and the SAMUDERA. From nearly all of these stations observations of oxygen content are available, so that a detailed study of the oxygen maxima and minima was possible. The deep circulation of the Indian Ocean based on older material has already been discussed by Möller (1929, 1933), Schott (1926, 1935), Thomsen (1933, 1935) and Wüst (1935).

The general vertical structure of the water masses in this region may be seen in the vertical curves (fig. 6.1) for A 205 in 5°S and 88°E where for clearer demonstration a logarithmic scale has been used for the depth. Below the shallow homogeneous layer the temperature and the oxygen content decrease rapidly within the discontinuity layer, while the salinity reaches a maximum at 75m depth, indicating the core layer of the Subtropical Lower Water. Still within the discontinuity layer a salinity minimum and an oxygen minimum follow, below these the decrease of temperature becomes slower, and at about 300 m depth a weak salinity maximum is found together with an oxygen maximum, indicating that this water mass originates from the surface. Below it at about 400 m depth an

![Fig. 6.1. Vertical distribution of temperature, salinity and oxygen content at ALBATROSS station 205, typical for the northeastern Indian Ocean. Depth scale logarithmic.](image-url)
oxygen minimum is situated, followed by an oxygen maximum and a salinity minimum between 500 and 600 m depth. This salinity minimum is the last trace of the Intermediate Water sinking along the Antarctic Polar Front. At about 800 m depth occurs a salinity maximum with an oxygen minimum, indicating the flow of Red Sea Water of high salinity. From here down, the oxygen content increases continuously from 1000 to 3500 m depth, while the temperature decreases further. The salinity decreases from 34.79‰ in 1500 m gradually to 34.72‰ in 4500 m depth. From 3500 m depth the temperature is practically constant. This vertical structure of the water masses may be taken as typical for the northeastern Indian Ocean, though not all water types will be found everywhere.

An analysis of the water masses is made based on the TS and T-\(O_2\) diagrams of the core layers, fig. 6.2. The envelopes of all TS and T-\(O_2\) curves are also entered into the figure. They demonstrate that below the discontinuity layer, where the salinity maximum causes large variations of the salinity, the variations are small and decrease with increasing depth. The layer of low oxygen content between 200 and 1000 m depth appears also clearly and in some places the oxygen content becomes almost zero. Below a temperature of 4°C the oxygen content increases again and the variation of the salinity becomes extremely small, indicating the homogeneity of the Deep Water. In order not to overcrowd the presentation the intermediate layer between 14° and 7°C is presented separately in fig. 6.4.

The Subtropical Lower Water with a salinity maximum in its core spreads within the discontinuity layer. As it is immediately below the surface layer, it participates in the surface circulation. These movements may be recognized from the distribution of salinity in the core layer of the Lower Water, plate 16, where two tongues of high salinity spread eastwards. The tongue situated in 5°S seems to correspond with the Counter Current, which occupies this position in
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**Fig. 6.2.** Temperature-salinity and temperature-oxygen diagram of the different core layers of the water masses in the northeastern Indian Ocean together with envelopes of the T-S and T-O\(_2\) curves. For the intermediate layer see figure 6.4.
February, and the northern tongue corresponds to its former position in December, see plates 1 and 6. But during this time the
axis of the Counter Current moves quickly to the south, see fig. 3.1, and between the two salinity maxima a small strip with
lower salinities is found, which seems to indicate a divergence of the currents. The tongue of high salinity reaches Sumatra at
about 4°S and is deflected to the south. Along the whole south coast of Java up to the islands of Sumba it appears as a salinity
maximum. Only at three stations in the vicinity of the Cocos Islands is the salinity maximum lacking. On the other hand
the salinity maximum does not penetrate into the Andaman Sea, as shown also by Rao (1956). Because the layer of maximal
salinity is chiefly decomposed from above by mixing during its spreading to the east, the maximum of the salinity comes to
lie always at lower temperatures, fig. 6.2. In the range of the Counter Current the salinity maximum is found above 25°C, but
east of Java it lies at only 15°C. The oxygen content within the core layer of the Lower Water is about 4.0 ml/L in the range
of the Counter Current, but decreases in the direction of the spreading. Along the boundary of the South Equatorial Current it
is everywhere below 3.0 ml/L, plate 17. Values below 2.5 ml/L are, in fact, nowhere observed.

The chart of the topography of the salinity maximum, plate 18, shows that it lies almost everywhere above the maximal
density gradient, plate 8. It reaches its highest position at the southern boundary of the Counter Current in only 50 m. When
approaching the coast of Sumatra it falls to about 100 m and along the edge of the South Equatorial Current at about 10° to
12°S it is found in 150 m depth. South of about 6°S an inversion of the oxygen content is found within the lower water with
values up to 0.1 ml/L, plate 19. This inversion indicates that the Lower Water in this region consists of relatively old water
masses, whose oxygen content is already considerably lowered. Because the spreading of the Lower Water is closely related to
the surface circulation it must be assumed that rather strong annual variations in its distribution will take place, however, these
could not be investigated because of the few available stations. Such an investigation of the depth of the surface circulation
remains a task for the future.

The region of origin of this water mass must be sought in the Arabian Sea. An extrapolation of the envelope of the TS
diagram presented in fig. 6.2 towards higher temperatures gives a salinity of 36.3‰ at a temperature of 29°C in the region
of origin. According to Schott (1935) such values of surface salinity are observed during the whole year in the Arabian Sea.
Using data from ALBATROSS stations, the depth of the salinity maximum can be traced to the west, where it reaches the
surface at station A 243 off the Red Sea with a temperature of 28.2°C and a salinity of 36.25‰. These observations indicate the
region of origin of the Lower Water; further information will be available when the results of the cruises of the MABAHIISS
are published.

A salinity minimum is situated directly below the Lower Water; it lies at temperatures between 18° and 12°C and belongs
to the range of the discontinuity layer. The salinities in it are between 34.5 and 34.9‰ and increase towards the
equator, plate 20. This distribution indicates two different regions of origin, a closer analysis is given by means of a TS
diagram fig. 6.3. In the Gulf of Bengal the salinity increases very gradually from the surface to a maximum in about 300 m depth at a temperature of 12°C, station Da 3893. In this large scale mixing process water masses of low temperature and
relatively low salinity are formed below the surface, and the low oxygen content of this water indicates the slowness of the
mixing process. This water mass spreads according to its density below the Lower Water, and station Da 3906 shows the TS
relation in the area where the northern upper salinity minimum is found. Due to mixing with the Lower Water, the TS values
in the northern upper salinity minimum must be displaced from the curve of station Da 3893 towards higher temperatures and
salinities, they are indicated by triangles in fig. 6.3.
This northern upper salinity minimum, which is also of low oxygen content, spreads with the Monsoon Current in a depth of about 125 m towards the southeast and reaches along the coast of Sumatra to about 5°S, (plates 21, 22), increasing its oxygen content as it spreads. Another branch of the salinity minimum seems to spread south of Ceylon to the west, when the North Equatorial Current is developed. The influence of this water type is not very important because of the small quantities of water formed in vertical mixing processes. But it demonstrates that such processes are possible in principle and that they occur.

For the southern upper salinity minimum another region of origin must be found, and the station Da 3844 at the Cocos Islands gives some indications. At this station, which has no salinity maximum or minimum, the salinity is practically constant from the surface to 400 m depth, so that only a stratification with respect to the temperature exists. These conditions seem to be typical for the whole region between the Cocos Islands and the northwest coast of Australia, where the South Equatorial Current is formed, but there are no oceanographic stations from this region. This water mass penetrates from
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Fig. 6.3. Temperature-salinity diagram of five stations in the northeastern Indian Ocean and T-S values in the northern (△) and southern (○) salinity minimum, explaining the origin of the two salinity minima. Inset map shows positions of the stations and distribution of the two salinity minima.
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*Oceanographic stations worked in 1959 by HMAS DIAMANTINA on Cruise Dm 2/59 in this region confirm this assumption (CSIRO Aust. 1961).
the South Equatorial Current towards the north, but this may occur rather by mixing than by a direct flow. The station Da 3850 demonstrates the hydrographic conditions in the range of the spreading of the southern upper salinity minimum.

Above and below the salinity minimum, water masses of higher salinity are situated and increase the salinity of the minimum by mixing. The oxygen content in the southern upper salinity minimum decreases rapidly in the direction of the spreading; in the range of the South Equatorial Current it is about 2.5 ml/L, plate 21. The core layer of the salinity minimum ascends northwards from 250 to 150 m depth, plate 22, in parallel with the decreasing depth of the South Equatorial Current. But exact conclusions about the origin of this water type can be made only when hydrographic stations are available from the region where the South Equatorial Current is formed.

An oxygen minimum develops in the Gulf of Bengal in depths between 250 and 300 m and reaches, with its last branches, over the equator to about 8°S, plates 23 and 24. The core layer of this upper oxygen minimum rises towards the equator to about 150 m depth, while the oxygen content increases to 1.4 ml/L. South of the equator it descends again to about 200 m depth, but the oxygen content increases further. Clearly visible is a branch of lower oxygen content, which extends along the coast of Sumatra towards the southeast and corresponds to the extension of the northern upper salinity minimum. A strong parallel can be seen between the spreading of the two water masses, but the oxygen minimum lies clearly deeper, at lower temperatures, as shown in fig. 6.2, and extends further to the south than the northern upper salinity minimum, as shown in plates 21 and 23. In the range of the South Equatorial Current no oxygen minimum is found in this depth.

The upper salinity maximum spreads tongue-like south of Ceylon eastwards and turns towards southeast, when reaching the coast of Sumatra. The salinity in the centre of the tongue exceeds 35.1‰, plate 25a, but towards the south it decreases gradually to less than 34.8‰. The core layer of the salinity maximum is of relatively high oxygen content, but the highest values are reached along the right flank of the tongue, plate 25b. This distribution is related to the spreading of the upper oxygen maximum, which is discussed later. The TS relations of different stations presented in fig. 6.5, show such a maximum at all stations east of Ceylon, while at station Da 3915 the salinity decreases continuously with the depth, but has higher values in all depths than the other stations. The density in the salinity maximum increases from 26.5 at station A 208 to 27.0 in the direction of the spreading to the east. Also the temperature falls in this direction from 14°C to about 8°C. The topography of the core layer of the upper salinity

![Fig. 6.4. Temperature-salinity and temperature-oxygen diagram of the intermediate layer in the Indian Ocean together with envelopes of the T-S and T-O\textsubscript{2} curves.](image-url)
maximum, plate 26a, shows its highest position in the vicinity of the equator, where it comes to within less than 200 m of the surface. To the north and to the south the core layer descends to more than 400 m depth.

An oxygen maximum is closely related to the upper salinity maximum and in the TSO$_2$ diagram the dots of the two water types cannot be separated, fig. 6.4, although the two maxima do not coincide at the individual stations. The tongue of the maximal oxygen content lies south of the tongue of maximal salinity, plate 26b. It spreads from west to east at about 3°S and may be a deep going influence of the Counter Current. Towards the north and the south the oxygen content decreases rapidly until the maximum is no longer distinguishable from the water masses above and below it. Thus, this maximum is restricted to a relatively narrow band along both sides of the equator between 4°N and 5 to 10°S. The core layer of the upper oxygen maximum lies in depths between 200 and 300 m, penetrating the core layer of the upper salinity maximum.

Because of this close relation between the core layers of the upper salinity and the upper oxygen maximum it is necessary to consider the two core layers as only one water type. This water mass of high salinity and high oxygen content must originate at the surface. Because the Subtropical Lower Water is formed in the Arabian Sea, and the water of the Red Sea has a higher density, this water type can originate only from the Persian Gulf and the northern parts of the Arabian Sea. A reliable answer to this question, however, can come only from investigations in that region.

The lower oxygen maximum is situated between 400 and 500 m, but is not noticeable as a maximum over the whole region, plate 27a. Beyond the limits in which it appears as a maximum the oxygen content in 500 m depth is given. The oxygen content decreases rapidly from 3.0 ml/L at about 10°S to less than 2.0 ml/L and then more gradually towards north, till it reaches values of less than 1.0 ml/L in the Gulf of Bengal. This oxygen maximum is related to an intermediate minimum of salinity, but this does not appear clearly from the TS-curves for most stations, fig. 6.5. The combination of low salinity and high oxygen content in these depths is typical of the Antarctic Intermediate Water, which, as shown by a comparison with Schott’s (1926) longitudinal section, appears in this region in its last traces. This Antarctic Intermediate Water, which sinks in the Antarctic Polar Front, spreads at a depth of about 1000 m to the north and, when approaching the equator, rises towards 500 m depth. Simultaneously with
Fig. 6.5. Temperature-salinity curves of different stations in the northeastern Indian Ocean demonstrating the positions of the upper salinity maximum (Persian Gulf Water) and the lower salinity maximum (Red Sea Water). Inset map gives the localities of the stations.
the decrease of the oxygen content an increase of its temperature occurs within the oxygen maximum, fig. 6.4, both effects are due to mixing. In the TO$_2$ diagram it is also clear that this water mass is distinguishable from all others.

The lower salinity maximum is not pronounced in the northeastern Indian Ocean, often not even appearing as a maximum. The TS-curves at different stations (fig. 6.5) show this; at some stations, Da 3830, A 205, A 200, the maximum is clearly visible, at other stations Da 3915, A 208, the upwards increase of the salinity is so rapid that no maximum appears, but only a break in the curve. These maxima or breaks in the TS-curves are situated at a density between 27.2 and 27.4 and are clearly distinguished from the upper salinity maximum. The salinity in the core layer of the lower salinity maximum is given in plate 27b and it is indicated whether the values correspond to a real maximum or only to a break in the curves. The spreading of the core layer shows the highest salinities of above 35.0‰ in the north of the region, and a weak tongue of higher salinity extending towards the southeast off the coast of Sumatra. The salinity decreases steadily to the south, values below 34.85‰ appear in no case as a maximum. The core layer of the lower salinity maximum lies between 600 and 800 m depth. As shown in fig. 6.4, the lower salinity maximum is distinguished from the upper salinity maximum by its lower temperature as well as by a lower oxygen content.

The lower values of the oxygen content within the lower salinity maximum belong to a layer of minimal oxygen content. The TO$_2$ and the TS values of this lower oxygen minimum are shown in fig. 6.2, and are presented again separately in fig. 6.6, together with the values of the lower salinity maximum. It is clearly visible that the two groups of values coincide. A decrease of salinity corresponds to an increase of oxygen content and to a decrease of temperature. This means that this water type is at its origin relatively warm, of high salinity and of low oxygen content in contrast to the upper salinity maximum, which is of high oxygen content. It originates in the Red Sea and, after passing the sill it has a temperature of 13°C, a salinity of 36.7‰, and a very low oxygen content (station A 244, 660 m depth). The density of this water is 27.3, exactly the same as the values found in the northeastern Indian Ocean. The TS-curve of the station A 240 (fig. 6.5) demonstrates clearly the origin of this water mass from the Red Sea.

The oxygen content of the Red Sea Water in the core layer of the oxygen minimum is given in plate 31. The lowest values are found in the north of the region and west of Ceylon. In the other parts the oxygen content shows a distribution similar to that of the salinity. The values of the oxygen content increase towards south, off the coast of Sumatra the isolines are bent
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**Fig. 6.6.** Temperature-salinity and temperature-oxygen diagram of the lower salinity maximum (+) and the lower oxygen minimum (•) in the northeastern Indian Ocean, demonstrating the coincidence of the two core layers, which represent the Red Sea Water.
towards the southeast. The rapid decrease of the oxygen content towards the Gulf of Bengal may be caused by an extremely slow exchange of its water masses in these depths. In the inner parts of the Gulf the water masses seem to be almost stagnant and oxygen may be completely consumed.

The topography of the core layer of the Red Sea Water, plate 32, is, however, in complete contrast to the topographies of the other core layers. The Red Sea Water reaches its deepest position just at the equator with 800 m, while all the higher core layers are curved upwards at the equator. Towards north the core layer ascends to 500 m and towards south more gradually to 600 m.

The lower salinity minimum is found only in the southern part of the region south of 5°S, plate 28. The lowest salinity values of less than 34.6‰ appear south of the Lesser Sunda Islands. Towards the northwest the salinity increases to 34.8‰, beyond this value a minimum cannot be recognized. Similarly the oxygen content decreases in this direction, plate 29, probably by mixing with the Red Sea Water. The core of this salinity minimum lies in the whole region at about 1000 m depth. The TS and TO2 values in the core layer are shown in fig. 6.2, and in more detail together with a SO2 diagram in fig. 6.7. The minimal values of the salinity and the maximal values of the oxygen content of this water type lie in the region south of the Lesser Sunda Islands and Sverdrup (1946) assumed that this water was of Pacific origin. To demonstrate this, some TSO2 values from stations in the Timor Trench and in the Banda Sea in 1000 m depth are entered in fig. 6.7. It is evident that the TS values are not essentially smaller, but that the oxygen content is higher. Consequently, it is evident that this water mass comes from the Eastern Archipelago and therefore originates from water masses of the Pacific Ocean. Whether however, the whole water mass of the lower salinity minimum is of Pacific origin, remains doubtful, because the last traces of the Antarctic Intermediate Water coming from the south could
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![Image](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

**Fig. 6.7.** Temperature-salinity, temperature-oxygen and salinity-oxygen diagram of the lower salinity minimum in the northeastern Indian Ocean together with values of temperature, salinity and oxygen content in 1000 meters depth in the Timor Trench and in the Banda Sea.
also contribute to the formation of this salinity minimum. A decision on this question can only come from further hydrographic investigations to the west of Australia. The influence of water from the Eastern Archipelago, however, cannot be denied.

Below a depth of 1000 m the horizontal differences in the salinity of the water become smaller and smaller and converge with decreasing temperature to about 34.72‰ in about 4000 m depth. Fig. 6.8 demonstrates these conditions in a longitudinal section running along the Sunda Trench into the region south of Ceylon. At stations A 190 and A 196 the influence of water of lower salinity with values below 34.7‰ coming from the Eastern Archipelago can be seen. In the western part of the section the Red Sea Water is shown in a depth of 800 m with a salinity above 35.0‰, this decreases only gradually with depth and towards the east. Even in 2000 m depth, salinities above 34.8‰ occur and a tongue with water above 34.75‰ penetrates to the east. Below it is a very homogeneous deep water with salinities of 34.72‰, which extends down to the bottom.

![Fig. 6.8. Sections of salinity and oxygen content below 600 meters depth through the deep water of the northeastern Indian Ocean. Position of the section see figure 6.5.](image)

The distribution of the oxygen content in the same section is also shown in fig. 6.8, but the values for the station Da 3906 in 3000 and 3500 m depth seem to be doubtful. In the western part of the section in 800 m depth the layer of minimal oxygen content caused by the Red Sea Water can be seen. Below 1000 m depth the oxygen content increases rapidly, but has always lower values in the west than in the east, especially in the layer between 3000 and 4000 m depth, where water of high oxygen content above 4.0 ml/L penetrates from the east. This deep water has its highest oxygen values of more than 4.6 ml/L just above the bottom. With its northward penetration the oxygen content is reduced considerably, leading to the conclusion that the spreading takes place very slowly.

The temperature decreases from 5° to 6° in 1000 m depth regularly to below 2°C in 2500 m depth. Below this depth only a very small drop to about 1.12°C occurs, corresponding to a potential temperature of 0.75°C, and with this value the temperature minimum is reached in a depth of about 4500 m. The potential temperature of the bottom water, which is between 0.75 and 0.78°C, increases towards the north to about 1.00°C and is an indication of a very slow spreading of the bottom water.

Summarizing, the positions of the core layers of the different water masses in the northeastern Indian Ocean are given in fig. 6.9. The section runs along 88°E from 11°S to 4°N and shows the salinity maximum of the Subtropical Lower Water as the uppermost core layer in depth between 50 and 100 m. Below it in depths of 150 m a salinity minimum is found in the north as well as in the south, which is closely related to the oxygen minimum. This oxygen minimum, however, is everywhere deeper than the salinity minimum and lies between 150 and 200 m. In depths between 200 and 300 m the core layer of the Persian Gulf Water coming from the west is situated. It is of high salinity and high oxygen content. The two core layers do
not coincide, but intersperse several times. Another oxygen maximum is situated in depths between 400 and 500 m, maximal oxygen values are reached in the south. The core layer of the Red Sea Water is met between 600 and 800 m depth, it is indicated by a salinity maximum and an oxygen minimum, which do not everywhere coincide. The lowest core layer is the salinity minimum, but it is seen in this section only in the southern part. Below this salinity minimum the Deep and Bottom Waters are found, with low temperatures and high oxygen content. Recent cruises of H.M.A.S. DIAMANTINA in the eastern Indian Ocean have confirmed the analysis given here, the data will be published in C.S.I.R.O. Oceanographic Cruise Reports.

These remarks show that in the northeastern Indian Ocean below a highly differentiated layer, only 1000 m thick the almost homogeneous water of the depth begins. It can be assumed, that in this region ascending water movements from the bottom layer to the intermediate layers occur, causing this stratification, which is not so well developed in the other parts of the Indian Ocean. The properties of the different water masses are given in table 4.

**TABLE 4**

Properties of subsurface water masses in the Northeastern Indian Ocean.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Water Type</th>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>O₂</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subtropical Lower Water</td>
<td>S maximum</td>
<td>16-27</td>
<td>34.6-36.0</td>
<td>&gt;2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Salinity Minimum</td>
<td>S minimum</td>
<td>16-19</td>
<td>34.8-35.0</td>
<td>1.0-2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Salinity Minimum</td>
<td>S minimum</td>
<td>12-17</td>
<td>34.5-34.8</td>
<td>1.6-2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Oxygen Minimum</td>
<td>O₂ minimum</td>
<td>12-16</td>
<td>34.8-35.1</td>
<td>&lt;1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persian Gulf Water</td>
<td>(S maximum)</td>
<td>8-14</td>
<td>34.6-35.1</td>
<td>1.0-2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(O₂ maximum)</td>
<td>11-13</td>
<td>34.9-35.1</td>
<td>1.2-2.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower Oxygen Maximum</td>
<td>O₂ maximum</td>
<td>8-11</td>
<td>34.7-35.1</td>
<td>3.2-0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Sea Water</td>
<td>(S maximum)</td>
<td>7-9</td>
<td>&gt;34.8</td>
<td>0.7-1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(O₂ minimum)</td>
<td>6-10</td>
<td>34.6-35.0</td>
<td>&lt;2.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banda Sea Water</td>
<td>S minimum</td>
<td>4.5-6</td>
<td>34.5-34.9</td>
<td>1.3-2.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.2 THE WATER MASSES IN THE DEPTHS OF THE WESTERN NORTH PACIFIC OCEAN

Unlike the Indian Ocean, where only a small number of oceanographic stations is available, the Pacific Ocean has been extensively explored during the last few years. While the more recent observations are far from being fully evaluated, Sverdrup (1944) has given a picture of the circulation of this ocean based on the work of the CARNEGIE. It shows clearly that, as pointed out by Wüst (1929), the structure of the water masses in the Pacific Ocean compared with that of the other oceans is by far the simplest. There are no seas adjacent to the Pacific with waters of high salinity to influence its deep circulation.

The description of the characteristics of the water masses in the western North Pacific Ocean is confined in this book to the region off New Guinea, the Philippines and Formosa. In this area, a large number of oceanographic stations has been worked by Japanese research ships and the results have been discussed by Koenuma (1937-38-39). Unfortunately no oxygen determinations were made so the analysis of the distribution of oxygen here is based on the stations worked by the DANA in the region north of New Guinea and by the SPENCER F. BAIRD east of the Philippines.

The general vertical structure of the water masses in this region is represented by the station Da 3751, situated to the north of New Guinea at about 4°N and 138°E, at a point where all the different water types appear in the vertical curves, fig. 6.10, where for the depth, a logarithmic scale is used. The salinity maximum of the Subtropical Lower Water is situated below the homogeneous layer at the upper boundary of the discontinuity layer. At the lower boundary of this layer of high salinity, a weak oxygen minimum and an oxygen inversion are found. The upper salinity minimum is situated in 300 m depth, accompanied by an oxygen minimum in 400 m. A very pronounced oxygen

![Fig. 6.10. Vertical distribution of temperature, salinity and oxygen content at DANA station 3751, typical for the western equatorial Pacific Ocean. Depth scale logarithmic.](image)
maximum follows in 500 m depth. Considerably deeper, in 900 m, the lower salinity minimum is found, to which the lower oxygen minimum in 1000 m belongs. Below 1200 m depth a gradual increase of salinity and oxygen content takes place and a further decrease of temperature.

The analysis of the water masses by means of the TS and the TO\textsubscript{2} diagram, fig. 6.11, is based on the stations of the DANA and the SPENCER F. BAIRD. The envelopes of the TS-curves indicate the presence of less saline surface water, large fluctuations of the salinity in the range of the salinity maximum, the continuous transition to the salinity minima and below them a converging of the salinity towards the values of the bottom water. In the TO\textsubscript{2} diagram, two different series of curves can be seen, indicating the division of the Subtropical Lower Water into a northern and a southern type. The variations of the oxygen content within the range of the salinity and oxygen minima are large. The position of the lower oxygen minimum at about 4°C is clearly indicated even by the envelopes. Below 4°C, the increase of the oxygen content towards the high values of the bottom water takes place.

The Subtropical Lower Water, spreading as a salinity maximum within the discontinuity layer, is the uppermost water type below the homogeneous surface layer. Due to this position, it participates in the movements of the surface layer, which means that it is transported with the South and the North Equatorial Currents. Its regions of origin are situated in the range of the subtropical salinity maxima at the surface, as shown by Wyrtki (1956). The values of the salinity in the core layer of the salinity maximum in plate 16 show water of more than 35.5‰ spreading westwards along the coast of New Guinea with the South Equatorial Current. In about 14°N, another salinity maximum of about 35.2‰ is met, which belongs to the northern Subtropical Lower Water and is carried westwards by the North Equatorial Current. Within the salinity maximum in the range of the Counter Current, much lower values are found, due to a strong mixing and as an indication of the

![Fig. 6.11. Temperature-salinity and temperature-oxygen diagram of the different core layers of the water masses in the Philippine Sea together with envelopes of the T-S and T-O\textsubscript{2} curves.](image)
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position of the boundary between the northern and the southern Subtropical Lower Waters. These findings are in agreement with charts of the salinity maximum drawn by Uda (1957) based on recent Japanese observations.

A simple separation of the two water types is not possible in the TS diagram, but can be effected by means of the oxygen values. The TS, TO$_2$ and SO$_2$ diagrams of the core layer of the salinity maximum in fig. 6.12 indicate a clear division into two clouds of dots, when using the oxygen values. The northern Subtropical Lower Water is marked by high oxygen values, combined with relatively low salinities. The southern Subtropical Lower Water, on the other hand, has high salinities at oxygen values of between 3.2 and 3.5 ml/L. This subdivision is also clearly seen in plate 17, which shows the oxygen content in the core layer of the salinity maximum. The boundary between the two water types runs approximately along the axis of the Counter Current in 5°N and turns at 128°E towards the south, where it ends at the island of Halmahera. Naturally the position of this boundary fluctuates in accordance with the rhythm of the annual variation of the circulation.

An indication of such a seasonal effect is given in plate 17, where east of Mindanao the line of 3.8 ml/L oxygen content is curved far to the north. The observations in this region were made in May, and just in the preceding month, the Counter Current is interrupted and an eddy east of Mindanao is developed, formed by the Mindanao Current and a northward flow of water east of it. This surface current pattern is clearly shown in the current chart for April, plate 2, and results in this tongue of lower oxygen content, in which mixing water out of the range of the Counter Current has been transported northwards.

On the basis of the subdivision of the Subtropical Lower Water by means of its oxygen

![Fig. 6.12. Temperature-salinity, temperature-oxygen and salinity-oxygen diagram of the salinity maximum of the Subtropical Lower Water in the western equatorial Pacific Ocean. The T-S diagram shows envelopes of the T-S curves of the northern --- --- --- and of the southern --- --- --- Subtropical Lower Water and T-S values of the surface water in the regions of origin for the months February, May, August and November (■, □).](image-url)
content, the dots in the TS diagram can also be split off and the envelopes of the TS-curves of the two Lower Waters can be drawn, fig. 6.12. The envelopes of the northern Lower Water, having normally lower salinities, indicate a mixing of three water types: the warm, less saline surface water, the warm, highly saline Subtropical Lower Water, and the cool, less saline Intermediate Water. When extending the branch of the envelopes running from the northern Intermediate Waters to the northern Lower Water, the salinity values in the region of its origin must be found at high temperatures. A comparison of the TS relation at the surface of the North Pacific Ocean shows corresponding TS combinations in the range of the subtropical salinity maximum, as indicated in fig. 6.12. Consequently, the region of origin of the northern Subtropical Lower Water must be situated at about 25°N between 165°E and 195°E with salinities of 35.5‰ and temperatures between 24° and 27°C. In the range of the southern Subtropical Lower Water mixing takes place with the southern Intermediate Water. An extension towards high temperatures of the branch of the envelopes connecting the southern Intermediate Water and the southern Lower Water, leads to the TS values in its region of origin. This lies in the South Pacific Ocean between 210°E and 240°E in about 18°S with salinities of about 36.3‰ at temperatures up to 27°C.

The Subtropical Lower Water is always found in the region under consideration in the upper part of the discontinuity layer at temperatures above 20°C, as shown in the TS diagram, and therefore also above the maximal density gradient, plate 8. However, the depth of its core layer fluctuates considerably. The topography of the core layer of the salinity maximum, shown in plate 18, has its deepest positions in the range of the North and South Equatorial Currents, while it rises to less than 100 m in the range of the Counter Current. Its highest position is found in the cyclonic Mindanao Eddy, its lowest in the anticyclonic Halmahera Eddy, in which the South Equatorial Current turns into the Counter Current. Another high position of the core layer of the Lower Water is found at about 20°N and 132°E, where at some stations the salinity maximum is observed even at the surface. In this region the centre of the eddy, in which the North Equatorial Current turns into the Kuroshio, is situated, and also the end of the convergence in which the Subtropical Lower Water is formed, where the salinity maximum must appear at or near the surface.

In the range of the Southern Lower Water, north of New Guinea, and of the northern Lower Water, north of 15°N, an intermediate minimum of oxygen content is found near the maximum of the salinity, causing an oxygen inversion within the Subtropical Lower Water. The magnitude of this inversion and its distribution are shown in plate 19. In some places, it reaches values of more than 0.3 ml/L; it can be assumed that the formation of this inversion is caused more by the annual variation of the circulation, which successively brings water of higher and lower oxygen content into the region, than by consumption of oxygen by biological processes in the vicinity of the maximal density gradient. Processes forming an inversion of properties are discussed in Section 6.4 in connection with the explanation of the double salinity maxima. However, a definite decision on this question can only be arrived at by means of investigation of the annual variation of the inversion in relation to that of the water movements.

How important the year to year fluctuations of the salinity in the salinity maximum can be is demonstrated by two charts, based on Japanese observations, fig. 6.13. In the chart presenting the conditions during a survey from November 1935 to February 1936, an area with salinities above 35.3‰ is found in the North Equatorial Current, while in April/May 1941 the salinity is just above 35.1‰. Also in the range of the Counter Current, in 1941 the salinity is in large part below 34.8‰, while in 1936 it is above this value. The boundary between the two Lower Waters between 3° and 5°N during the two surveys can be clearly seen. Off the coast of New
Guinea, water above 35.4‰ is always present in the salinity maximum. The intermediate layer in the Pacific Ocean as a whole normally contains only one salinity and one oxygen minimum. The salinity minimum is formed by the sinking of surface water along the Arctic and Antarctic Polar Fronts, spreading towards the equator according to its density. The oxygen minima originate from consumption processes and are situated below the salinity minima at least in this region. In the equatorial region, the northern and the southern hemispheric salinity and oxygen minima overlap, so that locally two salinity and two oxygen minima are observed. Between them, due to the overlapping, a salinity and an oxygen maximum must be found, as shown in station Da 3751, fig. 6.10.

The upper salinity minimum belongs to the North Pacific Ocean, the formation and the spreading of the North Pacific Intermediate Water being described in detail by Sverdrup (1946). A chart of the salinity in the salinity minimum has been drawn by Uda (1958) based on recent Japanese observations. The salinity in the core layer of the salinity minimum shows lowest values in the region east of Formosa, plate 20. Southwards the salinity increases continuously, the southern limit of a recognizable minimum being at about 3°N at values of 34.55‰. A southward curvature of the isohalines is clearly seen off the coast of the Philippines, indicating the flow of the Mindanao Current, which reaches down to these depths. The depth of the core layer of the northern salinity minimum varies considerably, plate 22. It lies off Formosa in more than 600 m depth and rises southwards to less than 300 m along the left flank of the Counter Current. The Intermediate Water is originally of high oxygen content due to its formation at the surface. But owing to its relatively slow spreading and to the high consumption of oxygen below the discontinuity layer, a considerable decrease of the oxygen content.

![Fig. 6.13. Distribution of salinity in the salinity maximum in the Philippine Sea in different seasons. Left: November 23, 1935 - February 7, 1936, Japanese survey No. 35. Right: April 21 - May 11, 1936 (×) and April 22 - May 26, 1941 (O), Japanese surveys Nos. 42 and 68. Figures give 0.01‰.](image-url)
takes place in the direction of its spreading. A chart of the oxygen content in the core layer of the Intermediate Water, plate 21, shows the highest oxygen values off Formosa, together with the lowest salinities, and a general decrease to the south. The variation of the oxygen content in the core layer of the salinity minimum is considerable and very irregular compared with that in the oxygen minimum, situated a little deeper, plate 23. This effect may be partly due to the position of the salinity minimum in the range of decreasing oxygen content, so that slight variations in its depth correspond to large variations in its oxygen content, which is, moreover, not only affected by mixing, but also by consumption.

The variation in the distribution of salinity in the salinity minimum in different years is demonstrated in fig. 6.14, based on Japanese stations. In 1941 the water of less than 34.5‰ reaches further to the south than in the winter of 1935/36. Also the southern limit, to which a minimum can be recognized, fluctuates. In the chart of 1941 a tongue of less saline water may be noted, extending with the Mindanao Current to the south. This tongue explains the temporary observation of extremely low salinities down to 34.2‰ in the salinity minimum below the Counter Current at single stations. These observations seem to be caused by relatively small water bodies with lower salinities, which are transported with the Mindanao Current southwards and pass over into the Counter Current. They are always found in higher levels than normal for the salinity minimum, which explains their rapid movements.

The northern oxygen minimum lies about 100 to 200 m below the salinity minimum, as a comparison of plates 22 and 24 demonstrates. In the TS and TO\textsubscript{2} diagram, fig. 6.11, the clouds of dots representing the two water types overlap partly, indicating a relatively close relation between

![Fig. 6.14. Distribution of salinity in the salinity minimum in the Philippine Sea in different seasons. Left: November 23, 1935 - February 7, 1936, Japanese survey No. 35. Right: April 21 - May 11, 1936 (X) and April 22 - May 26, 1941 (O), Japanese survey Nos. 42 and 68. Figures give 0.01‰. O stations without salinity minimum. ——— southern limit of salinity minimum.](image)
the salinity and the oxygen minimum. The oxygen values in the oxygen minimum, plate 23, are essentially lower than those in the salinity minimum. The lowest values are found in the north of the region, off the entrance to the China Sea with less than 1.4 ml/L, towards the south they increase to more than 2.4 ml/L. The oxygen minimum reaches southwards nearly to the equator and further to the south than the salinity minimum.

The distribution of properties indicates that the spreading of the oxygen minimum takes place approximately in the same way as that of the salinity minimum, even if essentially slower. So, it can be assumed that the oxygen minimum in this region is associated with the large body of the Intermediate Water with the salinity minimum in its core. The oxygen minimum participates in the movements of the Intermediate Water and forms approximately its lower boundary, although this boundary is not completely motionless. These two water types are clearly differentiated at their formation, low salinity and high oxygen content in the salinity minimum and relatively high salinity and low oxygen content in the oxygen minimum. Later, at this joint spreading, these differences are more and more equalized by mixing and the core layers approach. Near the outer limits of the spreading of these water masses the two core layers often co-incide.

Fig. 6.15. Temperature - salinity diagram for the northern and southern salinity minimum in the Philippine Sea and position of the intermediate salinity maximum.

The lower salinity minimum is the core layer of the Intermediate Water of the South Pacific Ocean. It spreads north of New Guinea towards the northwest in depths between 700 and 900 m, plate 30. The northern limit to which a salinity minimum can be recognized, is in about 10°, plate 28, the salinities in the minimum are between 34.45 and 34.60‰. But also south of this boundary the salinity minimum is lacking at some stations. Remarkable is the strong decrease of the oxygen content in the core layer in the direction of its spreading, plate 29. North of New Guinea the oxygen content is still 3.0 ml/L and it decreases to less than 2.0 ml/L towards the northwest, this might be due to the very slow spreading of the Intermediate Water. Also here it becomes evident, that the Intermediate Water is at its formation a water mass of high oxygen content.

The lower oxygen minimum is situated between 1000 and 1200 m depth, below the lower salinity minimum, plates 31 and 32. It also seems to extend beyond the limits of the salinity minimum, like the upper oxygen minimum. The oxygen content is very constant between 2.0 and 2.1 ml/L, only north of New Guinea it rises to more than 2.4 ml/L, which might be caused by admixing from the above lying salinity minimum having high oxygen content. Remarks on the origin and formation of these oxygen minima are made in Section 6.6.

At the overlapping of the two Intermediate Waters in the range between the equator and 10°N a salinity and an oxygen maximum are formed. The positions of the salinity maximum and of the two salinity minima in the TS diagram are shown in fig. 6.15. East of Formosa the northern Intermediate Water has salinities of 34.2‰ at temperatures of about 8°C and by mixing becomes warmer and of higher salinity towards the south. In deeper layers the southern
Intermediate Water is found with temperatures between 4° and 7°C and salinities of 34.45 to 34.55‰. At stations, where the two Intermediate Waters are overlapping, a weak salinity maximum is found at temperatures of about 8°C and salinities above 34.6‰. The formation of this salinity maximum is demonstrated by means of TS-curves of three stations, shown in fig. 6.16. At Station Da 3767 off the coast of New Guinea only the southern Intermediate Water appears at a temperature of 7°C, at station SFB 1087 only the northern Intermediate Water at a temperature of 10°C, while at station Da 3751 both salinity minima are present with a weak salinity maximum between them.

In the same way the oxygen maximum is formed between the two Intermediate Waters. The TO$_2$ curve of station Da 3767 indicates that the southern Intermediate Water is of high oxygen content and the oxygen minimum lies below 4°C. At station SFB 1087, on the other hand the northern Intermediate Water is of lower oxygen content with its corresponding oxygen minimum at 8°C. The station Da 3751, approximately midway between the two preceding stations, shows above 8°C conditions significant for the northern Intermediate Water with low oxygen contents, and below 8°C an oxygen distribution corresponding to that in the southern Intermediate Water with its high oxygen content and its deeper lying oxygen minimum. By this overlapping of the two Intermediate Waters an oxygen maximum appears at 8°C. Remarkable in this connection is the extremely sharp jump.

![Fig. 6.16. Temperature-salinity and temperature-oxygen diagram of three stations in the western equatorial Pacific Ocean demonstrating the formation of the intermediate salinity and oxygen maximum. Inset map gives positions of stations.](image-url)
of the oxygen content at 8°C, which amounts to about 1.0 ml/L and occurs within 100 m depth.

Below the Intermediate Waters with their salinity and oxygen minima, generally below about 1200 m, the salinity and the oxygen content increase again. The increase of the oxygen content is considerable, rising from about 2.0 ml/L in the minimum to more than 3.3 ml/L in the bottom water. The increase of the salinity is small, rising from about 34.45‰ in the Intermediate Water to values between 34.65 and 34.70‰ in the bottom water. The temperature decreases from about 4° to 5°C in 1000 m depth very gradually to about 1.60°C in the temperature minimum in a depth of about 3500 m. In still deeper layers an increase is observed due to the adiabatic effect. The potential temperature of the bottom water is about 1.20°C. The water masses in the depth are therefore chiefly denoted by their homogeneity.

Summarizing, the positions of the core layers of the different water masses in the western North Pacific Ocean are presented in a section from New Guinea to Formosa, fig. 6.17. This section shows, below the homogeneous surface layer, the Subtropical Lower Water as the uppermost

![Fig. 6.17. Schematic representation of the position of the core layers of the different water masses in the Philippine Sea in a section from New Guinea to Formosa.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Water Type</th>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>O₂</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Northern Subtropical</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower Water</td>
<td>S maximum</td>
<td>20 - 24</td>
<td>34.8-35.2</td>
<td>3.7-4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Subtropical</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower Water</td>
<td>S maximum</td>
<td>19 - 27</td>
<td>35.0-35.6</td>
<td>3.2-3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Intermediate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>S minimum</td>
<td>7 - 11</td>
<td>34.1-34.5</td>
<td>1.7-3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>O₂ minimum</td>
<td>4 - 9</td>
<td>34.3-34.6</td>
<td>1.2-2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Intermediate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>S minimum</td>
<td>5 - 7</td>
<td>34.45-34.6</td>
<td>1.9-3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>O₂ minimum</td>
<td>3.5 - 5</td>
<td>34.5-34.6</td>
<td>2.0-2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deep and Bottom Water</td>
<td>T₀ minimum</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>34.65-70</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
water mass, appearing as a salinity maximum. It lies in depths between 100 and 200 m. In the north, near Formosa, the salinity minimum of the northern Intermediate Water is situated below it in 600 m depth, accompanied by the northern oxygen minimum in 900 m depth. The two core layers ascend towards the south and are found close together below the Counter Current in 300 and 400 m depth. In the south off New Guinea, the salinity minimum of the southern Intermediate Water is found in depths of about 700 to 900 m, below it the southern oxygen minimum in 1000 to 1200 m. The two core layers decline to the north, underlying the northern Intermediate Water. In this range, between the equator and 10°N, a salinity and an oxygen maximum are formed, indicating the boundary between the two Intermediate Waters in approximately 500 to 600 m depth. Below the Intermediate Waters the large body of the Pacific Deep and Bottom Water is situated. The properties of the different water masses are given in table 5.

6.3 THE WATER MASSES IN THE DEPTH OF THE CHINA AND SULU SEAS

The structure of the water masses off the entrance to the China Sea is typical of the western North Pacific Ocean, with the salinity maximum of the Subtropical Lower Water in 150 m depth, the salinity minimum of the northern Intermediate Water in 600 m depth, and an oxygen minimum in 900 m depth. Because the sill depth of the Luzon Strait is about 2500 m, all these water masses can enter the China Sea and are observed there. A TS and a TO$_2$ diagram for the China Sea, based on observations of the DANA and of Japanese vessels, shows the Subtropical Lower Water as the uppermost water type practically forming the discontinuity layer. The salinity maximum lies in the Luzon Strait at temperatures of 23°C and oxygen values of 4.5 ml L$^{-1}$, fig. 6.18, when penetrating further to the southwest its salinity decreases by mixing primarily with the water above it, so that the maximum comes to lie at always lower temperatures and oxygen values. In the southernmost parts of the China Sea the salinity maximum is no longer well pronounced and lies at temperatures of 15°C and oxygen values of less than 2.5 ml/L, see plates 16 and 17. The relation between the decrease of salinity and oxygen content in the salinity maximum is completely linear, as shown in the SO$_2$ diagram, fig. 6.18, so that the decrease is caused by mixing only.

A remarkable feature in the China Sea is the well developed inversion of the oxygen content in the lower parts of the discontinuity layer just below the core layer of the salinity maximum; west of the Luzon Strait this inversion reaches a value of 0.9 ml/L. It decreases considerably to the southwest, and in the southeast of the region it is not found. It may be assumed that this inversion is not caused by biological processes, but is due to movements of water masses of different oxygen content. The centre of the inversion lies relatively uniformly at temperatures of 16°C, so that the water above it belongs to the Subtropical Lower Water and the water below it to the Intermediate Water. In these two water masses the oxygen content decreases considerably with increasing depth, and strong horizontal gradients of the oxygen content are present in the two water masses. If a rapid opposite movement of the two water masses occurs, Lower Water of relatively low oxygen content can come over Intermediate Water of relatively high oxygen content, so that such an inversion is observed at the boundary between the two water masses. Thus, it can be concluded that the two water masses must move in opposite direction. The depth of this inversion is about 200 m and corresponds well to the depth of the dynamic boundary between the two counter-moving layers, see table 10 and Section 7.7. The appearance of this inversion is certainly seasonal, but observations from other seasons are not available.

The salinity minimum also enters through the Luzon Strait and spreads in the China Sea towards the southwest, plate 20. During this movement its oxygen content decreases from 2.5 ml/L in the Luzon Strait to 1.5 ml/L in the south of the region, plate 21. The core layer of
the salinity minimum lies in about 400 to 500 m depth, essentially higher than outside of the China Sea, but at about the same
temperature, between 7.5 and 9.5°C.

The distribution of the different factors shows the Intermediate Water as well as the Lower Water entering the China Sea
from the Pacific Ocean. Consequently the question arises, in which depth does water leave the China Sea to maintain the
balance. It is unlikely that an outflow occurs in depths below the Intermediate Water, because vertical movements would have
to appear and such an effect should be visible in the stratification.

A dynamical consideration of the circulation in the China Sea as made in Section 7.7 shows that besides the Monsoon
Currents a considerable vertical circulation which is comparable quantitatively with the Monsoon Current is produced by the
winds. During the northeast monsoon,

Fig. 6.18. Temperature-salinity and temperature-oxygen diagram of the core layers of the different water masses in
the China Sea and in the Sulu Sea together with envelopes of the T-S and T-O₂ curves. Position of station Da 3734 see
figure 6.19. Lower part: S-O₂ diagram of the core layer of the salinity maximum.
surface water from the Pacific Ocean is transported into the China Sea. The vertical extent of this layer is about 200 m, as shown in fig. 7.12, so that the Lower Water also is transported into the China Sea during this season. It spreads according to the surface currents chiefly along the west side of the China Sea, plate 16. During this period the discontinuity layer sinks in the average about 50 m (fig. 7.20). Below this zone of sinking the movements are directed to the northeast and parts of the Intermediate Water flow out of the China Sea in depths between 400 and 900 m during this season.

During the southwest monsoon the conditions are just reversed. The surface water flows towards the northeast and takes with it parts of the discontinuity layer. So the salinites in the salinity maximum are reduced, and simultaneously, the discontinuity layer rises. Below about 300 to 400 m water masses flow into the China Sea: these belong to the Intermediate Water and consequently the salinity in the salinity minimum decreases during this season. The spreading of the salinity minimum takes place along the east side of the China Sea, plate 20, and is favored by the development of temporary counter currents along this side.

Consequently the inflow of the Lower Water and of the Intermediate Water into the China Sea occurs alternately during different seasons. During the northeast monsoon surface water and Lower Water flow into the China Sea and Intermediate Water flows out of it in the deeper layers. On the other hand surface water and Lower Water leave the China Sea during the southwest monsoon and Intermediate Water enters in intermediate layers. A detailed knowledge of these processes can, however, only be expected from further systematic investigations in this region during the different seasons.

Below the Intermediate Water the oxygen minimum lies in a depth of about 600 m. It enters like the Intermediate Water through the Luzon Strait, plates 23 and 24. It is a branch of the oxygen minimum of the North Pacific Ocean and there is no indication that it is formed in the China Sea. Its oxygen content, however, is lowered within the China Sea like that of the other water masses. The lowest oxygen values occur in the south and are below 1.5 ml/L. The water masses below it are very uniform in their structure. They belong to the Pacific Deep Water and have temperatures below 4°C and a salinity between 34.50 and 34.60‰. The oxygen content increases with decreasing temperature to values above 2.0 ml/L. In greater depths the typical basin conditions are found, the temperature minimum is reached in 3000 m depth with 2.38°C. A little below the sill depth of about 2500 m, the salinity rises to 34.63‰ the oxygen content to 2.4 ml/L, demonstrating the relatively good ventilation of the China Basin.

The SULU SEA is separated from the China Sea by a 420 m deep sill, and only water masses present in the China Sea above this depth can enter the Sulu Sea. Thus the last traces of the Lower Water with salinites of 34.55‰ are met entering the Sulu Sea, in about 200 m depth, plates 16-18. At some stations a maximum can no longer be recognized, which is also demonstrated by the envelopes of the TS-curves in the Sulu Sea, fig. 6.18. The salinity maximum is found at temperatures between 13°C and 16°C, the oxygen content is only 1.5 to 2.0 ml/L. Here it must be pointed out that the oxygen content is lower in the whole Sulu Sea than in equivalent depths of the China Sea, as shown by the envelopes of the TO2 relations of the two regions. In the SO2 diagram, however, the dots are in clear continuation of the values in the China Sea, fig. 6.18. Below the salinity maximum the salinity is exactly the same as in the China Sea. Its variations are only small and the values remain between 34.45 and 34.51‰. At some stations in depths of about 300 m a weak salinity minimum can be recognized, indicating the last traces of the Intermediate Water. In the same depth an oxygen minimum occurs with oxygen contents of only 1.5 ml/L. This minimum seems to be present in the whole Sulu Sea. Below a depth of 300 m the oxygen content again increases.
a little, reaching values between 1.6 and 1.7 ml/L. This oxygen maximum is in about the same depth as the sill, where a horizontal exchange is still possible. Below this depth the oxygen content decreases again like the temperature, which reaches its minimum in about 1000 m depth. Below this depth the typical basin conditions are found, as given in table 7.

An extensive investigation of the waters of the Philippines and the Sulu Sea was undertaken during the years 1947 - 1950, but the results are not yet published in detail. A preliminary study of the hydrographic conditions in the Sulu Sea is given by Graham (1952, 57), but brings practically no essentially new results. Moreover the effect of internal tides and waves has not been eliminated and the charts of the horizontal distribution of the properties are rather disturbed by them. Those of the dynamic topography especially give an inadequate picture. More interesting results, however, are to be expected from the publication of the chemical data taken at the stations.

Within the Philippines a number of basins are found, which are more or less isolated from the Sulu Sea. These are the Sibuyan Basin in the north and the Bohol Basin in the south, as well as some smaller ones with higher sill depths. The TS and $\text{TO}_2$ relations within these basins are given in fig. 6.19. Station Da 3731 west of Luzon, represents the conditions as those just outside the Sulu Sea. It shows a clear salinity maximum at a temperature of 18°C and higher values of oxygen content. The thick broken curve shows the envelopes of the TS and $\text{TO}_2$ relations in the Sulu Sea. In the TS diagram the curves of the other basins run completely within these envelopes. The bottom water in the

![Fig. 6.19. Temperature-salinity and temperature-oxygen curves of different stations in the vicinity of the Sulu Sea and envelopes of T-S and T-$\text{O}_2$ curves for the Sulu Sea. Inset map shows positions of the stations.](image-url)
Sulu Sea corresponds to the water of the same temperature at its entrance. In the oxygen content, on the other hand, considerable differences between the individual basins are to be noted, but they are all of lower oxygen content than the China Sea.

The station Da 3734, situated in the trench connecting the China and Sulu Seas, shows in its upper part a distribution corresponding to that in the Sulu Sea, while below 13°C the oxygen content is still relatively high and corresponds to the conditions at station Da 3731. The minimal temperature at station Da 3734 is 9.03°C, meaning that water which is found in the China Sea in a depth of 470 m, enters into this trench. The Sulu Sea on the other hand has a minimal temperature of 10.08°C, which is 1°C higher. Consequently, the sill of the Sulu Sea must be situated south of station Da 3734 and must be higher, 420 m.

The conditions in the Sibuyan Basin south of Luzon are represented by those at Station Da 3733. In the range of the sill depth an oxygen minimum is found with values of only 1.0 ml/L, in deeper layers the oxygen increases again to values of 1.8 ml/L. In the Bohol Basin, situated north of Mindanao and represented by station Da 3736, the oxygen content decreases in 200 m depth to 1.1 ml/L, but does not increase again. Some other smaller basins with higher sill depths and also higher bottom temperatures, but without an intermediate temperature minimum are found within the Philippines. They are all listed in table 7 and presented in plate 37. The properties of the water in the different core layers in the China Sea are presented in table 6.

6.4 THE SUBTROPICAL LOWER WATER IN THE EASTERN ARCHIPELAGO

The subtropical Lower Water forms in the whole region of the Eastern Archipelago a salinity maximum below the warm surface layer of low salinity. This water mass whose origin has already been discussed in Section 6.2 penetrates between Mindanao and New Guinea into the Eastern Archipelago and forms practically the water masses of the discontinuity layer. The position of the salinity maximum in the upper part of the discontinuity layer implies that it participates in the movements of the surface water. So the northern Subtropical Lower Water penetrates with the Mindanao Current into the Celebes and the Molucca Seas and the southern Subtropical Lower Water with the South Equatorial Current into the Halmahera Sea, and during this movement the salinity decreases rapidly to less than 34.7‰ plates 16 and 33, but the maximum can clearly be followed to the Lesser Sunda Islands.

An analysis of the TSO₂ values in the salinity maximum of the Lower Water shows clearly that its salinity is decreased by mixing with the warm, less saline water masses above and the cold less saline water masses below the salinity maximum, fig. 6.12, and the maximum is displaced to lower temperatures and oxygen values. This figure, as well as fig. 6.20 for the Eastern Archipelago, show that only the use of the oxygen values makes it possible to differentiate between the two Lower Waters. In the SO₂ and in the TO₂ diagrams two groups of dots are clearly distinguishable, and they are separated by a straight line, fig. 6.20. In the TS diagram they are interspersed and the separation line, which is repeated according to its TS values,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Water Type</th>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>O₂</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subtropical Lower Water</td>
<td>S maximum</td>
<td>15 - 24</td>
<td>34.5-34.9</td>
<td>2.2-3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Intermediate Water</td>
<td>S minimum</td>
<td>7.5 - 9.5</td>
<td>34.3-34.5</td>
<td>1.5-2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>O₂ minimum</td>
<td>5 - 8</td>
<td>34.4-34.55</td>
<td>1.4-2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deep Water</td>
<td>T minimum</td>
<td>t₀ = 2.38</td>
<td>34.63</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
gives only the boundary of the northern Lower Water towards higher salinities. The geographical distribution of the two Lower Waters based on this analysis is also given in fig. 6.20.

The northern Subtropical Lower Water entering the Celebes Sea with the Mindanao Current has a higher oxygen content, but when it spreads westwards its oxygen content decreases, plate 17. With the current flowing to the south through the Macassar Strait it is transported into the Flores Sea and its salinity is reduced to 34.6‰. During the northwest monsoon it is picked up there by the Monsoon Current and is transported to the east, and its last traces can be recognized to the east point of Flores, meeting there the last traces of the southern Subtropical Lower Water. During the southeast monsoon this boundary lies probably further to the west, because then the currents in the Flores Sea flow in the opposite direction.

The depth of the salinity maximum in the Mindanao Current is in about 100 m and it deepens in the direction of its spreading, plate 18. In the Celebes Sea it is found in about 130 m and in the Flores Sea in 150 to 160 m depth. With the water masses of the Mindanao Eddy one branch of the northern Lower Water is transported into the Molucca Sea, which normally seems to be filled by it. Temporarily it is also found south of the Lifamatola Strait. This seems to happen, especially if the currents west of Halmahera are directed to the south.

---

**Fig. 6.20.** Temperature-salinity, temperature-oxygen and salinity-oxygen diagram of the core layer of the salinity maximum in the Eastern Archipelago, demonstrating the subdivision into a northern and a southern Subtropical Lower Water. Map shows the distribution of both water types. Stations without salinity maximum are indicated.
The southern Subtropical Lower Water of lower oxygen content enters the Eastern Archipelago through the Halmahera Sea, especially during the southeast monsoon, when the South Equatorial Current is strongly developed. It spreads along the southwest coast of New Guinea towards the southeast, where its salinity remains unaltered above 34.8‰ for a relatively long distance. On the other hand the salinity decreases rapidly to the west, and only water below 34.7‰ enters the Banda Sea on both sides of the island of Buru. In large parts of the Banda Sea the salinity maximum is only weakly developed, but can still be identified in the vertical curves. Its salinity is between 34.60 and 34.65‰. The oxygen content is 2.6 to 2.7 ml/L and lower than that of the northern Lower Water in the Flores Sea. The last traces of the southern Lower Water can be recognized in the Sawu and Timor Seas. The Subtropical Lower Water of the Indian Ocean is found only west of 120°E and south of the Lesser Sunda Islands.

Along the boundary of the northern and the southern Lower Water to the north of the island of Halmahera, a double salinity maximum is found at some stations and can be explained simply by overlapping of the core layers of the two Lower Waters according to their density, Wyrtki (1956). Another double salinity maximum is observed in the Halmahera Sea and in the region north of New Guinea. It can be assumed, that it is formed, when from April to October the South Equatorial Current carries a new salinity maximum over the old one, which is still present from the last year. In this way both double salinity maxima can be explained simply by movements of water masses.

In some parts of the Eastern Archipelago an oxygen inversion is found within the Subtropical Lower Water in the lower part of the discontinuity layer. The formation of such an inversion seems to be related to the movements of water masses more than to biological processes, as already explained, when discussing the inversion in the China Sea, Section 6.3. The oxygen inversion in the Halmahera Sea seems to be caused by the same fluctuation of the circulation. Another also seasonally conditioned oxygen inversion is found in the Timor Sea, where values up to 0.4 ml/L are found, this inversion is due to the overlapping of different water masses, as explained in Section 4.4.

During the southeast monsoon locally, and perhaps only in individual years, water of high salinity above 35‰ is formed at the surface of the Arafura Sea or in the Gulf of Carpentaria, plate 13. It seems to be possible also, that water of higher density is formed, even if only in small quantities, which can sink down to the top of the discontinuity layer and form a salinity maximum there. The station Da 3675, south of the Aru Islands, indicates such a possibility, because in a depth of 75 m a salinity maximum of 34.62‰ occurs at a temperature of 27.5°C. This source, however, seems not to be very extensive or productive so that this maximum is not a stationary feature.

6.5 THE SALINITY AND THE OXYGEN MINIMA IN THE EASTERN ARCHIPELAGO

Below the discontinuity layer in a depth between 250 and 1200 m two salinity and two oxygen minima are found in the Eastern Archipelago. They are the last traces of the corresponding water masses in the Pacific and Indian Oceans and their formation and spreading there have already been discussed in Sections 6.1 and 6.2.

The upper salinity minimum is a branch of the northern Intermediate Water of the Pacific Ocean. It penetrates with the Mindanao Current into the Celebes Sea and fills it completely in a depth of about 300 m, plates 20 - 22. The salinities in the minimum are about 34.40‰ and as an effect of mixing, the oxygen content increases essentially in the direction of the flow. From the Celebes Sea the Intermediate Water penetrates further through the Macassar Strait towards the south into the Flores Sea. There it is picked up like the Subtropical Lower Water by the Monsoon Current during the northwest monsoon and spreads further to the east, where its last traces are found far east of Timor. On its way the
salinity increases only very slowly, it is 34.45‰ in the Flores Sea and rises to 34.55‰ in the region north and east of Timor. This small increase is due to the fact that the water masses above and below the minimum deviate only a little from their salinities. The spreading of the salinity minimum according to the surface currents shows that these are effective down to about 400 m, and that the zero layer lies below this level.

The oxygen content reaches its maximal values in the centre of the Celebes Sea, plate 21, these can be caused by mixing processes in the eddy present there. Further on the oxygen content remains relatively constant between 2.4 and 2.8 ml/L, and no systematic increase or decrease can be detected. Also the salinity values show a considerable scattering, plate 34, and among them often extremely low values occur. This leads to the conclusion that the inflow of the Intermediate Water is not continuous, but occurs in individual more or less large bodies of water. This feature in the Intermediate Water has already been mentioned in Section 6.2.

The salinity in the upper salinity minimum based on the SNELLIUS observations is presented in plate 34. In the regions, where no salinity minimum exists, the salinity in 300 m depth is given for comparison. It is essentially higher in the Molucca Sea, due to the relatively deep position of the salinity maximum there. In the Banda Sea the boundary cannot be given quite clearly, and stations with and without a salinity minimum are found alternately. In general, however, the stations with a salinity minimum have salinities below 34.57‰, while those without a minimum have salinities above this value. Conditions are different in the Timor Sea, where the salinity in 300 m depth corresponds to that in the minimum of the neighboring stations. At these stations the salinity maximum of the Subtropical Lower Water is also lacking. In the TS and TO₂ diagram, fig. 6.21, the dots of the upper salinity minimum are found between 12° and 9°C and at salinities below 34.6‰. The oxygen content varies considerably between 2.1 and 3.0 ml/L.

The upper salinity minimum in the Indian Ocean on the other hand does not penetrate into the Eastern Archipelago. Its last traces are found at the entrances of the Timor and Sawu Seas. Because in this region the Subtropical Lower Water is also found with its last traces and salinities below 34.6‰, the water masses are practically isohaline from the surface to greater depths. Therefore the salinities of some SNLLUIS stations in the Sawu and Timor Seas vary between 100 and 1000 m depth only between 34.45 and 34.60‰, without indicating a maximum or a minimum. So this is the actual hydrographic boundary between the water masses of the Pacific and Indian Oceans.

The upper oxygen minimum occupying the lower parts of the Intermediate Water penetrates

![Fig. 6.21. Temperature-salinity and temperature-oxygen diagram of the core layers within the intermediate layer in the Eastern Archipelago together with envelopes of the T-S and T-O₂ curves.](image-url)
only a little into the Eastern Archipelago. It also follows the Mindanao Current, but its spreading is limited to the Celebes Sea, plates 23 and 24. There it lies between 400 and 450 m depth at temperatures between 9° and 7°C. Its oxygen content varies between 2.0 and 2.4 ml/L and is essentially lower than that of the salinity minimum. Further to the south in the Macassar Strait oxygen values of less than 2.4 ml/L are found in the same depth, but a minimum is no longer developed, because the decrease of oxygen content with depth is too sharp. The position of the oxygen minimum in the TS and TO
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diagram is given in fig. 6.21, and shows at lower oxygen values a displacement towards lower temperatures and higher salinities compared with the salinity minimum. The two groups of dots are clearly separated from one another.

The lower salinity minimum is identical with the southern Intermediate Water of the Pacific Ocean, which appears in the region north of New Guinea and penetrates only a little north and west of Halmahera into the Molucca Sea, plates 28 - 30. It has salinities between 34.50 and 34.60‰ at temperatures between 7° and 5°C and lies in depths between 600 and 750 m, and its oxygen content in the Molucca Sea is about 2.4 ml/L. In the TS and TO
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diagram its position is clearly below the upper salinity minimum. The Intermediate Water at its origin is a water mass of high oxygen content, as already stated in Section 6.2. So it is not surprising that oxygen maxima occur in the vicinity of its core layer at individual stations. In the region where the upper and the lower oxygen minima are overlapping, an oxygen maximum must develop between them. The values corresponding to this maximum are recorded in the TS and TO
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diagrams, fig. 6.21 where it can be seen that they fall into the same range as the values of the lower salinity minimum, so that their identity is proved.

The lower oxygen minimum is spread over the whole Eastern Archipelago, plates 31 and 35, but consists of two different water types. From the Pacific Ocean, where the lower oxygen minimum lies in the lower parts of the southern Intermediate Water, it enters the Celebes Sea in depths between 1000 and 1200 m with temperatures between 4° and 5°C and penetrates into

Fig. 6.22. Temperature-salinity and temperature-oxygen diagram of the core layer of the lower oxygen minimum in the Eastern Archipelago, demonstrating the subdivision into the oxygen minimum of the Indian Ocean, present also in the Sawu and Timor Seas, the oxygen minimum of the Pacific Ocean, present also in the Celebes and Molucca Seas and the oxygen minimum in the Banda and Flores Seas, originating by mixing of the former.
the Macassar Strait, on its way the oxygen content decreases from 2.1 to 1.9 ml/L. A further penetration to the south is prevented by a ridge closing the Macassar Strait at its southern end in this depth. Another branch penetrates west of Halmahera into the Molucca Sea, where its oxygen content increases up to 2.4 ml/L. This water penetrates on both sides of the island of Buru into the Banda Sea, where it ascends to 800 m, plate 32.

In the Indian Ocean south of Java in depths of 600 m an oxygen minimum is also present. It extends with oxygen values of about 2.1 ml/L at temperatures between 8° and 6°C into the Sawu and Timor Seas. It penetrates through the Timor Trench into the Aru Basin and its last traces can be followed up to the north of the island of Ceram. Through the Sawu Sea and through the passages east of Timor the oxygen minimum of the Indian Ocean invades the Banda Sea, but this penetration seems to occur by lateral mixing rather than by a real flow. In the TS and TO₂, diagram, fig. 6.22, the two groups of dots are presented, which belong to the oxygen minimum of the Pacific Ocean and of the Indian Ocean, respectively. In the Banda Sea the last traces of the two oxygen minima meet, and by mixing a water mass is formed, which corresponds in its salinity and oxygen content to the original water masses, but occupies a mid-position in respect to its temperature. It varies between 7° and 5°C, as seen in the TS and TO₂, diagram. This water mass spreads from the Banda Sea towards the west into the Flores Sea, on its way its temperature and oxygen content decrease continuously, plate 35.

This study was completed when a survey of the water masses and their movements in the upper and intermediate layers of the Eastern Archipelago was published by Postma (1958) in the Reports of the SNELLIUS Expedition. The results of this survey agree in detail with the analysis given here.

These two oxygen minima are formed in the two oceans by biological processes, which consume oxygen. In this process extensive water bodies of low oxygen content are formed, which are nearly without motion, so that the replacement of oxygen occurs by mixing only, and therefore minimal oxygen values are caused. From these water bodies of low oxygen content, which lie below the cores of the Intermediate Waters, branches penetrate with the Intermediate Waters into the Eastern Archipelago forming there also an oxygen minimum. It must not be assumed that these oxygen minima are formed within the Eastern Archipelago by biological processes, but it is likely that the oxygen content is further decreased, especially in regions such as the Flores and the Celebes Seas, with only a small water exchange in these depths. The penetration of the oxygen minima, especially of that from the Indian Ocean seems to occur by lateral mixing more than by a real flow. It cannot be said, however, that the layer of minimal oxygen content is completely identical with the “layer of no motion”, even if it is relatively close to the zero layer, which lies in the Archipelago in about 500 to 800 m depth. But on the other hand it must be said, that the whole layer of minimal oxygen content is also a layer of minimal horizontal movements. It will be shown by the author in another place, that between two moving layers in a water mass, where oxygen consumption and vertical mixing are assumed, a layer of minimal oxygen content is formed in the layer of minimal horizontal movements.

6.6 THE WATER MASSES IN THE DEEP LAYER

At depths of about 1000 m the different parts of the Eastern Archipelago are separated from one another and connected only by narrow passages, plate 36, so that large scale water exchange is impossible. The Celebes Sea is connected with the Pacific Ocean only by four narrow passages, and it is separated in the south from the Flores Sea. The inflow of water into the Banda Sea is possible only by one passage, the Lifamatola Strait between the islands Mangole and Obi. With the Indian Ocean a narrow connection still exists through the Sawu Sea and the Timor Trench. The hydrographic conditions
in this depth are therefore much equalized. The temperature varies between 4.4° and 4.8°C and the salinity between 34.51 and 34.62‰. In the Pacific Ocean the lowest salinities are found, which is an influence of the salinity minimum, situated a little higher between 700 and 900 m depth. This water, having on the average a salinity of 34.55‰, fills the whole Celebes Sea at this depth, plate 36. On the other hand the salinities in the Banda Sea, especially in its eastern parts are a little higher, they usually reach 34.60‰ so it must be assumed, that the salinity in this region is increased by vertical mixing, or that ascending movements bring the water of deeper layers into the 1000 m level.

In the Indian Ocean a clearly distinguished salinity minimum is found in 1000 m depth with lowest salinities in the region south of the Sawu Sea. Because the TSO₂ values within this minimum correspond to those in the Sawu and Timor Seas in 1000 m depth, fig. 6.7, an origin of this water type from the Eastern Archipelago is indicated. Its spreading into the Indian Ocean is already discussed in Section 6.1 and the existence of this water mass is simultaneously an indication, that water movements take place from the Pacific to the Indian Oceans in the 1000 m level. This is, however, not a more or less direct flow from the Pacific to the Indian Oceans, but an extremely slow spreading process. Probably vertical movements in connection with the replacement of the water masses in the deep sea basins are decisively engaged in this process. The water flowing from the Pacific Ocean over the different sills into the deep sea basins must cause ascending movements in the other parts of the basins, and the ascending water masses must be transported away in horizontal directions. In this way the appearance of higher salinities in the eastern Banda Sea can be explained.

From the Pacific Ocean the replacement of the water in the Banda Sea and in the other basins of this group takes place over the 1900 m deep sill of the Lifamatola Strait. If this water sinks towards the bottom, an equivalent quantity must ascend in the other parts of the basins. This water leaves through the Sawu and Timor Seas in a horizontal direction towards the Indian Ocean, where it forms the salinity minimum, having approximately the properties of the water in the Banda Sea. This process is presented schematically in fig. 6.30. The actual transported masses seem to be very small, but the spreading of the Mediterranean water in the Atlantic Ocean shows how far reaching such processes can be. It is also likely that the outflow of the water ascending out of the basins towards the Indian Ocean does not take place continuously, but is related to the monsoon circulation at the surface and occurs periodically. This interaction of the surface and the deep circulation is specially discussed in Section 7.5 in connection with the upwelling in the Banda Sea.

![Fig. 6.23. Vertical distribution of salinity and oxygen content in the deep and bottom water of the Eastern Archipelago and the adjoining parts of the Indian and the Pacific Oceans. Left: range of the variation of salinity with depth. Right: average distribution of oxygen content.](image-url)
Below about 1000 m depth the salinity as well as the oxygen content increase again in the two oceans. These conditions are illustrated in fig. 6.23 by means of the vertical salinity and oxygen distribution. In the two oceans the layer between 1000 and 3000 m depth is the transition area between the less saline Intermediate Water and the Bottom Water of relatively high salinity, high oxygen content and minimal temperature. In the western Pacific Ocean the salinity increases from about 34.55‰ in 1000 m depth to 34.67‰ in 3500 m depth and the oxygen content increases in the same interval from 2.2 to 3.4 ml/L. In 3500 m depth practically the properties of the bottom water are reached, being homogeneous in greater depth. In the eastern Indian Ocean the salinity increases from 34.60‰ in 1000 m depth to an intermediate maximum of 34.73‰ in about 2750 m depth, but decreases later again to 34.70‰. The oxygen content on the other hand increases continuously from about 2.2 ml/L in 1000 m to over 4.2 ml/L in depths below 4000 m.

The deep sea basins of the Eastern Archipelago, however, are separated from the open ocean in depths above 2000 m, so that the deep water of the two oceans cannot enter them. Only water masses of the transition layer, in which the oxygen content as well as the salinity increase and the temperature decreases, can pass the different sills of the basin. Consequently the water masses in the deep sea basins are of lower salinity and oxygen content than those in the same depth in the two oceans, fig. 6.24.

In the Celebes Sea the salinity varies between 34.52 and 34.61‰ and corresponds to the low values above the sills. The salinities in the Molucca Sea are the same as in the Pacific Ocean. South of the Lifamatola Strait, in the Buru and Banda Basins, the salinities are about 34.60‰ with a variation of ± 0.03‰. The appearance of relatively low salinities between 34.55 and 34.58‰ in the Flores and Sawu Basins is remarkable. This could be a mixing effect with the water masses in higher layers, but it is also possible that these water masses date from an earlier period, when the basins were filled with water of lower salinity, which has not yet been replaced by ascending movements. It must, in general, be assumed that long periodic fluctuation.

Fig. 6.24. Distribution of salinity and oxygen content in 2000 meters depth in the Eastern Archipelago. Full line gives contour of the 2000 meter line.
of the properties occur in these basins. This, however, can be verified only by long series of observations.

The Timor Trench is filled with water of higher salinity from the Indian Ocean, so that values up to 34.71‰ occur. The Aru Basin seems to get its water from the Timor Trench as well as from the Burn Basin and with salinities between 34.62 and 34.65‰ has a mid position.

The distribution of the oxygen content in 2000 m depth, fig. 6.24, in general shows the same picture. Oxygen values between 2.1 and 2.2 ml/L in the Celebes Basin, which decrease to less than 2.0 ml/L in the Macassar Strait, are in contrast to values between 2.6 and 2.7 ml/L in the Pacific Ocean. Also in the Banda and Flores Basins the oxygen values are 2.2 to 2.4 ml/L, and lower than those in the Molucca Sea at the same depth. The high value in the Halmahera Sea is caused by the high position of the sill, lying above the oxygen minimum. Very low oxygen values are observed in the Sawu Basin. In general a clear decrease of the oxygen content is found as distances from the sills increase. The consumption gradients are 0.25 10⁻³ ml/km in the Celebes Basin and 0.5 10⁻³ ml/km in the Banda Basin in agreement with those found by Wattenberg (1939) in the Atlantic Ocean. Very clearly the process of oxygen consumption can be seen in the longitudinal section through the Celebes Sea, plate 38. The oxygen content of the invading water is 2.2 ml/L and decreases in the direction of its spreading to less than 2.0 ml/L. The zone of low oxygen content also extends continuously upwards.

6.7 THE WATER MASSES IN THE DEEP SEA BASINS

The conditions in any deep sea basin are governed by the water flowing over the sill, and sinking down into the depths. Because of the continuous flow of heat from higher layers downwards, the water within the deep sea basins becomes warmer and its density is decreased, so that new heavier water can subsequently invade the basins. Thus, descending movements must occur in the immediate vicinity of the entrances and extremely slow ascending movements in other parts. By this circulation the water within the basins is renewed continuously, although the process may be extremely slow. That such a replacement of the water really occurs, is indicated by the high values of the oxygen content within the basins.

When considering the replacement of the water in the basins, two types of basins must be differentiated, these are primary basins which are those receiving their water directly from the open ocean, and secondary basins which are receiving their water from another basin, which is closed from the ocean at a higher level. The water of these secondary basins will generally deviate only a little from the properties of the primary basin.

The different deep sea basins within the Southeast Asian Waters are listed in table 7. They are numbered, and these numbers are used in future reference to the basins, the primary basins are indicated in cap type. The next columns give the reference station, the maximal depth, and the sill depth. The next three columns deal with the observed temperature minimum, giving depth, temperature and potential temperature. Column 8 gives the minimal observed potential temperature, column 9 shows the fluctuations of salinity, and column 10 those of oxygen content below the temperature minimum. These figures give the values of all important properties in the different basins. The position and shape of the basins and the observed minimal temperatures are presented in plate 37.

The information is based in the Eastern Archipelago on the observations of the SNELLIUS, which are carefully worked up by van Riehl (1934) with respect to the spreading of the bottom water. In the China Sea, the Sulu Sea and the waters of the Philippines the investigations are chiefly based on DANA stations and on the information given by Villadolid (1952).

The first group of deep sea basins, which are supplied by water from the Pacific Ocean, is formed out of the China Basin, the Sulu Basin
and some smaller basins in the Philippines. In the Pacific Ocean east of the Luzon Strait a temperature minimum is found in a depth of between 3500 and 4000 m. The deep water situated above this minimum can invade the China Basin (1) through the Bashi Channel and causes there in 3000 m depth a temperature minimum of 2.38°C. Below it the normal basin conditions are found. A comparison of the vertical curves of temperature inside and outside the basin gives a sill depth of only 2000 m, while the soundings in the Bashi Channel make a connection probably deeper than 2500 m. To solve this discrepancy new soundings are required in the Bashi Channel, which may lead to the discovery of a new higher sill. The China Sea itself is a large uniform basin, in its southern part an extended reef area is situated. Between these reefs and the steep continental slope off Borneo and Palawan the Palawan Trough (2) is situated. It is connected with the China Basin (1) by a deep channel of about 2050 m sill depth through the reef area. It can be expected that detailed soundings in this reef area may find new smaller isolated basins.

The water invading the Sulu Sea from the China Sea passes first a sill with a depth of 470 m southwest of Mindoro. In the following Panay Trough (3) the minimal temperatures, observed at the bottom, are 9.03°C, the oxygen content at the bottom is even somewhat higher than in the China Sea. The water invading the Sulu Basin (4) has to pass another sill of about 420 m west of Panay. In the Sulu Basin the temperature minimum is observed at 1000 m depth which is considerably below the sill. The potential temperature, however, decreases further to the bottom. The salinity is 34.48%, it is very uniform and corresponds to that in the Intermediate Water of the China Sea, which practically supplies the bottom water of the Sulu Sea. The oxygen values are low, but this does not necessarily indicate an insufficient ventilation of the Sulu Basin, because the oxygen content of the inflowing water is also low.

The Sibuyan Basin (5) being up to 1600 m deep, is connected with the Panay Trough (3) over a sill of 400 m sill depth. The low oxygen values indicate only a weak ventilation. From the Sibuyan Basin the water enters, over a 126 m deep sill, the 602 m deep Ragay Gulf (6). The observed temperature of 17.15°C is associated with the high position of the sill in the depth of the stable tropical discontinuity layer. This causes the oxygen content to reach zero, so the ventilation of this basin is insufficient.

From the Sulu Basin water penetrates over a 412 m deep sill into the Bohol Basin (7) with a maximal depth of 2031 m. In this basin the temperature minimum is developed deeper than in the Sulu Basin, in 1500 m. Also the oxygen values are lower than in the Sulu Basin because of the longer passage of the invading water. From the Mindanao Sea also the two shallower basins within the Philippines are supplied by water. The Tanon Strait (8) with maximal depths of 547 m is supplied with water of 18°C, the oxygen content of only 0.17 ml/L is very low, as in the Ragay Gulf. The sill depth of the 850 m deep Canotes Trough (9) is 260 m so that water with temperatures of 13.3°C can invade it. The oxygen content indicates a better ventilation than in the two shallower basins of the Philippines.

In the region south of Mindanao and in the Molucca Sea several shallow, but deep lying, basins are found, into which the deep water of the Pacific Ocean can flow. East of the island of Talaut the relatively flat Talaut Trough is situated, this is only proved by soundings. Its sill depth is about 3130 m and its maximal depth 3450 m. It is not likely that a temperature minimum is developed within it. North of the island Talaut the deep water has entrance over an approximately 2050 m deep sill into the Sangihe Trough (10) with maximal depths of 3820 m. To the north of Morotai a 2340 m deep sill separates the Morotai Basin (13) from the Pacific Ocean. This basin is 3890 m deep, but is connected below its sill depth with other secondary basins. These are the Ternate Trough (14), the Batjan Basin (15), the Mangole Basin (16)
and the Gorontalo Basin (17). All these basins have maximal depths above 3400 m, their sill depths are between 2550 and 2710 m, that is deeper than the sill of the Morotai Basin. Remarkable is the increase of the potential temperature in the direction of the spreading of the water, while the salinity and the oxygen content decrease. This increase of temperature can be explained as a mixing effect with the water masses in higher levels, which is especially strong when the waters pass the sills. Between Halmahera and the island Batjan the 2048 m deep Patientie Trough (18) is situated, which is connected with the Ohi Strait at about 490 m. The observations in this trough, however, do not reach down to the bottom.

The Celebes Basin (11) with maximal depth of 6220 m is separated from the Pacific Ocean by a ridge connecting Celebes and Mindanao, which has three thresholds with sill depths of about 1400 m. Water of relatively low salinity and oxygen content from the Pacific Ocean enters through these. The temperature in the minimum at 2500 m depth is about 3.58°C. The oxygen content decreases gradually in the direction of the spreading. The deep Celebes Basin continues into the Macassar Strait, in which northern part a flat depression, the Macassar Trough (12), is situated, this is a secondary basin of the Celebes Sea. Its maximal depth of 2540 m lies only a little below its sill depth of 2300 m, so that a temperature minimum is not observed.

The Molucca Sea is closed in the south by a ridge connecting Celebes with New Guinea, having a threshold with a sill of 1880 m, the Lifamatola Strait, over which the whole Banda Sea is supplied with deep and bottom water. This water penetrates first into the Buru Basin (19) and spreads from there into all basins in the Banda and Flores Seas. The sills of the connected basins, even that of the Sawu Basin, are all deeper than the Lifamatola Strait, so that they are secondary basins, whose hydrographic conditions are governed by the sill of the Lifamatola Strait. In spite of this they show some differences, which allow conclusions to be made on the spreading of their bottom water. Because the potential temperature is not constant within the basins, but increases upwards due to the downward conduction of heat, the individual basins have slightly different bottom temperatures according to their sill depth.

The Banda Basin is divided into three large basins, the North Banda Basin (20), the South Banda Basin (21) and the Weber Deep (22). From the Buru Basin bottom water penetrates over a 3130 m deep sill first into the North Banda Basin with depths of 5800 m. This basin is connected by a long relatively narrow channel having depths of about 4200 m with the South Banda Basin, which has maximal depths of 5400 m. South of the Banda Islands the bottom water can flow over another sill of 4300 m into the 7440 m deep Weber Deep. The connections of these three basins are all below the sill depth of the entrance, which is 3130 m, so that they are occupied by a nearly homogeneous water mass. The temperature minimum lies in about 3000 m depth above the connection of all basins. The temperature in it increases only a little in the direction of the spreading, from 3.04°C in the North Banda Basin to 3.08°C in the Weber Deep, plate 37. South and east of the island of Buru two smaller basins are situated, the Ambalau Basin (23) and the Manipa Basin (24), which are supplied with bottom water from the North Banda Basin. The temperature minimum in the Ambalau Basin lies in 3500 m and deeper than in the North Banda Basin, in spite of the fact that its sill depth is also 3500 m. The Manipa Basin is closed by a sill in 3000 m depth, so that its temperature minimum, 3.15°C, is warmer than that in the Banda Basin. From the South Banda Basin the Butung Trough (25) with 4180 m depth is reached over a sill of 3600 m, but no observations are available from this basin.

From the South Banda Basin the Flores Basin is reached over a 2300 m deep sill, which leads first into the East Flores Trough (26) with 3350 m depth and over a second sill of 2450 m.
into the Flores Basin (27). Because of these two sills the minimal temperature in the East Flores Trough is 3.19°C and in the Flores Basin 3.23°C, but the minimum lies only a little below the sill depth in 2500 m. North of the Flores Basin is situated the only primary basin in this region, the Salajar Trough (30), with a maximal depth of 3370 m and a sill of 1350 m. Because of the higher position of the sill the minimal temperature is 3.86°C.

From the Weber Deep a narrow channel leads over a 2400 m deep sill into the Wetar Basin (28) with 3460 m maximal depth and from there over a 2100 m deep sill into the Sawu Basin (29). The temperature minimum is found in a depth of 2500 and 2250 m only a little below the sill depth with temperatures of 3.17° and 3.39°C, respectively. The two basins are secondary basins of the Banda Basin.

The Halmahera Basin (31) is supplied with bottom water directly from the Pacific Ocean over a sill about 700 m deep. Because of the comparatively high position of the sill the temperature is 7.7°C and a minimum is not observed in the 2040 m deep basin, and the oxygen content shows rather high values indicating an intensive water exchange. A certain exception is the 502 m deep Kau Bay (32), which is filled with water of the Pacific entering over a sill only 45 m deep. Below a depth of 350 m H$_2$S is observed, van Riehl (1943). The insufficient ventilation of this bay can be explained by the fact that it is filled with water of the surface layer, and that it takes a rather long time until again comparably high densities are reached at the surface to renew the bottom water in the bay. Thus, basins with their sills below the discontinuity layer seem to be much better ventilated than those with their sills in or above the discontinuity layer. This has already been shown in the discussion on the basins with shallow sill depths in the Philippines.

In the Indian Ocean, in the 7140 m deep Java Trench, potential temperatures of only 0.77°C are observed, the temperature minimum lies in about 4500 m, deeper than in the Philippines Basin. Also the salinity and the oxygen content of the bottom water are higher in the Java Trench. The Andaman Basin (33) is supplied with water from the Indian Ocean over a sill of about 1800 m depth, but no hydrographical stations reaching that depth are available in it. From the Indian Ocean deep water enters also the Timor Trough (34) over a 1940 m deep sill. The temperature minimum lies only a little below the sill depth and the oxygen content is relatively high. The Aru Basin (35) with a maximal depth of 3680 m is connected with the Timor Trough as well as with the Buru Basin (19) by two channels about 1500 m deep, which are rather long and small, so that the replacement of the water occurs very slowly from both sides. Thereby the water from the Indian Ocean forms the bottom water and the water of Pacific origin remains in higher levels, as shown by van Riehl (1943). The potential temperature of 3.63°C is relatively high, the oxygen content with 2.3 ml/L relatively low.

The distribution of the potential temperature in a longitudinal section from the Pacific Ocean through the Molucca, Banda and Sawu Seas into the Indian Ocean is presented in fig. 6.25. The horizontal run of the isotherms can be seen clearly in the 1000 m level. Below it deep water of the Pacific Ocean with temperatures below 3°C enters the different basins. The isotherms show a considerable vertical displacement, when passing the different sills. The 3.2°C isotherm, for instance, lies in the Pacific Ocean in 1450 m depth, falls in the Banda Basin to 1800 m and in the Sawu Basin to 2300 m. This feature can be explained as an effect of the conduction of heat, coming from the layer above the sill depth and causing a continual heating of the water masses in the basins. A similar effect can be observed at the 1.8°C isotherm in the Molucca Sea. The position of the temperature minimum is also indicated in fig. 6.25 by circles, it is normally below the sill depth. The relation between the depth of the temperature minimum and the bottom depth, which is mentioned by van Riehl (1956), seems not to be an effect of the bottom topography, but is caused by a more intensive
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Basin</th>
<th>Reference Station</th>
<th>Max. Depth</th>
<th>Sill Depth</th>
<th>Observed Temperature Minimum</th>
<th>Minimum of $t_p$</th>
<th>$S_{%}$ Below Temperature Minimum</th>
<th>$O_2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Philippine Basin</td>
<td>Sn 262</td>
<td>10800</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>3470 1.58 1.31 1.16</td>
<td>34.67 — .69</td>
<td>3.47 — 3.36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China Basin</td>
<td>Da 3714</td>
<td>5016</td>
<td>&lt; 2500</td>
<td>3000 2.38 2.13 2.08</td>
<td>34.65</td>
<td>2.50 — 2.22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palawan Trough</td>
<td>Da 3687</td>
<td>3475</td>
<td>2050</td>
<td>(2000) (2.60) (2.44)</td>
<td>(34.65)</td>
<td>(2.00)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panay Trough</td>
<td>Da 3734</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>(1150) (9.03) (8.89)</td>
<td>8.89</td>
<td>(34.48)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulu Basin</td>
<td>Sn 66</td>
<td>5580</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>990 10.08 9.96 9.84</td>
<td>34.46 — .49</td>
<td>1.67 — 1.30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sibuyan Basin</td>
<td>Da 3733</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>(575) (10.63) (10.55)</td>
<td>(34.47 — .48)</td>
<td>(1.12 — 0.83)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ragay Gulf</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>602</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>(550) (17.15) —</td>
<td>(34.45)</td>
<td>(0.0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bohol Basin</td>
<td>Da 3736</td>
<td>2031</td>
<td>412</td>
<td>1500 11.70 11.48 11.48</td>
<td>34.50</td>
<td>1.25 — 1.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanon Strait</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>547</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>(500) (18.00) —</td>
<td>(34.43)</td>
<td>(0.17)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canoves Trough</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>(800) (13.32) —</td>
<td>(34.43)</td>
<td>(0.90)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippine Trench</td>
<td>Sn 270</td>
<td>10800</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2980 1.36 1.34 1.16</td>
<td>34.66 — .69</td>
<td>3.47 — 3.36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sangihe Trough</td>
<td>Sn 296</td>
<td>3820</td>
<td>2050</td>
<td>2550 2.39 2.19 2.15</td>
<td>34.63 — .65</td>
<td>2.73 — 2.63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celebes Basin</td>
<td>Sn 301</td>
<td>6220</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>2500 3.58 3.36 3.26</td>
<td>34.56 — .60</td>
<td>2.26 — 1.94</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macassar Trough</td>
<td>Sn 311</td>
<td>2540</td>
<td>2300</td>
<td>1990 3.60 3.44 3.44</td>
<td>34.55 — .58</td>
<td>2.14 — 1.88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morotai Basin</td>
<td>Sn 284</td>
<td>3890</td>
<td>2340</td>
<td>2490 1.81 1.63 1.55</td>
<td>34.65 — .68</td>
<td>3.06 — 2.96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ternate Trough</td>
<td>Sn 347</td>
<td>3450</td>
<td>2710</td>
<td>2760 1.85 1.64 1.64</td>
<td>34.66 — .67</td>
<td>3.04 — 3.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batian Basin</td>
<td>Sn 80</td>
<td>4810</td>
<td>2550</td>
<td>2970 2.05 1.81 1.78</td>
<td>34.64 — .66</td>
<td>2.73 — 2.63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mangole Basin</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>3510</td>
<td>2710</td>
<td>— — —</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gorontalo Basin</td>
<td>Sn 337</td>
<td>4180</td>
<td>2700</td>
<td>2740 2.19 1.98 1.95</td>
<td>34.62 — .65</td>
<td>2.73 — 2.55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Sa</td>
<td>2048</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>(1160)</td>
<td>(7.97)</td>
<td>(7.84)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Patientie Trough</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2048</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>(1160)</td>
<td>(7.97)</td>
<td>(7.84)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Buru Basin</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>5320</td>
<td>1880</td>
<td>2990</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>2.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>North Banda Basin</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>5800</td>
<td>3130</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>3.04</td>
<td>2.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>South Banda Basin</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>5400</td>
<td>4200</td>
<td>2990</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>2.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Weber Deep</td>
<td>321</td>
<td>7440</td>
<td>4300</td>
<td>2990</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>2.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Ambalau Basin</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>5330</td>
<td>3500</td>
<td>3470</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>2.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Manipa Basin</td>
<td>253</td>
<td>4360</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>2990</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>2.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Buring Trough</td>
<td>4180</td>
<td>3600</td>
<td>3600</td>
<td></td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>East Flores Trough</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>3530</td>
<td>2300</td>
<td>2300</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>2.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Flores Basin</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>5130</td>
<td>2450</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>3.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Wetar Basin</td>
<td>377</td>
<td>3460</td>
<td>2400</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>2.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Sawu Basin</td>
<td>359</td>
<td>3470</td>
<td>2100</td>
<td>2250</td>
<td>3.39</td>
<td>3.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Salajar Trough</td>
<td>387</td>
<td>3370</td>
<td>1350</td>
<td>1750</td>
<td>3.86</td>
<td>3.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Halmahera Basin</td>
<td>353</td>
<td>2040</td>
<td>700</td>
<td></td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Kau Bay</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>502</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>28.17</td>
<td>28.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Java Trench</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>7140</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>4475</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>Andaman Basin</td>
<td>4360</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Timor Trench</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>5310</td>
<td>1940</td>
<td>2250</td>
<td>2.77</td>
<td>2.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Aru Basin</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>3680</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>2240</td>
<td>3.89</td>
<td>3.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
mixing in the central parts of the basins than along their periphery. The depth of the temperature minimum increases due to the mixing in the direction of the flow of the deep water.

Some remarks may be made about the conditions within the primary and the secondary basins. In a primary basin the minimal temperature will always be found below the sill depth because of the mixing effect. The difference between sill depth and the depth of the temperature minimum can be a measure of the intensity of the replacement with bottom water, the more intense the water exchange is, the smaller this difference must be. Thus, the minimum in the certainly well ventilated Morotai Basin is only 150 m below the sill, while in the poorly ventilated Celebes and Banda Basin the minimum is about 1000 m below the sill, and in the insufficiently ventilated Kau Bay as in some smaller basins within the Philippines, no minimum is found. A secondary basin on the other hand will have almost the same conditions as its primary

**Fig. 6.25.** Section of the potential temperature through the Eastern Archipelago from the Pacific to the Indian Ocean. Values give potential temperature, dots indicate observations, circles the depth of the observed temperature minimum.
basin, if the connection is below the temperature minimum, as it is in the case of the three basins of the Banda Sea. A small increase of the temperature in the minimum and of its depth, must, however, be neglected. But if the sill of the secondary basin lies above the depth of the temperature minimum in the primary basin, the minimum in it must have a higher temperature according to the circulation in it. Such a case is found in the Wetar and Sawu Basins.

The vertical distribution of the potential temperature in some basins of the Banda and Molucca Seas is presented in figure 6.26. It shows the typical exponential decrease of potential temperature with depth, which approaches the asymptotic value of constant potential temperature. The shape of the curves is given by the conduction of heat penetrating into the basin from higher levels and by the ascending motion of the water masses in the basin. A theoretical treatment of the problem is given in the following.

![Fig. 6.26. Vertical distribution of potential temperature in different deep sea basins. Numbers refer to those used in table 7. Circles indicate depth of the observed temperature minimum.](image)

Into a basin of depth $D$ and area $F$ with vertical walls a current with transport $T$ (cm$^3$/sec) may flow over a sill and sink down to the bottom. To maintain the balance this downward movement must be compensated for by ascending motions with the average velocity $w$ in the other parts of the basin. For the water balance of the basin it follows

$$T = Fw$$

The inflowing water may have the temperature $t_1$ so that if $c$ is the specific heat of the water a quantity of heat $cTt_1$ enters the basin. The heat given off by the ascending movement in the depth $z$ is then $cFwt$, and is bigger, because in all observed temperature distributions the potential temperature decreases down to the bottom. This flow of heat is, however, opposed by a turbulent conduction of heat from higher levels into the basin, which transports a quantity of heat equal to $cFA \frac{dt}{dz}$ downwards, where $A$ is the coefficient of vertical eddy conductivity. The equation of the heat balance of the basin is therefore

$$Tt_1 = Fw + \frac{cFA}{dz}$$
For the temperature $t$ the potential temperature must be used, which is independent of vertical movements. From the two equations the relation
\[ A \frac{dt}{dz} = w \left( t - t_i \right) \]
follows. If the vertical distribution of the temperature is known, the value of the quotient $w/A$ can be calculated, because
\[ \frac{w}{A} = \frac{1}{t - t_i} \frac{dt}{dz} \]
The vertical distribution of the temperature should follow the equation
\[ t = t_i + t_s \ e^A z \]
To verify this, the logarithm of the potential temperature in four basins is plotted against the
depth in fig. 6.27. For w/A values between 1.2 and 1.8 $10^{-5}$ result. Assuming a vertical eddy conductivity $A = 4$, as determined by Defant (1936) for the deep and bottom layer of the South Atlantic Ocean in nearly homogeneous water, vertical velocities of $w = 5$ to $7 \times 10^{-5}$ cm/sec result. These values are of the same order as the average of $w = 3 \times 10^{-5}$ cm/sec derived by Stommel (1958) for the entire ocean. This value indicates, that the water exchange in these deep sea basins is comparatively intensive.

The curves given in fig. 6.27 demonstrate that the exponential decrease of the temperature starts in the Banda Sea in a depth of 1500 m. Above this level another value of w/A is found and it must be assumed that horizontal movements are of importance above this depth, so that the vertical flow of heat is no longer free of divergence. In the Sawu Sea this boundary is also found in 1500 m depth, essentially above the sill depth of the Banda Sea, but deeper than the connections with the Indian Ocean, which are 1100 m deep. In the Celebes Sea the break in the curve is in 1250 m depth, only a little above the sill at 1400 m. The only exception is the Sulu Sea, where the break in the curve is in about 1000 m while the sill is in 420 m. In the Sulu Sea above 1000 m also the highest value of w/A is found with $4.5 \times 10^{-5}$. With the assumption of the same velocity $w$ for the ascending motion above and below 1000 m this indicates a smaller vertical eddy conductivity above 1000 m, which may be caused by the stronger density gradient and the higher stability in this layer. It must be remarked, that the break in the curve is just in the temperature minimum.

In general it can be said, that vertical distribution of potential temperature in the deep sea basins follows the theoretical required exponential decrease of temperature. The minimum of the temperature in situ develops in that depth, in which the vertical gradient of the potential temperature is equal to the adiabatic gradient. Assuming a certain value for $A$, the water exchange of the different deep sea basins can be calculated. From the velocity of the ascending motion $w$ and the area $F$ of the basin results the exchanged water volume $T$. In table 8, these values are calculated for four basins under the assumption $A = 4$.

The calculated transports vary between about 0.02 and 0.2 million m$^3$/sec, which are considerable quantities in these depths. A simple estimation of the transport over a sill gives, with a velocity of 5 cm/sec, a width of 20 km and a vertical extent of the current of 100 m a transport $T$ of 0.1 million m$^3$/sec, which is of the same size. With these values it is also possible

![Fig. 6.27. Relation between the depth and the logarithm of the potential temperature, referred to the lowest potential temperature, in four deep sea basins.](image)

to estimate the time in which the water within a deep sea basin is renewed. At an ascending motion with the velocity $w = 6 \times 10^{-5}$ cm/sec the water in a 2000 m deep basin is renewed in
about 100 years. These values agree completely with those calculated by Postma (1958) from the distribution of specific alkalinity.

It is also of interest to estimate the influence of the conduction of heat through the ocean bottom on the temperature distribution in the deep sea basins. Numerically the conduction of heat from the interior of the earth is \( Q = 0.1 \text{ cal/cm}^2/\text{day} \approx 1.2 \times 10^{-6} \text{ cal cm}^{-2} \text{ sec}^{-1} \), according to Revelle and Maxwell (1952). Through the bottom of a deep sea basin of the area \( F \) flows the heat \( Q \). On the other hand the water volume \( T \) enters the basin in the same interval of time and absorbs this heat, when considering that the water is simultaneously distributed over the whole bottom of the basin. The increase of the temperature \( \Delta t \) is therefore given by the equation \( Q F = c T \Delta t \), where \( c \) is the specific heat. Because of the relation \( F w = T \), where \( w \) is the ascending velocity of the water in the deep sea basin, it follows \( \Delta t = \frac{Q}{cw} \). With \( w = 610 \times 10^{-5} \), according to table 8, it results in an increase of the temperature of the ascending water by 0.02°C. Thus, under stationary conditions the water in a short distance above the bottom should be 0.02°C warmer than the invading water, but this temperature difference is difficult to observe. However, it is well known that in nearly all deep sea basins the potential temperature decreases down to the bottom with its lowest values directly above the bottom. Consequently, the influence of the heat conduction from upper layers is more important for the shape of the temperature curve in deep sea basins than the conduction of heat through the ocean bottom.

On the other hand the water invading the deep sea basin can flow a long distance in a relatively narrow band along its bottom. Considering a bottom current of transport \( T \) and a width \( b \) flowing over a distance \( L \), the increase of the temperature \( \Delta t \) is given by the equation \( Q b L = c T \Delta t \). With a transport \( T = 0.1 \times 10^{12} \text{ cm}^3/\text{sec} \) of a width \( b = 100 \text{ km} \) over a distance \( L = 2000 \text{ km} \) follows an increase of the temperature of the bottom current by 0.024°C. But this increase is practically not observable, because it is near the limits of the accuracy of the temperature observations and a very careful elimination of the adiabatic effect would be necessary because the bottom currents normally do not flow horizontally. Moreover it must be mentioned that this bottom current, which extends over a width of 100 km at a transport of 0.1 million m³/sec has a velocity of 2 cm/sec, when considering its vertical extent to be 50 m. It would need three years to flow over the distance of 2000 km. Concluding, it can be said that the conduction of heat through the ocean bottom has no measurable influence on the temperature distribution in the deep sea basins, if they are of comparatively small size.

Further conclusions on the processes in deep sea basins can be drawn from the distribution of the oxygen content. Upon first examination of the data it is surprising to note that the oxygen content is rather high in almost all deep sea basins and that it is often nearly constant below the sill. This fact indicates a quite good ventilation of all basins, but also a very low rate of consumption.

Considering first the vertical distribution of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basin</th>
<th>( w/A )</th>
<th>( w \text{ cm/sec} )</th>
<th>( F \text{ cm}^2 )</th>
<th>( T \text{ cm}^3/\text{sec} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Banda Basin</td>
<td>1.4 \times 10^{-5}</td>
<td>5.6 \times 10^{-3}</td>
<td>32 \times 10^{14}</td>
<td>18 \times 10^{10}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celebes Basin</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sawu Basin</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulu Basin</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the oxygen content $n$, it is governed by the differential equation

$$\frac{w}{dz} \frac{dn}{dz} - \Lambda \frac{d^2n}{dz^2} = -e$$

if all horizontal gradients are vanishing. The rate of consumption of oxygen is $-e$. The solution of this equation is

$$n - n_0 = -\frac{e}{w} z + n_2 e^{-\frac{w}{\Lambda} z}$$

The constants $n_0$ and $n_2$ are definitely determined, if the values of the oxygen content $n$ are given in two levels, for instance at the bottom and in the sill depth. Above the sill depth normally horizontal gradients and movements are present, so that the equation is no longer applicable.
Fig. 6.28. Upper part: Possible vertical distribution of oxygen content in deep sea basins below sill depth according to theory. Lower part: observed oxygen distribution.
of oxygen are presented in fig. 6.28 and show a simple decrease (A), a curve with a minimum (B), a linear increase (C), or a retarded increase (D) of the oxygen content below the sill. Four observed curves are presented for comparison and show that such oxygen distributions are actually observed, even if the scattering of the values is rather high. The value $w/A = 1.5 \times 10^{-5}$ is taken for the exponent, as it is determined from the temperature distribution. In the Celebes Basin a more or less continuous decrease of the oxygen content with depth is observed so that the bottom water is of lowest oxygen content. This means that here the inflowing water is of lowest oxygen content and that the increase of the oxygen is caused by the turbulent diffusion from higher levels. In the Sulu Basin an oxygen minimum is observed in about 1500 m depth, the distribution corresponds to the curve (B). Here the bottom water is relatively rich in oxygen, which is partly consumed during the ascent of the water, until in the higher parts the turbulent flow of oxygen from the upper layers causes again an increase of the oxygen content. This process causes a minimum in a certain depth. The two curves in the Banda and Sawu Basins show maximal values of oxygen at the bottom and a continual decrease to higher levels. Here a turbulent flow of oxygen from higher levels is not possible, because an oxygen minimum lies a little above the sill depth. Therefore the inflowing water is of highest oxygen content, which is decreased during the ascending motion and passes over into the oxygen minimum.

The curves from observed data compared with the theoretical formula allow the estimation of the magnitude of the oxygen consumption —e. The oxygen gradient $\frac{dn}{dz}$ is smaller than 0.2/3000 m as shown in fig. 6.28. With a vertical upward velocity $w = 6 \times 10^{-5}$ the value $0.4 \times 10^{-10}$ for —e results. This value corresponds well with that of $0.42 \times 10^{-10}$ found by Riley (1951) in the Atlantic Ocean in 2000 m depth. Assuming a consumption of $0.4 \times 10^{-10}$, an oxygen content of 2.0 ml/L in a deep sea basin without renewing its water would reach zero after 1700 years. This is a time much longer than the normal climatic fluctuations, and it must be assumed, that at least during each of them a renewing of the water in the basin occurs. On the other hand it could be shown from the distribution of temperature, that the water within the basins is renewed continuously during a period of the order of 100 years, but this is much faster than the consumption of oxygen would take. Thus, the distribution of the oxygen content in most of the deep sea basins seems to be determined more by an inflow of water of varying oxygen content than by the consumption. This explains also the fact, that the oxygen content is relatively independent of the depth and shows usually maximal values in the deepest layers. It must be mentioned, however, that immediately at the bottom an increased consumption of oxygen takes place, causing an oxygen minimum directly at the bottom, as observed at many stations of the SNELLIUS expedition.

The horizontal distribution of the oxygen content in the different deep sea basins shows a decrease in the direction of the flow of the bottom water. This decrease caused by consumption amounts in the Celebes Basin to about 0.1 ml/L in 500 km. Assuming a consumption of $0.4 \times 10^{-10}$, as determined above, a velocity of the bottom current of $2 \times 10^{-2}$ cm/sec results. Such an extremely small value, however, cannot be called a velocity, but demonstrates only how slowly the bottom water spreads in enclosed deep sea basins. On the other hand it cannot be assumed, that the spreading of the properties of the water occurs by mixing only, but it must be assumed, that real displacements of the water masses take place.

Very little is known about the process of the flow over the sills. The few direct current observations of the SNELLIUS, which were obtained over sills, give no conclusive proof of such currents. At some stations the observed velocities of above 20 cm/sec are rather high, but they are very often just at right angles to the expected direction of the flow over the sill. Tides seem to play an important role in the flow over the sills,
but also this is only an assumption. Using oxygen observations, Keunen (1948) has tried to show, that the water masses are
deflected by the effect of the coriolis force during their spreading within the basins, so that the maxima of the oxygen content
are displaced to the right in the northern hemisphere and to the left in the southern hemisphere. Also from this effect it must
be concluded, that the spreading of the water masses is a real flow and is not due only to mixing.

6.8 SUMMARY: THE WATER MASSES AND THEIR MOVEMENTS IN THE EASTERN
ARCHIPELAGO

The Southeast Asian Waters are a region, in which the last branches of water masses present in the two adjoining oceans are
mixed. In the Pacific Ocean off the entrances to the Molucca Sea the water masses are still relatively differentiated, but in the
eastern Indian Ocean at station Sn 146 and others off the entrances to the Sawu

---

Fig. 6.29. Positions of the various core layers in the Eastern Archipelago within the T-S and T-O₂ diagram and envelopes
of all T-S and T-O₂ curves. The dotted line gives the position of the intermediate oxygen maximum.
and Timor Seas, the salinity from the surface to the bottom is within an interval of 0.25‰. The Eastern Archipelago is therefore filled primarily with water of the Pacific Ocean, not only because of the deeper and wider entrances from the Pacific, but also because of dynamical conditions. Throughout the year the sea level in the western Pacific Ocean is higher than that in the region south of Java, so that a stationary slope from the Pacific to the Indian Ocean exists, as shown in Section 7.6. The hydrographic boundary between the two oceans lies practically at the southern entrances of the Sawu and Timor Seas, because the more important water masses of the Pacific Ocean can be followed to there.

Based on data from all SNELLIUS, DANA and SAMUDERA stations, the temperature-salinity and temperature-oxygen diagrams in fig. 6.29 were drawn to show the characteristics of these water masses. The envelopes of the TS and TO$_2$ relations of all stations are entered and show, below a surface layer with low salinities and high oxygen values, water masses of high salinity within the discontinuity layer. Below them a layer of lower oxygen content and lower salinity is found. Within this layer also the absolute variations of the properties become much smaller. Below a temperature of 4°C the oxygen content as well as the salinity increase again, but the variations of the properties converge towards the values of the bottom water.

Within the discontinuity layer the Subtropical Lower Water is situated in depths between 120 and 200 m, and is marked by a salinity maximum. The salinity in its core layer is higher than 34.6‰, its oxygen content is between 2.6 and 4.3 ml/L and the maximum occurs at temperatures between 24 and 13°C. Below it, in the layer of lower salinity and oxygen content, the two Intermediate Waters are found each with a salinity and an oxygen minimum. The northern Intermediate Water is found in depths between 250 and 400 m at temperatures between 9° and 12°C. The salinity in its core varies only a little between 34.4 and 34.6‰. The oxygen content in its core is relatively high, but in every case higher than in the oxygen minimum below it. This is an indication that this water mass was of high oxygen content at its formation. At the lower boundary of the Intermediate Water an oxygen minimum is found in depths between 350 and 500 m. The salinity in its core is higher than in the core of the Intermediate Water, the oxygen content is everywhere lower than 2.5 ml/L. In depths between 600 and 800 m the Southern Intermediate Water is found at temperatures between 5° and 8°C. The salinity is a little higher than that in the core of the Northern Intermediate Water and varies between 34.45 and 34.65‰. The oxygen content in the core of the Southern Intermediate Water varies between 2.2 and 2.6 ml/L and is higher than in the oxygen minimum above and below it. Therefore the layer of minimal salinity is locally developed also as a layer of maximal oxygen content. This is in accordance with the origin of the Southern

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Water Type</th>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>O$_2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Northern Subtropical Lower Water</td>
<td>S maximum</td>
<td>23-15</td>
<td>34.6-35.1</td>
<td>3.3-4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Subtropical Lower Water</td>
<td>S maximum</td>
<td>24-13</td>
<td>34.6-35.3</td>
<td>2.6-3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Intermediate Water</td>
<td>(S minimum</td>
<td>12-9</td>
<td>34.4-34.6</td>
<td>2.0-3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(O$_2$ minimum</td>
<td>9-7</td>
<td>34.45-34.65</td>
<td>1.8-2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian Ocean Oxygen Minimum</td>
<td>O$_2$ minimum</td>
<td>8.5-6</td>
<td>34.50-34.65</td>
<td>&lt; 2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Intermediate Water</td>
<td>(S minimum</td>
<td>8-5</td>
<td>34.45-34.65</td>
<td>2.2-2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(O$_2$ minimum</td>
<td>6-4</td>
<td>34.5-34.6</td>
<td>1.8-2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deep Water</td>
<td>T minimum</td>
<td>&lt; 4</td>
<td>34.65-34.75</td>
<td>different</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Intermediate Water at the surface as a water mass of high oxygen content. The lower oxygen minimum is found throughout the Archipelago, but consists of two water types. One is of Pacific origin and lies at the lower boundary of the Southern Intermediate Water in depths between 800 and 1200 m. The other type originates from the Indian Ocean and lies slightly higher, but the oxygen content remains everywhere below 2.5 ml/L. Table 9 summarizes the properties of these water masses.

To follow the inflow and the spreading of the different water masses within the Eastern Archipelago two longitudinal sections (plate 38) were constructed demonstrating the distribution of salinity and oxygen content. Section I runs from the region south of Mindanao through the Celebes Sea, the Macassar Strait over the ridge at its southern entrance into the Flores Sea. Section II runs from the region north of Halmahera through the Molucca Sea, the Buru Sea into the Banda Sea and from there through the Timor Sea into the Indian Ocean. The two sections pass through rather deep basins, but the more interesting features appear in the upper layers, so a logarithmic scale was used for the depth. Thus, the depth between 100 and 500 m appears the same as the depth between 1000 and 5000 m, so distorting the bottom topography. Section I shows in depths between 100 and 200 m the spreading of the Northern Subtropical Lower Water with the salinity maximum in its core. Within this water mass the oxygen content decreases continuously with depth. In depths between 250 and 500 m occurs a zone with salinities below 34.5‰ whose core is the salinity minimum of the Northern Intermediate Water. Also within this water mass the oxygen content decreases progressively downwards until it reaches an oxygen minimum at its lower boundary. But this is developed only south of Mindanao and in the Celebes Sea, later it is no longer recognizable because the oxygen content decreases too rapidly with depth. In this section the Southern Intermediate Water no longer appears as a salinity minimum. But the lower oxygen minimum is found as in the whole Archipelago and lies in 1000 m depth. Outside the Celebes Sea the oxygen content below the minimum increases again and the salinity also increases to over 34.65‰. Water masses of less than 34.6‰ and of an oxygen content below 2.2 ml/L only penetrate into the Celebes Sea, they originate out of the range of the oxygen minimum. The oxygen minimum itself has values between 2.0 and 2.1 ml/L and its increase with depth is therefore only small. In the southern part of the Macassar Strait the oxygen content is lower than 2.0 ml/L, indicating that the replacement of the water masses takes place very slowly, this is caused by the ridge at its southern entrance, which prevents a water exchange below 800 m depth. The observations, however, indicate that parts of the water of lower salinity ascend and penetrate over this sill into the Flores Sea. The relatively low oxygen content of the Celebes Basin seems to be completely explained by the unfavorable position of its sill in the depth of the oxygen minimum. In its northern part section II shows the layer of maximal salinity of the Subtropical Lower Water in depths between 100 and 400 m. In the region northwest of Halmahera two maxima are to be observed, the upper belonging to the northern, the lower to the southern Lower Water. The spreading of these two branches of the Lower Water ends in the Molucca Sea off the Lifamatola Strait. The branch of the Lower Water, visible again in the Ceram and Banda Seas in about 200 m depth, comes through the Halmahera Sea and spreads southwards through the Buru Sea. It belongs to the Southern Subtropical Lower Water. The depth to which the water of high salinity extends, which is 500 in the Buru Sea, is remarkable. This is due to the absence of the Northern Intermediate Water and to the deep position of the Southern Intermediate Water in about 800 m. South of the Banda Sea the Lower Water can no longer be identified as a uniform water mass, even though it is recognizable at individual stations. In the region north and west of Halmahera in depths between 500
and 1500 m the layer of the Southern Intermediate Water is found, where the salinity decreases below 34.6‰. The core of this layer is in about 800 m depth.

The oxygen content decreases from the surface continuously to depths between 600 and 1000 m. In the northern part of the section it reaches its minimum in about 1000 m depth below the core layer of the Southern Intermediate Water. The oxygen values in the minimum are below 2.4 ml/L, the water itself is part of the Southern Intermediate Water. In the southern part of the section and in the Banda Sea the oxygen minimum is higher in depths between 500 and 800 m. The oxygen values are lowest with less than 2.0 ml/L in the Indian Ocean and increasing to more than 2.2 ml/L in the Banda Sea. This distribution of the oxygen content indicates that the minimum in the Banda Sea has been influenced by the Indian Ocean. But it must be assumed, that not real movements, but mixing processes allow penetration of the layer of minimal oxygen content between 500 and 700 m into the Banda Sea. It is also likely that the processes usually causing the formation of an intermediate oxygen minimum in the oceans, are effective here. A conclusion about this question can only be expected after the biological processes causing such intermediate oxygen minima have been examined. In the Eastern Archipelago the layer of minimal oxygen content is also a layer of minimal horizontal movements.

In this longitudinal section the oxygen minimum lies considerably above the sills and water of higher oxygen content can enter the basins. Consequently, in all deep sea basins essentially higher oxygen contents are found than in the oxygen minimum, in contrast to the conditions in the Celebes Sea. The salinity in the depth is everywhere higher than 34.6‰, in the Timor Sea values above 34.7‰ are found in the bottom layer as an influence of the Indian Ocean. In the southern part of the section the first traces can be recognized of the water flowing out of the Timor Sea at a depth of 1000 m and forming a salinity minimum in the Indian Ocean. It lies clearly below the oxygen minimum, which originates in the Indian Ocean.

The spreading of the different water types within the Eastern Archipelago is presented schematically in fig. 6.30 and 6.31 in a longitudinal section from the Pacific to the Indian Ocean and in six charts showing the horizontal movements within the different core layers. The Subtropical Lower Water, which is divided into three different types, spreads within the discontinuity layer between 100 and 200 m depth. The northern Lower Water of the Pacific Ocean spreads over the Celebes Sea and the Molucca Sea and penetrates through the Macassar Strait into the Flores Sea. The Southern Lower Water penetrates through the Halmahera Sea into the Ceram Sea and spreads from there at both sides of the islands Buru and Ceram into the Banda and the Arafura Seas and penetrates to the Timor Sea. The boundary against the Northern

![Fig. 6.30. Schematic representation of the position of the core layers of the different water masses in a section from the Pacific to the Indian Ocean.](image-url)
Fig. 6.31. Schematic representation of the horizontal distribution and the movements of the different water masses in the Eastern Archipelago.
Lower Water in the Flores Sea seems to be subject to considerable annual variations, because the lower water is still under the influence of the monsoon circulation in the surface layer. The Subtropical Lower Water of the Indian Ocean is restricted to it, in the Sawu and Timor Seas the salinity maximum of the Lower Water is found at only few stations.

Below the discontinuity layer the Northern Intermediate Water is situated. It enters the Celebes Sea with the Mindanao Current and penetrates through the Macassar Strait into the Flores Sea. From here it spreads further than the Lower Water into the Banda Sea and its last traces can be recognized in the Timor and Arafura Seas, but it does not penetrate into the Molucca Sea and the northern parts of the Banda Sea. This fact is indicated by broken arrows showing the spreading of the salinity minimum in the schematic longitudinal section (fig. 6.30). Immediately below the salinity minimum the oxygen minimum is situated in the lower parts of the Northern Intermediate Water, but it is found only in the Celebes Sea.

The salinity minimum of the Southern Intermediate Water of the Pacific Ocean is well developed in the region north of New Guinea, but it penetrates only a little into the Molucca Sea, and in the Celebes Sea it is not found as a salinity minimum. An oxygen minimum below its core layer belongs to the Southern Intermediate Water. In the Banda Sea no lower salinity minimum is found, but it occurs again in the Indian Ocean, where water masses of low salinity penetrate from the Sawu and Timor Sea and form a minimum in 1000 m depth. Here it must be mentioned that the oxygen minimum of the Southern Intermediate Water of the Pacific Ocean and that of the Indian Ocean are not the same water mass, although the isolines in the oxygen section II could indicate this. The oxygen minimum of the Pacific Ocean lies in the lower parts of the Southern Intermediate Water and penetrates with it into the Molucca Sea. The oxygen minimum of the Indian Ocean on the other hand lies at essentially higher temperatures, and it is questionable whether this water mass has a distinct direction of movement. It originates, however, from the Indian Ocean, as indicated in the longitudinal section (fig. 6.30). The water entering the Indian Ocean in 1000 m depth can hardly be considered to be the extension of the Southern Intermediate Water, but it is more a new water mass formed by mixing of the Intermediate Water and deep water, which penetrates into the Indian Ocean.

The deep water between 1000 and 1500 m depth is a water mass flowing very slowly from the Pacific to the Indian Ocean and is carrying away simultaneously the water masses ascending out of the deep sea basins. The passages between the different basins in this depth are, however, so small that these movements must be extremely slow, especially over the large basins. One branch of the deep water enters the Celebes Sea on both sides of the Sangihe Islands and penetrates further into the Macassar Strait. At its southern end it must ascend and pass the ridge connecting Celebes and the Sunda Shelf. This does seem to happen and is indicated in section I. Another branch enters through the Molucca Sea and passes through the Lifamatola Strait, which is the only connection with the Buru Basin. Here it can split off to three sides and comes into the Banda Sea and the Arafura Sea. The very narrow passages east of Wetar the deep water then flows into the Sawu and Timor Seas and to the Indian Ocean.

The flow of the bottom water has already been discussed by van Riehl (1934). It enters the Celebes Sea north of the Sangihe Islands and flows probably along the northern side of the basin. In the Molucca Sea the bottom water flows within the trough along the west coast of Halmahera to the south, turns off the Lifamatola ridge to the west and enters the Gorontalo Basin from the south. The water masses passing the Lifamatola Sill come into the Buru Basin and into the Banda Basin and spread to all sides, into the Manipa Basin, into the Weber Deep, into the Flores Basin and into the Salajar Trough. From the Weber Deep the bottom...
water penetrates over the sill northeast of Timor into the Wetar and the Sawu Basins. Another branch of the bottom water spreads from the Buru Basin into the Aru Basin. From the Indian Ocean the Timor Trough is supplied with bottom water and one branch penetrates to the Aru Basin. The water masses passing the different sills seem to sink behind them relatively rapidly to the bottom of the basins and there spread further along the bottom. Consequently in the other parts of the basins ascending movements must take place to compensate for these water masses. This ascending water is carried away horizontally as soon as it comes into the range of the deep current. This process is schematically indicated in fig. 6.30. Naturally all these movements are extremely slow, this is obvious from the transports of the magnitude of 0.2 million m$^3$/sec replacing the water in the deep sea basins.

In general the following picture results for the circulation within the Southeast Asian Waters. At the surface the monsoon circulation exists, which is subject to strong annual variations. It has, however, one branch, the Timor Current continuously giving off water to the Indian Ocean. Below these layers the spreading of the Subtropical Lower water and of the Northern Intermediate Water takes place according to the general surface gradient from the Pacific to the Indian Ocean, but with decreasing intensity with depth. Below them and especially in the southern parts of the region a nearly motionless layer seems to exist, in this the oxygen minimum is situated. In the deep layer again movements from the Pacific to the Indian Ocean take place, which also replace the water of the deep sea basins. Thus in all layers with the exception of that of the oxygen minimum, movements from the Pacific to the Indian Ocean predominate.
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CHAPTER 7

THE DYNAMICS OF THE CIRCULATION

The description of currents, given in Chapter 3, can naturally not satisfy for a geophysical study which requires a comparison of the observed movements with the forces producing them and the derivation of numerical relations. The wind as an external force and the field of mass as an internal force lead to the deformation of the sea surface and to currents. The hydrodynamical differential equations combine these factors and, if the forces are known, permit the calculation of the currents and the topography of the sea surface, but the wind is the only independent factor, while the field of mass, the currents and the topography of the sea surface influence one another. Thus, normally it is not possible to treat these factors separately, because they form a unit and the circulation becomes only understandable by their interaction.

The theoretical treatment of such problems requires initially the confirmation of the validity of the theory by comparison of the observations with the theoretical results so that a physical statement may be made. However, the application of a theory may give quantitative information, which would be difficult to derive from observations, or may permit forecasts. In oceanography, quantitative information on mass transport and on the distribution of current velocity is of particular interest but it is difficult to secure from observations. On the other hand, it is simple to observe winds and sea level, and even the observation of the distribution of mass is much easier than that of the distribution of velocity.

The object of a dynamical investigation is therefore the determination of the mass transports in the different current branches. In a region like the Southeast Asian Waters, in which the circulation varies considerably under the influence of the changing monsoons, the annual variation of the circulation and of the transports will be of greatest interest. These waters are subdivided into many individual regions, which are connected in different ways, so that strong opposite influences between the various seas result, causing difficulties in the determination of the transports and their annual variations. On the other hand, some conclusions can be drawn from the equation of continuity, because the sum of all in and out-flowing water in an individual sea must vanish.

The hydrodynamical differential equations form the basis for a theoretical treatment of the circulation. Disregarding the friction, they lead to the dynamical theory, which has been widely used for the calculation of transports. This theory permits the calculation of the mass transports from the known distribution of mass. The pressure gradients are balanced by the coriolis force. But in the vicinity of the equator the coriolis force becomes very small and vanishes at the equator, so that the theory no longer gives acceptable solutions. Thus, in the equatorial belt friction can no longer be neglected, because the pressure gradients are balanced by friction. Also when treating wind currents, the friction must be considered, because the action of the wind stress causes a continuous addition of energy, which must be compensated by friction. Because the Southeast Asian Waters are strongly subdivided and shallow in large parts, the frictional influences resulting from these boundaries cannot be disregarded.

Friction can be considered in different ways in the hydrodynamical differential equations, as lateral friction, bottom friction, vertical eddy viscosity or friction at internal boundaries. But it is not the purpose of these investigations to give special information about friction and therefore the friction is simply taken proportional to the velocity. If the transports and not the vertical distribution of the velocity are of more interest, some further simplifications of the hydrodynamical differential equations result.

The components of the mass transports between the surface and the depth D are given by
\[ M^x = \int_0^D \rho \ u \ dz \]
\[ M^y = \int_0^D \rho \ v \ dz \]

where \( \rho \) is the density and \( u \) and \( v \) the components of the velocity in the \( x \) and \( y \) direction. The differential equations of the stationary movements neglecting convective terms are

\[ -f M^y + r M^x = \tau^x - P_x \]
\[ f M^x + r M^y = \tau^y - P_y \]

\[ P = \int_0^D \rho \ dz \]
\[ P = \int_{-h}^z \rho \ g \ dz \]

\[ M^x + M^y = -\rho \ w_D \]

where \( f = 2 \omega \sin \varphi \) is the coriolis parameter, \( r \) the friction coefficient, \( \tau \) the wind stress, \( g \) the acceleration of the earth, \( p \) the pressure in the depth \( z \) and \( w_D \) the vertical velocity in the depth \( D \). The lower indices indicate differentiations in \( x \)- and \( y \)- direction. These equations permit the calculation of the mass transport \( M \) without integrating differential equations, if the wind stress and the distribution of mass are given. The function \( P \) has to be calculated from the distribution of mass in the usual way. Simultaneously the vertical movements in the depth \( D \) are given by these equations. These vanish only if the mass transport \( M \) can be presented as the components of a stream function. If, however, the depth \( D \) is the very bottom, such a presentation is always possible. The system (2) has a solution also at the Equator, where \( f = 0 \). There the vector of the mass transport falls into the resultant wind vector and surface gradient.

In many cases it is possible to consider the density \( \rho \) to be constant within the layer \( D \). In this case the equations become even simpler. If \( h \) is the topography of the sea surface, it follows \( P = \rho \ g \ (z + h) \). The system (2) then becomes

\[ -f M^y + r M^x = \tau^x - \rho \ g \ D \ h_x \]
\[ f M^x + r M^y = \tau^y - \rho \ g \ D \ h_y \]

\[ P = \rho \ g \ D \ (\frac{D}{2} + h) \]

\[ M^x + M^y = -\rho \ w_D \]

The special properties of this system, the factor between transport and acting forces and the angle between both, have been discussed by Wyrtki (1956), where also numerical values of the friction coefficient \( r \) are given.

In the Southeast Asian Waters channel-like seas are often found with a flow in only one direction and without any remarkable cross circulation. In this case the system (3) can be integrated across the channel. Putting the X-axis in the direction of the channel and integrating over its width \( b \), one obtains

\[ \int_0^b M^x \ dy = 0 \quad \text{and} \quad \int_0^b M^y \ dy = T \]

because the mass transport across the channel must vanish. \( T \) is the volume transport through the channel in \( m^3/\text{sec} \). With the assumption of a wind independent of \( y \), one obtains

\[ r \ \rho \ T = b \ \tau^x - \rho \ g \ D \ b \ h_x \]
\[ f \ \rho \ T = b \ \tau^y - \rho \ g \ D \ \Delta h_y \]

where \( \Delta h_y \) is the sea level difference between both coasts. These two equations will be used widely for the calculation of the transports in the following. The system (4) makes immediately clear the connection between wind, transport and sea level. A wind \( \tau x \) in the direction of the channel causes a transport \( T \) in this direction, its amount is determined by the friction \( r \). A slope \( hx \) present in the direction of the channel can intensify this transport, but also can bring it completely to rest, if it is strong enough and against the wind. The transport present in the direction of the channel induces a cross slope \( hy \) because of the deflection due to the coriolis force. This cross slope can be intensified or diminished by a wind component \( \tau y \) across the channel. All these effects must be considered, when treating
the relations between wind, sea level and transports.

### 7.1 RELATIONS BETWEEN WINDS, SEA LEVEL AND CURRENTS

As already demonstrated in the discussion of the currents at the surface, the monsoon circulation within the Southeast Asian Waters takes place in either direction along the line China Sea-Java Sea-Flores Sea-Banda Sea. In this course the Java Sea is the sea with the smallest cross section. It is relatively narrow, of channel-like shape and always very shallow. The water masses are vertically homogeneous and the currents reach down to the bottom. Moreover the axis of the Java Sea lies about in the main wind direction during the two monsoons. So it is really the ideal region to be made the starting point of calculation of the transports within the monsoon currents.

The sea level observations used in the following are corrected for atmospheric pressure. Their relative heights are determined by comparing sea level differences with current observations. The given values refer to a levelling which is described in detail in Section 7.6 and adjusted to the 800 decibar surface.

For the JAVA SEA the annual variation of the sea level on the coast of Borneo (Musang Ketjil) and on the north coast of Java (Tuban) are presented in fig. 7.1 together with the sea level difference. During the southeast monsoon the sea level on the coast of Java is higher, due to the deflection of the water masses to the left in the southern hemisphere. From May to September the sea level falls at both stations, but the slope remains maintained. In October at the time of the change of the monsoons the slope practically vanishes and develops again but in the opposite direction in November and December. During the northwest monsoon the sea level is higher on the coast of Borneo. The wind over the Java Sea blows with a very high constancy from westnorthwest from November to March and from eastsoutheast from May to September. The currents are developed in the same direction and are given in fig. 7.1. In April and October the change of the monsoons takes place and also of the currents. The correlations between winds, currents and sea level differences are immediately visible, the relations between these factors are also presented. There is a clear relation between currents and cross slope, which allows the calculation of the transport according to equation (4). It is

\[ f \, T = -g \, D \Delta h \]

and with the relation \( T = b \, D \, v \), where \( v \) is the average velocity over the whole cross section, it results

\[ f \, b \, v = -g \, \Delta h \]

Numerically, \( f = 1.28 \times 10^{-5} \) and \( b = 3.3 \times 10^7 \) cm, and the relation between the velocity \( v \) and the cross slope \( \Delta h \) is
Fig. 7.1. Annual variation of dynamical factors in the Java Sea, demonstrating relations between sea level, sea level difference, current velocity and wind velocity.
This is in full agreement with the observations. The maximal transports at an average depth of 40 m amount to about 4.5 million m$^3$/sec during the northwest monsoon and to about 3.3 million m$^3$/sec during the southeast monsoon. These values correspond to those calculated by Berlage (1927) from current observations.

The relation between the wind and the current in the absence of a longitudinal slope is according to equation (4)

$$ r \rho T = b \tau^x $$

or after the introduction of the velocity

$$ r \rho D v = \tau^x $$

With a friction coefficient $r = 0.8 \times 10^{-5}$ a velocity $v = 22$ cm/sec is found during the southeast monsoon at an average wind stress $\tau x = 0.7$. This is in agreement with the observations. During the northwest monsoon on the other hand the observed velocities are essentially higher than values calculated from wind observations. It must be assumed that during this season a slope towards the east exists in the direction of the flow.

In order to investigate such a longitudinal slope, the average sea level in the eastern Java Sea (average from Musang Ketjil and Tuban) is compared with the sea level in Singapore, fig. 7.2. This graph shows that the sea level in Singapore is higher than in the eastern Java Sea during the whole year with the exception of May, June and July, but especially during the northwest monsoon. For comparison the current velocity in the Java Sea, which might be proportional to the transports, is given, the wind stress is also added. Obviously, the transports are essentially higher during the northwest monsoon than could be expected from the winds, because during this season a longitudinal slope from Singapore to the eastern Java Sea reinforces the current. During the southeast monsoon from May to July, the westward transport is greater than calculated from wind data, because of the slope in wind direction. In August and September the slope acts against the current and the transports are smaller than expected from the wind stress.

To get numerical relations, the transport in equation (4) is replaced by the velocity

$$ \tau^x = r \rho D v = \rho g D h_s $$

With $r = 0.8 \times 10^{-5}$ and $D = 40$ m results.

$$ \tau^x = 0.032 v = 4 \times 10^6 h_s $$

In fig. 7.2 the relation between $\Delta h_x$ and $(\tau x - 0.032 v)$ is according to this equation. It demonstrates clearly the correlation, even if the scattering is relatively high, this might be due to uncertain wind and current observations. Even if the reason of this longitudinal slope cannot be discussed until later, both presentations demonstrate clearly the way in which winds cross and longitudinal slope work together in producing the currents.
Fig. 7.2. Annual variation of sea level in the Java Sea, compared with sea level at Singapore, longitudinal slope $\Delta h_x$, transports and wind stress.
In the southern parts of the China Sea, in the waters between Singapore and Borneo the conditions are different. Because the coriolis parameter vanishes, no cross slope can be expected to balance the current, and such a cross slope could only be induced by a wind component across the channel. Therefore the transport is maintained by the longitudinal component of the wind and by the longitudinal slope. Here the correlation between wind and current appears especially clear, fig. 7.3. The numerical relation is $v = 42 \tau x$ and because $\tau x = rDv$ and $D = 30m$, a friction $r = 0.8 \times 10^{-5}$ results, the same as in the Java Sea. Maximal transports of
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Fig. 7.3. Annual variation of the average sea level in the Java Sea and in the China Sea compared with surface currents and winds in the southern China Sea.

$4.6 \times 10^6$ m$^3$/sec in January and of $3.4 \times 10^6$ m$^3$/sec in August agree with the values determined for the Java Sea.
To estimate the influence of a longitudinal slope the sea level in the Java Sea (average of Musang Ketjil and Tuban) and the sea level in the northern China Sea (average of Macao and Port Uson) are given in fig. 7.3 and show interesting relations. In the northern China Sea the sea level has a distinct annual variation with rising water during the southwest monsoon and falling water during the northeast monsoon. The Java Sea on the other hand has a distinct semiannual variation, the maxima occur at the beginning of both monsoon periods. Consequently the Java Sea has a higher sea level from February to July and the China Sea from August to November. In December and January there is practically no longitudinal slope. A comparison with the current shows that a close relation exists between the longitudinal slope and the change of the currents. From February to July, when the sea level in the Java Sea is higher, the southgoing current is first weakened, later reversed and develops finally into a northgoing current in the direction of the slope. The maximal longitudinal slope is reached, when the current changes direction. From August to November the sea level is higher in the China Sea than in the Java Sea and the northgoing current is weakened. Later in October the reversal of the current occurs simultaneously with the maximum of the slope. In November the southgoing current is developed.

The longitudinal slope is actually small, the maximal value in May is only 16 cm and gives, with a horizontal distance between both pairs of stations of 3000 km only a value of 5.3 \times 10^{-8}, equal to 0.5 cm on 100 km. Such a slope would produce a current of 7.5 cm/sec, taking a friction \( r = 0.8 \times 10^{-5} \), but this would be measurable. It must be considered, however, that the calculated slope is an average over the distance of 3000 km, and it is unlikely that it is distributed equally. A part of this slope has already been discussed in connection with the Java Sea, the other will be discussed with the conditions in the China Sea.
However, it is interesting that a longitudinal slope on such a long distance correlates well with the change of the currents and that its highest values occur at the time of the change of the direction of the currents.

The CHINA SEA is the largest region within the Southeast Asian Waters and the monsoon currents do not pass it in a simple way as they do in the Java Sea. An additional cross circulation is formed, as seen in the charts of the surface currents. Also in this region a close relationship is found between winds, currents and sea level fig. 7.4. The two stations Macao and Port Uson allow the calculation of the sea level difference across the northern China Sea rectangular to the monsoon current. The variations of the sea level in Macao are much higher than in the Philippines. The cross slope is clearly visible during both monsoons, the higher sea level is here, in the northern hemisphere, to the right of the current. Winds, currents and sea level show the same characteristic annual variation, but the correlation between winds and currents is weak, while it is much stronger between sea level differences and currents.

When investigating the numerical relations, a strong discrepancy is found. When calculating the transports according to the equation \( f \cdot T = g \cdot D \cdot \Delta h_y \) with \( f = 4.0 \cdot 10^{-5} \) and \( D = 50 \) m, transports of only \( 1.5 \cdot 10^6 \) m\(^3\)/sec result during the strongest development of the monsoons. On the other hand, from the relation \( r \cdot T = b \cdot \tau \) transports of \( 10^{-12} \cdot 10^6 \) m\(^3\)/sec follow with \( r = 0.8 \cdot 10^{-5} \) and \( b = 1000 \) km during the months August and February. This discrepancy needs an explanation. Because water masses of the magnitude of \( 10^6 \) m\(^3\)/sec can neither be delivered from the Java Sea during the south monsoon nor taken up during the north monsoon, a considerable part of the wind stress must be compensated by a longitudinal slope against the wind. Therefore a high piling up of water must accompany the development of the circulation.

---

Fig. 7.4. Annual variation of dynamical factors in the northern China Sea, demonstrating relations between sea level, sea level difference across the current, current velocity and wind velocity.
Over the China Sea the winds blow almost in the direction of its axis and $\tau y = 0$ might be assumed. Then the equations (4) reduce to

\begin{align*}
\rho \tau T &= b \tau x - \rho g D b h, \\
f T &= -g D \Delta h y
\end{align*}

In these equations the cross slope $\Delta h y$, the friction $r$, the wind stress $\tau x$ and the transport $T$ might be assumed to be given, as well as the dimensions of the channel. The transport in the monsoon currents must be the same as already calculated for the Java Sea and the southern China Sea, because these regions cannot deliver or take up more water. The longitudinal slope $h_x$ and the depth $D$ of the current might be assumed to be unknown. The largest part of the China Sea is a deep sea basin and therefore the...
depth of the current is not given a priori as in the Java Sea. Because of the great depth the bottom friction is not effective and the friction is therefore assumed to be only 0.6 10^-5. With f = 4.0 10^-5, b = 1000 km, the observed cross slope τhy and the transports T, the depth D can be eliminated from the second equation. Then the first equation gives, with the wind stress and the transport, the value of the longitudinal slope hx. These values have been calculated for February, August and November and given in table 10. The longitudinal slope is related to a distance of 2000 km.

These values show first the considerable vertical extension of the current, which goes deep down into the discontinuity layer. The pressure differences seem to vanish only at the lower boundary of the discontinuity layer. This fact has already been mentioned, when discussing the hydrographic conditions and the circulation in the depth of the China Sea (Section 6.3). A comparison of the fractions of the wind stresses, which are used for the development of the currents ρfT and for the piling up of the water ρg D hx show clearly that the bigger part is used to set up the longitudinal slope against the wind. This piling up of the water masses reaches its highest value in November at the beginning of the northeast monsoon.

The relation between the winds and the longitudinal slope in the China Sea is demonstrated in fig. 7.5. During the southwest monsoon the sea level is higher in Formosa than in Singapore. The wind transports more water than is delivered from the Java Sea, and this causes a fall of the sea level in the southern China Sea. During the northeast monsoon on the other hand the water masses of the drift current, produced in the China Sea can only partly flow into the Java Sea and cause a considerable piling up of water in the southern parts of the China Sea.

The relation between the stress of the wind and the slope between Singapore and Formosa is shown in fig. 7.5, the numerical relation is ∆hx = 11 τx From equation (4) the expression τx = ρg D hx follows for the balance between wind stress and longitudinal slope. With a distance of 2580 km between the two stations a depth D = 260 m results for the vertical extension of the influenced layer. This high value indicates a deep going influence of the wind, and demonstrates that the pressure differences are balanced only at the lower boundary of the discontinuity layer. But no importance can be attributed to this value of D, because there is not only simply a piling up effect, but also a considerable transport in the direction of the wind. Moreover the depth varies considerably and the whole southern part is a shallow sea with a depth of less than 100 m, and this had to be considered. All these questions will be discussed, when dealing with the dynamics of the water movements in the China Sea in Section 7.7.

Through the FORMOSA STRAIT a part of the water exchange between the China Sea and the Pacific Ocean takes place. This water transport causes a slope across the strait. Unfortunately there exist no suitable sea level stations directly on the strait and the two stations Takao and Macao are used. From the data of these two stations a rather good correlation results between the currents and the cross slope, as shown in fig. 7.6. Numerically the relation is v = 2.3 ∆hy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 10</th>
<th>Values of dynamical factors in the China Sea.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Δhx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m³/sec</td>
<td>cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb.</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug.</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov.</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The theoretical relation is according to equation (4) \( f v = ghy \). With \( f = 5.5 \times 10^{-5} \) and a width of the channel \( b = 80 \text{ km} \) the theory gives \( v = 1.5 \Delta hy \). This means that the observed velocities are higher than the theoretical values, which might be an effect of the unfavorable position of the stations. The transports at the time of the strongest currents in July and December remain apparently below 1 million \( \text{m}^3/\text{sec} \).

Through the SUNDA STRAIT a small exchange of water between the Java Sea and the Indian Ocean takes place. Because of its small cross section, the strait is only 24 km wide and 80 m deep at the narrowest point, and in spite of

![Diagram](image)

Fig. 7.5. Annual variation of the longitudinal slope in the China Sea compared with the wind stress.

the relatively strong currents, the water transports seem to have little effect on the water balance of the Java Sea. An estimation shows, that these transports do not exceed \( 0.5 \times 10^6 \text{ m}^3/\text{sec} \). Tidal currents predominate, but in spite of this the current observations result in a distinct annual variation of the velocity of the current (fig. 7.7), which is always directed towards the Indian Ocean. The maxima of the velocity occur in December and August, when the monsoons are strongest. During the time of the changing of the monsoons the currents are weak and it seems possible, that under certain conditions water of the Indian Ocean also penetrates into the Java.
Fig. 7.6. Annual variation of dynamical factors in the Formosa Strait, demonstrating relations between sea level, sea level difference and current velocity.
Sea, but this may be an exception. To prove the reality of these currents determined from ships’ observations in the Sunda Strait, which could be affected by tidal currents, the sea level difference between Tandjong Priok on the north coast of Java and Pelabuan Ratu on its south coast were investigated, fig. 7.7. Even if the values scatter considerably, a relation between the currents and the sea level difference is obvious. Moreover it is to be noted that both stations are situated about 120 km east of the strait.

In the MALACCA STRAIT, as in the Sunda Strait, the transports are of minor importance for general circulation. Also here tidal currents predominate and a northwest current is superimposed during the whole year, fig. 7.8. In June, July and August it is very weak and often opposite directions are recorded. Along the Malacca Strait a number of sea level stations are situated, and their data permit a comparison with the currents. The station Ko Ta Phao Noi on the coast of the Malayan peninsula and the station Belawan on the northeast coast of Sumatra show a nearly identical annual variation. This demonstrates the absence of a cross slope and of any transport worth mentioning. Also the two stations Singapore and Prigi at the southern entrance of the Malacca Strait show the same
Fig. 7.8. Annual variation of dynamical factors in the Malacca Strait, demonstrating the relations between sea level, longitudinal slope and surface currents.
annual variation. They can be said to reflect the sea level in the southern China Sea, while the two stations at the northern entrance of the strait follow the sea level in the Andaman Sea. There the sea level is low during the northeast monsoon and high during the southwest monsoon, when the water is piled up in the Andaman Sea. From these annual variations of the sea level at both entrances of the strait a considerable longitudinal slope results, reaching up to 50 cm from January to March. Because of the length, narrowness and shallowness of the strait this strong slope produces only a relatively weak current. The correlation between the currents and the slope is rather close with the exception of the months of April and May. Its numerical expression is \( v = 0.34 \Delta h_x \). With the relation \( r v = g h x \) and a distance of 800 km between the two station pairs, for the friction the high value \( r = 3.6 \times 10^{-5} \) results.

The foregoing investigations aim chiefly at the derivation of relations between the currents and the sea level, which permit the calculation of the transports as well as the determination of the relative position of the zero points of the different gauges. The purpose of further investigation is to join these results and to give a comprehensive picture of the transports in the different branches of the circulation and of the topography of the sea surface in these waters.

### 7.2 THE TOPOGRAPHY OF THE SEA SURFACE RELATIVE TO 800 DECIBARS

A representation of the topography of the sea surface based on the distribution of the density above a certain reference level is a method widely used in oceanography for the study of ocean currents. Even if the determination of the dynamic heights is an unequivocal process, the currents derived from it depend much on the selection of the reference level and on the applicability of the theory. The dynamic theory presumes stationary, frictionless currents, in which the pressure gradients are balanced by the coriolis forces. Therefore the theory loses its applicability in the vicinity of the equator, because here the effect of the coriolis force becomes smaller than other effects. Also in cases of sharply curved stream lines the theory is of limited application because here the convective terms of the hydrodynamic equations assume considerable importance. To date, however, this theory is the only method permitting the study of the movements in an inhomogeneous ocean.

For the Southeast Asian Waters and the adjoining parts of the Indian and the Pacific Oceans the topography of the sea surface relative to 800 dbar is presented for the north and the south monsoon periods, plates 39 and 40. These are based on the observations of the SNELLIUS (van Riehl, Groen and Weenink, 1957) within the Eastern Archipelago, of the DANA and the ALBATROSS in the northeastern Indian Ocean and of the Japanese surveys Nos. 35, 40, 42, 68 and 102 in the Pacific Ocean and in the China Sea. They are all related uniformly to 800 dbar, although the zero layer lies in the Eastern Archipelago partly in 500 to 600 m and in the range of the Pacific North Equatorial Current in 1000 to 1200 m depth. But the deviations from the absolute topography resulting from this change in the depth of the zero layer would normally be small, because the water movements in the depth are very weak. It must, however, be noted that the constant value of 130 dynamic cm has to be added to the values shown in plates 39 and 40, in order to get the anomaly of the dynamic depth relative to 800 decibar. This value had been subtracted to make the dynamical topographies comparable with the charts of the topography of the sea surface, derived from sea level observations, plates 1-6.

Another difficulty originates from the fact that the observations are from different months and years and without smoothing cannot be joined to give a uniform picture. The effect of such variations of the topography of the sea surface even within short periods has been demonstrated by Sverdrup (1946) when investigating the California Current. Other fluctuations are not caused by real variations of the circulation, but stimulated by the effect of internal tides and internal waves, which are strongly developed within these
waters, Lek (1938). These can easily exceed 10 cm, as shown by Sverdrup (1946) using the observations of the anchor station Sn 253a. In the vicinity of the equator the topography of the sea surface is very flat, because already a small slope causes rather strong currents, and therefore the presentation of the topography is difficult. Under consideration of these facts the presentation of the topography of the sea surface might be really representative only in the range of the stronger branches of the circulation. Within the Archipelago, where the geographical subdivision of the region additionally complicates the conditions, a real representation seems almost impossible.

The main features of the circulation are clearly visible in both representations. In the Pacific Ocean the North Equatorial Current flows westwards between 8° and 20°N, and splits off, when approaching the coast of the Philippines. This happens about along the line of 40 dyn cm. The water masses between 10 and 40 dyn cm pass into the Mindanao Current and the water masses between 40 and 80 dyn cm are deflected northwards and form the root of the Kuroshio. The depression, east of Mindanao, seems to be a stationary feature, even if its position varies. In January it occurs in 135°E and in May very close to Mindanao in 130°E. This depression is the centre of a large eddy, in which the water masses of the North Equatorial Current are deflected into the Mindanao Current and further into the Counter Current. It is more strongly developed in May than in January, in agreement with the results shown in fig. 3.3. The Counter Current becomes weaker and weaker from December to February and starts in May again with great power. Investigations of this large eddy might be a highly interesting dynamical problem, but for this, quasisynoptical observations within its whole range are required. The Japanese investigations do not extend westwards enough, while those of the SNELLIUS do not reach far enough into the Pacific Ocean. The far spreading of the Mindanao Current to the south before it turns into the Counter Current is also remarkable, and this feature is shown in fig. 7.12 and will be discussed later.

Another stationary feature in this region is the high in about 4°N, north of New Guinea. It is well developed in both seasons with about 40 dyn cm, and also the few stations of the DANA confirm its presence in August. North of this high, the Counter Current sets eastwards, and south of it the topography is highly equalized. Here at the equator, strong surface gradients are unstable. They would produce strong currents in the direction of the slope, because the coriolis deflection is lacking, and would diminish the slope. The observations here presented are from February and May, when the water movements in this region are rather irregular. A presentation of the conditions in August during the full development of the South Equatorial Current would be much more interesting, but the number of DANA stations is too small.

In the Indian Ocean both diagrams show the South Equatorial Current as the main feature of the circulation, even if the number of stations is rather scanty. In September, plate 40, it flows south of the dynamic isobath of 15 dyn cm, but seems to extend further south than the station network. Southwest of the Sunda Strait it is deflected towards the north, so that its northern boundary lies at 5°S in about 95°E. North of it, at the equator the topography is again much equalized, the dynamic heights are about 20 dyn cm. Along the southwest coast of Sumatra a considerable longitudinal, slope exists, causing a strong coastal current, which is found also in the chart of the surface currents of October. The Counter Current is not reached by the net of the DANA stations, its influence in this season is limited to the region west of 95°E.

Quite different are the conditions in March, plate 39. At 88°E the South Equatorial Current flows in a narrow band westwards with a slight southerly component. Its northern boundary lies in about 8°S at values of only 5 dyn cm, south of Java it meanders slightly at about 10°S. Assuming the stream lines to be parallel to the dynamic isobaths, the line of 25 dyn cm is approximately
the boundary between the water coming from the east and the water masses of the Counter Current coming from the north. The Counter Current lies at 88°E about between 8°S and 6°S, but further to the north there seems to be a second branch of the current. The turning of the Counter Current into the South Equatorial Current happens east of 90°E in the region west of Sumatra. North of the equator again a small rise of the sea surface is to be noted indicating the North Equatorial Current. In the region south of the Lesser Sunda Islands a depression is developed with dynamic heights of less than 25 dyn cm. South of this depression the South Equatorial Current flows westwards, reinforced by water from the Sulu and Timor Seas.

In the China Sea observations are available only for the southwest monsoon period. They show clearly the slope across the current with a low sea level in the northwest and a high sea level in the east along the coast of the Philippines, and the westward intensification of the current, which is effective also during the southwest monsoon. This representation of the topography is in complete agreement with the current chart for June, plate 3. For the Sulu Sea, which is closed in a depth of 400 m from the China Sea, Graham (1957) has given presentations of the dynamic topography for both monsoons, but they seem to be highly disturbed by tides and internal waves, and give practically no useful pattern of the circulation. Currents up to 100 cm sec, often in opposite directions, appear in the Sulu Sea only as tidal currents, but not as residual currents reflecting the general circulation. The material could be used for an analysis of the circulation only after a careful elimination of the effects of internal waves, as done by Defant (1950) for the California Current.

A branch of the Mindanao Current enters the Celebes Sea, plate 40, and splits off in its southwestern part, part of it turns northwards and flows into the Sulu Sea. Part of it flows into the Macassar Strait and a small part flows back to the east along the north coast of Celebes. The presentation of the dynamic topography is in full agreement with that of the surface currents, plate 3. Through the Macassar Strait a southward transport takes place during the whole year according to the longitudinal slope. This slope and the wind alone can produce the current, because the strait crosses the equator in a north-south direction. Among the islands of the Molucca Sea a presentation of the dynamic topography is practically impossible, because the observations are from different months and also an elimination of the internal tides seems to be rather hopeless.

In the Flores and Banda Seas a current flows eastwards during the northwest monsoon, this is clearly shown in the dynamical topography, plate 39. In the Banda Sea it has a northward component, confirming the result that considerable parts of the water masses of the Monsoon Current pass through the Molucca Sea into the Pacific Ocean. Although the observations are rather scanty, the dynamic topography during the northeast monsoon shows a nearly reversed picture. The dynamic isobath of 30 dyn cm runs from the island of Buru into the Flores Sea indicating a transport in this direction. But the distribution of the numerous oceanographic stations obtained by the SNELLIUS Expedition in the Flores, Banda and Arafura Seas is so unfavorable, that it is impossible to draw the dynamic topography for only one single season. Considering the large annual variation of the circulation it would have been necessary, at least from the dynamical point of view, to cover the region as a whole two or three times with a net of stations, even if they were more widely spaced. But the observations in the Flores Sea are from February and March, in the central parts of the Banda Sea from April and May and in the eastern parts of the Banda Sea and in the Arafura Sea from October of two different years. Because February falls in the northwest monsoon and May in the southeast monsoon the observations cannot be used together and October falls just in the changing season. Although a presentation of the dynamic topography would be desirable for this region of strong seasonal upwelling, it is impossible in spite of the numerous observations.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current System</th>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Stations</th>
<th>Latitude</th>
<th>1/f</th>
<th>r</th>
<th>( f_2 + r^2 )</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>v</th>
<th>T_f</th>
<th>T_r</th>
<th>T_{150}</th>
<th>T_{	ext{est}}</th>
<th>I_D</th>
<th>I_{150}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A Mindanao Current</td>
<td>May</td>
<td>Sn 263-266</td>
<td>6 N</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>1250</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>(41.2)</td>
<td>25.3</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>10-15</td>
<td>634</td>
<td>380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B Counter Current</td>
<td>May</td>
<td>Sn 271-273</td>
<td>4 N (250)</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>1250</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>(31.9)</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>10-15</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C Celebes Sea</td>
<td>Aug.</td>
<td>Sn 53-56</td>
<td>3 N</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>(33.0)</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>3-6</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D Monsoon Current</td>
<td>Feb.</td>
<td>Sn 196-198</td>
<td>8 S</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>4-6</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E Monsoon Current</td>
<td>Feb.</td>
<td>Sn 42-44</td>
<td>8 S</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>4-6</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F Formosa Current</td>
<td>May</td>
<td>Da 3716-3719</td>
<td>20 N</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.193</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>53.0</td>
<td>51.0</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>35-40</td>
<td>2650</td>
<td>1040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G Luzon Current</td>
<td>Aug.</td>
<td>J 99/40-45</td>
<td>20 N</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.193</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>6-8</td>
<td>454</td>
<td>282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H Luzon Current</td>
<td>Feb.</td>
<td>J 20/37-41</td>
<td>20 N</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.193</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>6-9</td>
<td>614</td>
<td>490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J South Equatorial Current</td>
<td>Nov.</td>
<td>Sn 146-147</td>
<td>11 S</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3-5</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H South Equatorial Current</td>
<td>Oct.</td>
<td>Da 3844-3852</td>
<td>9 S</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>27.9</td>
<td>26.3</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>20-25</td>
<td>642</td>
<td>361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L Timor Current</td>
<td>Oct.</td>
<td>Sn 119-123</td>
<td>10 S</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>(7.1)</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>2-3</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7.3 THE VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE VELOCITIES AND THE TRANSPORTS

The vertical distribution of velocity in ocean currents is calculated according to the dynamic theory from the differences of the dynamic values of two stations. Such a calculation gives the relative current and only the knowledge of a zero layer allows the calculation of the absolute current. In the simplest cases it is possible to select the depth of the zero layer (Defant, 1941) in such a way, that in its vicinity the vertical variation of the difference of the dynamic values vanishes. By integration from the zero layer to the surface also the absolute transports can be calculated. But the velocities as well as the transports are reciprocally proportional to the coriolis parameter, which has very low values near the equator. This makes an overestimation of the velocities and of the transports likely. For this reason, the differences of the dynamic heights, not the velocities, are given in the fig. 7.9 and 7.10. In table 11 are listed the stations on which the calculations are based, together with their average latitude, the value of the coriolis parameter \( f = \frac{2 \omega \sin \varphi}{\sigma} \) the depth D of the zero layer and the values of the two integrals

\[
I_p = \int_0^D (\Delta D_a - \Delta D_b) \, dz
\]

and

\[
I_{150} = \int_0^{150} (\Delta D_a - \Delta D_b) \, dz
\]

representing the transports above the zero layer and in the upper 150 m. \( \Delta D_a \) and \( \Delta D_b \) are the anomalies of the dynamic values at both stations a and b. The surface velocities \( v \) calculated with the coriolis parameter \( f \) and the transports above the zero layer \( T_f \) are also given and set in parentheses in cases of unlikely high values. From the value of \( 1/f \) it can be easily noted that the same distribution of mass causes in 8° latitude 2.5 times the transport than in 20° latitude, this is an effect of the neglect of the friction. But when taking the friction into account and proportional to the velocity (Wyrtki, 1956) then the dynamic theory can be applied also in lower latitudes. In this case the factor \( 1/f \) is to be replaced by the factor \( \frac{f}{f^2 + r^2} \). At the equator the mass transport parallel to the dynamic isobaths vanishes and currents are possible only in the direction of the slope. The friction \( r \) and the factor \( f/(f^2 + r^2) \) are also given in table 11 together with the transports \( T_r \) above the zero layer and \( T_{150} \) in the upper 150 m. In addition the transports \( T_{est} \) are given, which are estimated from observations on the velocity, depth and width of the current. The positions of the section are entered into chart fig. 7.15.

In the Mindanao Current a slope of 30 dyn cm exists across the current and the velocities often exceed 100 cm/sec at the surface, fig. 7.9A. The current is of considerable depth and reaches down to 600 m, transporting also the northern Intermediate Water. Below it a zone of counter movements is found. The layer of no motion lies rather deep in about 1250 m. The vertical extent of the Counter Current, in which large parts of the Mindanao Current pass over, is only 300 m, fig. 7.9B. Below it also a layer of opposite movements exists between 500 and 1000 m.

![Fig. 7.9. Vertical distribution of current velocity in different current systems, demonstrated by differences of dynamic heights. Positions of the sections are given in figure 7.15.](image-url)
depth. The dynamic theory gives in both currents, situated in about 5° latitude, extremely large transports, which are certainly unreal. But with the assumption of a friction $r=1.0 \times 10^{-5}$ the transports reduce to 25 million m$^3$/sec in the Mindanao Current and to 13 million m$^3$/sec in the Counter Current. These values, but especially those within the upper 150 m, correspond much better to the values estimated from current observations of about 10-15 million m$^3$/sec. This justifies the use of such a high friction, which must be higher in the system of the Mindanao eddy than in the open ocean and in parallel currents.

A part of the water masses of the Mindanao Current enters the Celebes Sea. The depth of this current is only 300 m, that is about the depth of the lower boundary of the discontinuity layer, fig. 7.9C. Also the zero layer lies in the Celebes Sea higher at 600 m than in the range of the Mindanao eddy. But the transports of this current, situated in 3° latitude, give completely misleading values, when applying the dynamical theory. When consideration is given to the friction, however, values result, which come closer to those estimated from current observations.

Two sections through the Monsoon Current in the Flores Sea in February show that this current is rather flat and reaches only down to the center of the discontinuity layer, fig. 7.9D and E. Below this current the movements are weak and irregular and the zero layer lies in 400 to 500 m depth. The transports agree well with those calculated for the Monsoon Current in the Java Sea and are about 4 million m$^3$/sec.

Of special interest is the calculation from Japanese station data of the transports of the currents between Luzon and Formosa flowing in and out of the China Sea. The vertical distribution of the differences of the dynamic heights shows in February an inflow between the surface and 300 m depth and in deeper layers an outflow from the China Sea, reaching its maximum in about 500 m depth, fig. 7.10H. In August the conditions are just reversed, but the outflow at the surface extends down to 400 m and the maximum of the inflow is in 600 m depth, fig. 7.10G. The zero layer lies in about 1000 to 1200 m depth. The calculated-transports are rather high and the influence of friction is practically unimportant in these latitudes. But these big transports can be explained easily by the unfavorable position of the stations, which include parts of the Formosa Current flowing with high velocity northwards. A more favorable selection of the stations is impossible, because the Japanese investigations concerned the Formosa Current

Fig. 7.10. Vertical distribution of current velocity in different current systems, demonstrated by differences of dynamic heights. Positions of the sections are given in figure 7-15.
in its role as root of the Kuroshio and were not planned to collect information about water entering and leaving the China Sea. Only comprehensive investigations on this flow could answer the various questions of the hydrography of the China Sea.

The vertical distribution of the velocity in the Formosa Current shows its immense depth (fig. 7.10F). Only in 800 to 1000 m depth the velocities become unimportant. The calculated transport is 50 million m³/sec, but the real transport can be assumed not to exceed 40 million m³/sec. The overvaluation of the transport seems to be caused by the use of only two stations for the calculation, which makes it impossible to consider the change of the depth of the zero layer. Moreover the current suffers a considerable change in its direction and the effects of these accelerations remain neglected.

In the Indian Ocean the South Equatorial Current is the most important branch of the circulation, some DANA stations north of the Cocos Islands lie in its range. The cross slope is 25 dyn cm, but the current seems to reach further to the south of the islands. The average velocity at the surface is only 10 cm/sec. The current extends down to 300 m depth, and below it only weaker movements occur (fig. 7.10K). The transport of 26 million m³/sec seems to reflect the real conditions. For the Counter Current, Jerlov (1953) calculates a transport of 15 million m³/sec, its vertical extent is about 250 m. Another section through the South Equatorial Current south of the island of Sumbawa is possible by using two SNELLIUS stations. The depth of the current is 300 m, the velocity decrease is almost linear (fig. 7.10J). Below this current an almost motionless layer extends from 400 to 600 m depth, and between 600 and 1400 m depth weak movements to the west are found. These are in agreement with the spreading of the lower salinity minimum from the Timor Sea into the Indian Ocean, see Section 6.1. The transport of the South Equatorial Current through this section is about 5 million m³/sec.

The South Equatorial Current receives a part of its water masses from the Timor Sea. A section across the Timor Current based on the SNELLIUS stations Sn 119 and Sn 123 shows a current down to 250 m depth (fig. 7.10L). But in this region internal tides seem to play an important role and affect the observations, as can be seen from a comparison of other pairs of stations. But the two stations used were made with an interval of about 24 hours and the effect of the tides might be negligible, but even with this a transport of 6.4 million m³/sec results, which is rather large.

The coastal current south of Java has been investigated by the SAMUDERA in two cross sections
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**Fig. 7.11.** Vertical distribution of differences in dynamic heights between stations in the northern and southern entrance of the Macassar Strait and the Halmahera Sea compared with resulting currents measured at anchor stations.
in February 1957 at the time of its strongest development. Considerable transports of 4.7 and 5.6 million m³/sec have been calculated by Soeriaatmadja (1957). The depth of the current is about 200 m and along its boundary with the South Equatorial Current upwelling seems to occur.

Across the equator currents are possible only in the direction of the winds and of the slope, because the coriolis force vanishes. The acting forces are balanced by the friction, the relation between them results from equation (4)

\[
\rho \tau T = b \tau^* - \rho g D b h_x
\]

As an example the water movements through the Macassar Strait and through the Halmahera Sea are considered. Both cross the equator at right angles and the transports are from north to south. In the Macassar Strait the distribution of the differences of the dynamic heights between the station Sn 47 at the northern entrance and the station Sn 33 at the southern entrance indicates a current to the south down to 200 m depth (fig. 7.11). The maximal velocities are reached in 50 to 100 m depth, which is in agreement with the current measurements at the anchor station Sn 39a, and might be caused by a weak southerly wind. Disregarding the wind, the relation between current and slope is \( \tau v = g h x \), where \( v \) is the average velocity of the current. With a distance of 720 km between the stations and a friction of \( \tau = 0.6 \cdot 10^{-5} \) a maximal velocity of \( v = 45 \text{ cm/sec} \) results in 75 m depth. This value is essentially smaller than the resultant current of 84 cm/sec measured at anchor station Sn 39a in a depth of 50 m. But the velocity derived from the slope gives an average over the whole cross section, while the anchor station might be situated in the current axis, where higher velocities may be expected. With an average velocity of 40 cm/sec in the upper 150 m and a width of the current of 50 km a transport of 3 million m³/sec results, which is rather large. The average surface current in August determined from ships observations is 36 cm/sec to the south.

In the Halmahera Sea the current is not so deep, as shown by the differences of the dynamic heights of the two stations Sn 350 at the northern and Sn 354 at the southern entrance of the sea. With a distance of 300 km between the two stations and a friction \( \tau = 0.8 \cdot 10^{-5} \) a surface velocity of 57 cm/sec results. But the resultant current at anchor station Sn 354a when measured is only 31 cm/sec and might be affected by the position of the station at the southern entrance, where the current is already dissolved and weakened. But it seems possible too, that the dynamical values are affected by internal tides. The distribution of the resultant currents at anchor station Sn 354a shows, in accordance with the dynamical values, an immediate decrease of the velocity from the surface to 100 m depth. The current measurements in 100 and 150 m depth even show movements in an opposite direction, and below 200 m the movements are only weak. When calculating the transports within the upper 100 m at an average velocity of 40 cm/sec and a width of 75 km, 3.0 million m³/sec result. This observed southward transport of water through the Halmahera Sea in September is in accordance with the inflow of water masses from the Pacific Ocean into the Banda Sea, plates 4 and 5, which supply the Monsoon Current.

The inflow of water from the Pacific Ocean into the Eastern Archipelago between Mindanao and New Guinea is one of the most interesting problems of the oceanography of these waters, but a detailed investigation of these processes is still pending, because a complete knowledge of the structure and the dynamics of the Mindanao eddy is the necessary condition. In this eddy the North Equatorial Current is first deflected into the Mindanao Current and later into the Counter Current. A part of the water masses is given off into the Eastern Archipelago in the course of this turning. By means of data from the stations of the SNELLIUS the southwestern part of this eddy is represented in fig. 7.12, where the deflection of the Mindanao Current into the Counter Current takes place. The dynamic topography of the sea surface, the 150, 300 and 800 decibar surfaces have been determined relatively to the
1250 decibar surface. The vertical distribution of the differences of the dynamic heights of neighboring stations shows that these remain constant in the range between 1000 and 1500 m, consequently the zero layer is assumed to be in 1250 m depth.

The Mindanao Current flows in a small band southwards, in the latitude of the south point of Mindanao it splits off, one branch flowing south-westwards along the coast, while the main branch flows straight on towards the Talaut Islands. The first eastward deflection of this current occurs in the vicinity of these islands and in the region northeast of Morotai. North of Morotai a branch of the South Equatorial Current joins with these water masses and forms the Counter Current, which has here a northern component. In 150 m depth, where the Subtropical
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Fig. 7.12. Dynamical topography of the surface, the 150, 300 and 800 decibar surfaces relative to the 1250 decibar surface in the Mindanao eddy. 1000 meter line dotted.
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Lower Water spreads, the conditions have changed, the water coming from the north penetrates partly into the Celebes Sea, the rest is turned eastwards nearly completely north of the Talaut Islands. South of the Talaut Islands the movements are only weak and north of Morotai the South Equatorial Current extends further to the north.

In a depth of 300 m the movements are essentially weaker, and in this depth the core layer of the northern salinity minimum is transported with the Mindanao Current. This water enters the Celebes Sea south of Mindanao with a sharp turn to the west. South of the Talaut Islands only weak movements to the east occur, which probably transport water out of the Molucca Sea, and in this region also the salinity minimum is not present (plates 20-22). North of Morotai these water masses join with those coming from the southeast and with water, which is directly turned from the Mindanao Current into the Counter Current north of 6°N. The Counter Current is still developed in 300 m depth, and the strong northward displacement of its current axis with increasing depth is remarkable. At the surface the current axis lies with equal parts north and south of the station Sn 272, in 150 m depth lies the larger part and in 300 m depth the whole Counter Current north of this station. In 800 m depth the conditions are completely reversed, a current from the east enters the region and is deflected to the north off the Talaut Islands. The transported water masses belong to the southern salinity minimum, plates 28-30. The spreading of this water is in accordance with the run of the dynamic isobaths. The movements in this eddy are in full agreement with the theoretical results obtained by Defant (1929).

Another eddy of similar extent is developed northeast of Halmahera from May to October. During this time the South Equatorial Current flows along the north coast of New Guinea westwards and is deflected to the north, when meeting the island of Halmahera. Northeast of the island the water masses are further deflected to the east, they join with the water of the Mindanao eddy and form the Counter Current. But the number of available stations in this region is too small for an analysis of this eddy. Schott (1939) has mentioned the existence of this eddy, when dealing with the surface currents of this region, and Wyrtki (1956) discussed its role in connection with the spreading of the Subtropical Lower Water.

7.4 CHARTS OF THE MASS TRANSPORTS

The purpose of the investigations in the previous sections was to calculate the transports in the various current branches from observations of different factors, such as winds, sea level, current observations and dynamic calculations. In this section an attempt will be made to combine these results in order to get a comprehensive picture of the circulation within the Southeast Asian Waters. Extensive use is made of the equation of continuity, which demands the vanishing of the sum of all in- and outflowing water in a region. This means for the illustrations (plates 1-6) that the transport lines must be closed. But it seems advisable and necessary to restrict the presentations of the transports to the upper layers of the currents, because the information about the movements in the deeper layers is too scanty. Consequently, the charts give practically the transports above and within the discontinuity layer, relating to the upper 150 to 200 m. In this case it is naturally necessary to treat the regions of upwelling and sinking separately to fulfill the equation of continuity. Thus, in these regions the transport lines must begin or end, and they must further be regarded as stream lines and not as trajectories.

The charts of the transports are constructed for every second month and are presented together with the charts of the surface currents, plates 1-6. The numerical values of the transports in the different current branches are given in table 12.

Three almost separate circulations are distinguished. First the circulation in the Pacific Ocean, which affects the eastern parts of the region, but enters the Eastern Archipelago only in the range of the Celebes Sea. Second the circulation
of the Indian Ocean, where only the South Equatorial Current is included, but which has no influence on the Southeast Asian Waters. Third the circulation within the Southeast Asian Archipelago, which is determined by the monsoons. This monsoon circulation, as it might be called, is connected with the circulation in the Pacific Ocean to a small extent and linked with that of the Indian Ocean only by the Timor Current.

The monsoon circulation develops chiefly along the line China Sea - Java Sea - Flores Sea - Banda Sea, because these regions lie with their axis almost in the direction of the winds during both monsoons. The other regions, such as the Molucca Sea, the Macassar Strait, the Celebes Sea and the Sulu Sea are less favorably situated in respect to the wind. Through these regions compensating currents occur between the Pacific Ocean and the Monsoon Current. Therefore the Java Sea, which has the smallest cross section in the course of the Monsoon Current, is made the starting point of the calculations. To the north the China Sea is annexed, to the east the Flores Sea and the Macassar Strait.

During the full development of the north monsoon the transport of the Monsoon Current through the Java Sea is about 4 million m³/sec (see the charts of February and December). In the China Sea the transport of the strong current branch off the coast of Vietnam is larger, because the transport of the eddy in the central parts of the China Sea has been added. The water masses of the Monsoon Current come during the north monsoon out of the North Equatorial Current and enter the China Sea chiefly through the Luzon Strait, smaller parts enter through the Philippines and the Sulu Sea.

| TABLE 12 |
| Transports (millions m³/sec) of different currents in the Southeast Asian Waters |
| Pacific Ocean |
| North Equatorial Current | 41 | 32 | 41 | 39 | 37 | 37 |
| Mindanao Current | 12 | 8 | 9 | 10 | 9 | 12 |
| Formosa Current | 24.5 | 37.5 | 35 | 30.5 | 27 | 21.5 |
| Counter Current | 9 | — | 15 | 16.5 | 14.5 | 9 |
| New Guinea Coastal Current | 5 | — | — | — | — | 5 |
| South Equatorial Current | — | 8 | 10 | 10 | 6 | — |
| Southeast Asian Waters |
| Luzon Strait, westwards positive | +2.5 | 0 | —3.0 | —2.5 | +0.5 | +3.0 |
| Macassar Strait, southwards | 1.5 | 1.0 | 1.0 | 1.5 | 1.0 | 0.5 |
| China Sea, off Vietnam, southwards positive | +5.0 | 1.5 | —3.5 | —3.0 | +2.0 | +5.0 |
| Java Sea, eastwards positive | +4.5 | +0.5 | —3.0 | —3.0 | +0.5 | +4.0 |
| Flores Sea, eastwards positive | +6.0 | +2.0 | —2.5 | —2.0 | +1.0 | +4.5 |
| Banda Sea, upwelling positive, sinking negative | —2.0 | —0.5 | +2.0 | +1.5 | —0.5 | —1.0 |
| Timor Current, westwards | 1.0 | 1.5 | 1.0 | 1.5 | 1.5 | 1.5 |
| Halmahera Sea, southwards positive | —2.0 | +1.0 | +3.0 | +3.5 | +2.0 | —1.5 |
| Indian Ocean |
| Source of the South Equatorial Current | 16 | 12 | 8 | 10 | 14 | 14 |
| Java Coastal Current | 4 | 3 | 1 | — | — | 2 |
| upwelling off Australia | — | 3 | 5 | 4 | — | — |
| South Equatorial Current, southwest of the Sunda Strait | 20.5 | 19.5 | 16.0 | 16.5 | 16.0 | 17.0 |
| resultant flow from the Indonesian Waters to the Indian Ocean | 1.0 | 1.5 | 2.0 | 2.5 | 2.0 | 1.0 |
| Torres Strait, eastwards positive | +0.8 | 0 | —0.6 | —0.4 | —0.3 | +0.5 |
small transport of water occurs also through the Formosa Strait. The water masses leaving the Java Sea to the east join with those coming out of the Macassar Strait and flow to the east as a strong current along the north coast of Flores. When entering the Banda Sea the Monsoon Current dissolves, parts leave through the Molucca Sea and the Halmahera Sea into the Pacific Ocean and end in the New Guinea Coastal Current, flowing eastwards along this island during this season. Another part of the Monsoon Current ends in the Banda and Arafura Seas, where during the north monsoon descending water movements occur, these are discussed in Section 7.5 with the regions of up-welling. A third part of the Monsoon Current turns east of the Lesser Sunda Islands to the south and forms the Timor Current, which represents practically the whole water exchange at the surface with the Indian Ocean. The Java Coastal Current is well developed during this season.

During the change from the north to the south monsoon in April the whole circulation within the Southeast Asian Waters is only weakly developed, plate 2. In the China Sea two big eddies are found with a transport of 1 to 2 million m³/sec each. The current still flowing eastwards in the Java Sea transports only 0.5 million m³/sec, joins with the water coming out of the Macassar Strait and forms along the north coast of the Lesser Sunda Islands a rather strong current of 2 million m³/sec. From the Pacific Ocean a weak transport occurs through the Philippines and the Sulu Sea into the China Sea. Another branch splits off from the Mindanao Current and flows through the Celebes Sea into the Macassar Strait. From the South Equatorial Current of the Pacific Ocean about 1 million m³/sec of water penetrates southwards through the Halmahera Sea. The sinking region in the Banda Sea is only weakly developed, the larger parts of the Monsoon Current flow through the Timor Sea into the Indian Ocean.

During the south monsoon the conditions are nearly inverse to those during the north monsoon, but the average transports of the Monsoon Current are smaller. They amount in the Java Sea to only 3 million m³/sec. The Monsoon Current is almost completely supplied by water masses of the Pacific Ocean, entering between Mindanao and New Guinea. One branch of about 2 million m³/sec splits off from the South Equatorial Current and penetrates through the Halmahera Sea into the Banda Sea. Another branch splits off from the Mindanao Current and flows southwards through the Macassar Strait. When entering the Java Sea both branches join and together transport 3 million m³/sec through the Java and China Seas. In the southern China Sea a small eddy exists, but its transport is only weak. Through the Luzon and the Formosa Straits the Monsoon Current finally leaves the China Sea and joins the water of the Formosa Current.

At the beginning of the south monsoon a transport of about 1 million m³/sec takes place through the Sulu Sea from south to north. Later in August the sea level in the eastern parts of the China Sea is so high, that the currents are stopped and later a weak southward flow starts. In the Banda and in the Arafura Seas upwelling develops under the influence of the southeast monsoon. The ascending water masses flow nearly completely through the passages of the Lesser Sunda Islands and through the Timor Sea into the Indian Ocean.

In October the change from the south to the north monsoon takes place over most of the region, and over the northern China Sea the north monsoon has already started with considerable strength. The Monsoon Current along the coast of Vietnam is already developed and transports 2 million m³/sec southwards, but the larger part of this water turns northwards before entering the southern China Sea and is transported back along the coast of Borneo. In the Java Sea the water movements are still variable, the east-going Monsoon Current is not yet established. From the Sulu Sea water masses flow southwards through the western parts of the Celebes Sea and through the Macassar Strait and join in the
Flores Sea with the current along the Lesser Sunda Islands. In the eastern parts of the Archipelago the water movements are still weak, only through the Timor Sea does a considerable current flow into the Indian Ocean.

Summarizing, the transport chart for October shows the formation of the Monsoon Current in the north monsoon season and the chart for April the decay of this current. The Monsoon Current of the south monsoon season is formed in May and decays by the end of September. For the China Sea it must be mentioned, that the transports caused by vertical circulation, as discussed in Section 7.7, are not entered in the transport charts.

In the adjoining Pacific Ocean the main branch of the circulation is the North Equatorial Current, which divides when it reaches the Philippines, where the main part of the current turns north. The estimated transports of these currents are entered in the transport charts, but these estimates will need revision in the future. The transports in both parts, in the Mindanao Current and in the Formosa Current, have been estimated by means of the observed velocity, the width and depth of the currents. The Formosa Current has a distinct maximum from April to June (see fig. 3.2), when the Mindanao Current is weak by comparison, consequently, the transports of the North Equatorial Current are relatively equalized. With the exception of April the Counter Current is developed throughout the whole year. From December to March it is supplied only by water of the northern hemisphere and from May to November it receives the larger part of its water from the South Equatorial Current. In April the newly developing South Equatorial Current seems to suppress the Counter Current. Then it is present only as a shrunken part of the Mindanao eddy.

In the Indian Ocean the estimations of the transports of the different current branches are still uncertain, because they are almost exclusively based on observations of the surface currents. The position of the current axis of the South Equatorial Current is indicated. From October to February it seems to divide into two branches, but not during the southeast monsoon period, the branch coming from the south shows a distinct annual variation of its transport with small values during the southeast monsoon. During this season the demand for water of the South Equatorial Current is high, and in combination with the offshore winds along the northwest coast of Australia upwelling develops. The South Equatorial Current receives a further supply throughout the year from the Timor Current, even if this source is only small. This balance between the flow from the south and the upwelling along the Australian coast causes a relatively equalized transport of the South Equatorial Current in the region southwest of the Sunda Strait, before its fusion with the water masses of the Counter Current occurs.

### 7.5 REGIONS OF UPWELLING AND SINKING

In recent years scientists engaged in marine research, have studied regions of upwelling both from biological and dynamical points of view. The biologists have been interested in the high plankton production, which is usually accompanied by high fish production. The oceanographers consider these regions as important links in the general circulation, and the junctions between surface and sub-surface circulation.

Where regions of upwelling are large, they are usually coastal and closely related with offshore winds or at least winds parallel with the coast, which blow the light surface water to the open sea and permit denser water of the deeper layers to reach the surface. But upwelling also occurs in the open ocean, particularly if zones of divergence are so strongly developed that, not only an upward curvature of the discontinuity layer occurs, but the vertical upward movements reach the surface. Regions of sinking have received less attention in tropical waters, although dynamically they are as important as regions of upwelling. These vertical movements can be well developed along lines of convergence, but, especially in tropical regions, they are normally extensive.
and cover a larger area, which makes them difficult to observe.

In order to understand the circulation in regions of upwelling they have been classified into three types.

1. **The stationary type.** In regions of this type upwelling occurs during the whole year, although there may be fluctuations in its intensity. There are steady ascending motions passing over into horizontal movements, as they reach the surface layer. The properties of the water masses are changed along the subsequent horizontal path by the climatic conditions and they do not reach the upwelling region again. Example: the region off the coast of Peru.

2. **The periodic type.** In these regions upwelling occurs only during one season. During the upwelling season the water masses of the surface layer are carried out of the region and denser water reaches the surface, which normally has a lower temperature and a higher salinity. During the season without upwelling a change of the properties of the already upwelled water is caused by the climatic conditions. This changed water is carried out of the region during the next upwelling season and again water of deeper layers reaches the surface. The difference between this and the stationary type is, that the change of the properties of the upwelling water occurs within the upwelling region during the season without upwelling. Example: the region northwest of Australia.

3. **The alternating type.** In these regions upwelling and sinking occur alternately. This means that during one season the light surface water is driven out of the region and denser water of deeper layers ascends to the surface, while during the other season surface water of lower density spreads over the upwelled water, which again sinks down. Example: the region of the Banda and Arafura Seas. In extreme cases the same water masses might always be engaged in this process, but this would be an exception.

The upwelling on the northwest coast of Australia* is developed from the end of March to the beginning of September, when the southeast monsoon blows northwestwards from Australia as an offshore wind. The water masses in the region, which have been heated during the previous period, are driven into the open sea and almost immediately after the beginning of the upwelling the temperature begins to drop, fig. 4.2. This drop of temperature from over 29°C in March to less than 24°C in August is partly caused by high evaporation due to dry, strong winds. The energy required for evaporation during this season is higher than the available radiation, so that a cooling of the water results (see Section 5.4). With the decay of the southeast
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*Recent investigations in the area between Java and the northwest coast of Australia have shown that the bulk of the upwelling during the southeast monsoon does not occur along the coast of Australia, but rather south of Java and Sumbawa along the northern flank of the South Equatorial Current. These results will be published in the *Australian Journal of Marine and Freshwater Research*. 139
Fig. 7.13. Annual variation of the amount of upwelling, sea level and winds over the upwelling regions northwest of Australia and in the Banda and Arafura Seas.
winds in September/October also the upwelling becomes weaker, and later winds parallel to the coast and currents towards the northeast prevail. Thus the region is classified as the periodic type.

The sea level observations at Port Hedland, Australia, permit a certain insight into the dynamic conditions in this region (fig. 7.13). The sea level reaches its maximal height at the end of March and falls by 25 cm during the whole upwelling season. In October, when the winds come from south again, the sea level rises a little, but it remains at this low level until January, or as long as currents parallel to the coast to northeast prevail. The rise of the sea level occurs very rapidly from January to March when the northwest monsoon reaches its full strength in this region. The amount of the upwelling at the time of its full development in July and August might reach approximately 5 million m$^3$/sec. This water passes completely over into the South Equatorial Current and gives a considerable contribution to its supply. At an average upwelling of 4 million m$^3$/sec during five months the discontinuity layer would have to rise by 100 m in a region of fifty 1° squares, and the vertical upward velocity would be 0.8 $10^{-3}$ cm/sec. Because a broad shelf lies off the Australian northwest coast and strong tidal currents occur on it, the conditions could be rather complicated. Probably the bulk of the upwelling does not occur along the coast, but along the edge of the shelf, although the maximal dropping of the temperature is observed along the coast.

In the Banda and Arafura Seas another upwelling region develops under the influence of the southeast monsoon. Based on observations of the SNELLIUS and the SAMUDERA made about at the beginning and at the end of the upwelling season in this region, it is possible to give a review of the change of the hydrographic conditions (fig. 7.14). By means of six pairs of stations, whose positions are given in fig. 7.14, the amount of upwelling can be determined. The SAMUDERA stations from March show a homogeneous layer up to 100 m of high temperature and low salinity. At the station Sa 64 a second layer, only 30 m deep, and of extremely low salinity lies at the surface, representing a branch of the Monsoon Current. The discontinuity layer is well developed at all stations, between 150 and 200 m the salinity maximum of the Subtropical Lower Water is found. In a depth of 200 m the temperature is everywhere lower than 18°C. In October at the end of the upwelling season the discontinuity layer is essentially higher at all stations, which can be seen easily from the distribution of temperature. The temperature at the surface is about 2°C lower than in March, a homogeneous layer does not exist with the exception of station Sn 321, but the temperature decreases directly from the surface. The salinity at the surface is everywhere at or above 34.4‰. This drop of temperature with a simultaneous increase of salinity is probably caused only partly by upwelling, because during this time the evaporation causes a small increase of the salinity and a cooling of the water (see Section 5.4).

An evaluation of the vertical curves of the temperature gives vertical displacements of the discontinuity layer between 50 and 70 m during the upwelling season. The region of upwelling is approximately limited by the area shown in fig. 7.14, stations further to the west show no raising of the discontinuity layer. The area of the upwelling region is therefore about 27 $1^\circ$ squares equal to 33 $10^{14}$ cm$^2$. The upwelling takes place during the four months May to August and is of shorter duration than that along the Australian coast. The average upwards velocity is 0.6 $10^{-3}$ cm/sec, the average amount of upwelling is 2 million m$^3$/sec. This upwelling region is therefore less intense than that on the Australian coast. In June the ascending water masses pass partly over into the Monsoon Current to the Flores Sea, partly into the Timor Current (see plate 3). But in August practically the whole upwelling water flows with the Timor Current into the Indian Ocean (see plate 4).

During the northwest monsoon on the other hand, in the period from November to March
Fig. 7.14. Hydrographic conditions in the upwelling region of the eastern Banda Sea and the Arafura Sea. Upper part: Vertical distribution of temperature and salinity between the surface and 200 meters depth, comparing the observations of the SNELLIUS in October 1929 with those of the SAMUDERA in March 1957 at six positions. Stations are shown in the map below right. Lower part left: T-S diagram of the region, demonstrating the variation of the hydrographic conditions during the upwelling and sinking season.
descending movements occur in this region, classifying the region as an alternating type. The water masses of the Monsoon Current coming from the Flores Sea are piled up in the eastern Banda Sea and in the Arafura Sea and can disappear only partly through the Molucca Sea and the Timor Sea, consequently descending movements occur in the Banda and Arafura Seas. These movements seem to be balanced by an outflow of water from the Banda Sea into the Indian Ocean in a depth of 1000 m (see Section 6.6). The amount of these descending movements reaches its maximum in February with about 2 million m$^3$/sec and in the average seems to compensate approximately for the upwelling.

From these investigations on the upwelling and its connection with the general circulation, the role of this region in the water exchange between the Pacific and the Indian Oceans becomes evident. During the southeast monsoon upwelling is developed in this region and the ascending water passes at the surface to the Indian Ocean. Simultaneously an inflow of water from the Pacific Ocean occurs through the Halmahera Sea, which is not limited to the surface layer, but also carries the Subtropical Lower Water. Besides this, the continual spreading takes place of the Intermediate Water through the Macassar Strait and of the Deep Water through the Molucca Sea. These movements lead to a slow renewing of the water in the intermediate layers and allow the ascent of the discontinuity layer.

During the northeast monsoon on the other hand descending movements occur in this region, which are balanced by a flow of Banda Sea water into the Indian Ocean in a depth of 1000 m, causing a salinity minimum there. Generally during the southeast monsoon an inflow of water in intermediate layers into the Eastern Archipelago occurs together with upwelling in the Banda and Arafura Seas and an outflow at the surface into the Indian Ocean. On the other hand, during the northwest monsoon an inflow of surface water into the Eastern Archipelago occurs together with sinking in the Banda and Arafura Seas and in the depth an outflow into the Indian Ocean. This example demonstrates the close interrelation between the circulation at the surface and in the depth of the water exchange between the Pacific and the Indian Ocean, this has been discussed in detail by Wyrtki (1958).

The annual variation of the winds over this region, the amount of upwelling and the sea level in Ambon are given in fig. 7.13. It is to be noted that upwelling occurs after the beginning of the southeast winds and ends before them, and it corresponds with the period of falling sea level. The annual variation of the sea level in Ambon in general reflects that of Port Hedland with a smaller amplitude indicating the stronger upwelling off the Australian coast. The fall of the sea level in Ambon in January must be explained as a local effect, perhaps caused by the appearance of north winds in this month.

Remarkable in this connection is the variation of the sea level on the south coast of Java (fig. 7.13). In general it is similar to that of the two other stations, Ambon and Port Hedland, but shows certain deviations. The sea level is always lower, which is caused by a stationary depression at the northern boundary of the South Equatorial Current. The lowest sea level is reached simultaneously at all stations in August/September at the end of the upwelling season. Afterwards in October a rapid rise of the sea level occurs, indicating a filling of the low south of Java, when the southeast monsoon diminishes. The sea level rises gradually until December and this height remains stationary to April. During this period the Java Coastal Current has its strongest development, but the maximal height of the sea level is reached in May, when in Ambon and in Port Hedland the sea level is already falling. This feature might be explained by the fact, that the Java Coastal Current does not vanish before June and the South Equatorial Current touches Java first in July and causes then an extremely low sea level.
In the Andaman Sea another no less important region of upwelling seems to develop during the offshore northeast monsoon from December to March, giving considerable supply to the North Equatorial Current of the Indian Ocean. An evidence of this region is not only given by current observations, but by an increase of the salinity during this period (fig. 4.3). The temperature at the surface, on the other hand, rises, but this is understandable from the heat balance of the region (see Section 5.4). It is also likely that descending movements occur in this region during the southwest monsoon as in the Banda Sea, but no hydrographic observations are available from that region to verify this.

In the China Sea a considerable vertical circulation takes place, which is discussed in Section 7.7, causing, during the northeast monsoon, a piling up of water in the southern part and descending movements in the central part. On the other hand during the southwest monsoon ascending movements occur in the China Sea and especially along the edge of the shelf southeast of Vietnam, when the Monsoon Current leaves the shelf, flows over deep water and is strengthened by the winds in its further path to the northeast. Under these conditions water masses of the discontinuity layer are integrated into the horizontal movements, causing ascending motions along the edge of the shelf for compensation. It is unlikely that these movements reach up to the surface in larger areas, but along the left flank of the current, which has a wind produced component to the east, upwelling seems possible. Such effects have been observed along the coast of Vietnam, which is closely touched by the Monsoon Current. The temperatures of the surface water (fig. 4.2) off the coast of Vietnam in June and July show a drop of more than 1°C, which can be explained in this season only by upwelling.

In the region off Macassar temporary upwelling also appears probable, but its existence cannot yet be verified. During the southeast monsoon, water masses of the Flores Sea meet here with water coming out of the Macassar Strait and flow together into the Java Sea. Under these conditions it seems possible that immediately off the coast of Macassar the water masses of the surface are integrated into this flow, and water from deeper layers ascends, even if only in small quantities. The observations of the surface salinity in this region give evidence of this, they show in June and July often higher values off Macassar than in the surrounding area. This water cannot come from the Indian Ocean, as shown when discussing fig. 4.7, but in most years there is also no connection visible with the waters of higher salinity in the western Banda Sea, and upwelling seems to be the only explanation.

Besides in these regions, upwelling is also possible locally and temporarily at other places to a limited extent, as along the coast of China in the vicinity of Hong Kong during the northeast monsoon, or on the coast of Sarawak. On the other hand, upwelling in the region of the Philippines, in the Sulu and Celebes Seas is unlikely. The stationary high sea level in these regions might prevent ascending movements. In general the representations of hydrographic conditions in the different upwelling regions demonstrate the lack of information about so many of these features in this region, and the interesting possibilities they offer for further research. Because of the few observations from most of these upwelling regions, the information given here is only of a preliminary character.

Ascending movements occur also in the divergences of the main current systems. A region, in which such movements probably lead to upwelling, is the divergence between the Java Coastal Current and the South Equatorial Current. Here a considerable upward curvature of the discontinuity layer has been observed, (Soeriaatmadja 1957), and the surface salinity clearly shows higher values along this divergence. Other divergences are likely to be found along the boundaries of the main current systems of the Indian and the Pacific Oceans, but they are unlikely within the Southeast Asian Waters.
7.6. THE SEA LEVEL IN THE SOUTHEAST ASIAN WATERS

If it were possible to determine exactly the topography of the sea surface, many problems in physical oceanography would be solved. The deformations of the sea surface are the result of the effect of winds and of the distribution of mass in the ocean and are therefore closely related to circulation. Here the available data for the Southeast Asian Waters have been examined to determine the topography of the sea surface and to compare it with the results on circulation.

The basic materials are the observations on sea level published in monthly averages by the International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics (1940, 50, 53) and analyzed by Pattullo and collaborators (1955). There are approximately 50 stations in this region but they are very unequally distributed, they are rather dense in the Philippines and on Java and Sumatra, but are lacking completely in the southeastern parts of the region and in the central parts of the China Sea (see fig. 7.15). The observed heights $z$ of the sea level in cm relative to the mean are corrected in respect to the atmospheric pressure $p$ and a constant $c$ is added, indicating the height of the average sea level. To determine these constants $c$ it is necessary to relate the observations at the different stations to one another. In the following, the term $h = z + (p - 1000) + c$ expressed in centimeters, has always been used, this is a measure of the pressure in the geopotential surface zero, or the topography of the sea surface corrected for the atmospheric pressure. But it must be noted that the period of observations is rather short at most stations, see table 13.

For a determination of the constants $c$ of the different stations quite good conditions exist in

| TABLE 13 |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Station          | Mean Height of Sea Level | Number of Years with Observations |
| Port Uson, Philippines | 30               | 5               |
| Philippines      | 30               | 2-30            |
| Macao, China     | 30               | 10              |
| Tacao, Formosa   | 31               | 40              |
| Kirun, Formosa   | 31               | 21              |
| Singapore        | 42               | 2               |
| Prigi, east Sumatra | 42            | 3               |
| Palembang River | 42               | 4               |
| Gulf of Thailand | 40               | 6-19            |
| Tuban, Java north coast | 34           | 3               |
| Musang Ketjil, south Borneo | 34        | 2               |
| Semarang, Tandjong Priok, Java north coast | 34 | 6-7 |
| Macassar, south Celebes | 30     | 7               |
| Ambon, Molucca   | 32               | 3               |
| Pelabuan Ratu, south coast Java | 13    | 4               |
| South coast Java | 13               | 4-7             |
| Southwest coast Sumatra | 13    | 2-7             |
| Belawan, north Sumatra | 12       | 7               |
| Phuket, Thailand | 12               | 7               |
| Bengkalis, Malacca Strait | 25       | 3               |
| Rangoon         | 20               | 5               |
| Port Hedland, Australia | 30        | 5               |
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this region. As most currents are alternating, it is fairly simple to fix the relative zero points of two gauges by a comparison of their differences with the current between the two stations. This procedure has been applied to several gauge pairs in Section 7.1 and their positions are given in fig. 7.15. Based on this station network the more important gauges have been connected and the constants of the other gauges have been determined by comparison with stations in their vicinity. The “sea level” h determined in this way for the different stations has been used to construct the topography of the sea level in the different months. These results will be compared with the dynamic topography relative 800 decibar as obtained from the mass distribution as well as with the general circulation.

The waters of the Philippines, where the annual variation of the sea level is small, have been selected as the starting point for the determination of the constants c. To permit a direct comparison with the topography of the sea surface relative to 800 decibars, given in plates 39 and 40, the constant for Port Uson and the other stations in the Philippines is selected as c = 30 cm. A comparison of the sea level difference between Port Uson and Macao with the currents in the northern China Sea (fig. 7.4), gives for Macao also the value c = 30 cm. As the next station Tacao on Formosa can be connected with Macao by comparing the sea level difference between the two stations with the currents through the Formosa Strait (fig. 7.6), c = 31 is the value for Tacao, the same value is selected for Kirun at the north point of Formosa. A comparison of the wind over the China Sea with the longitudinal slope Tacao - Singapore (fig. 7.5), gives c = 42 cm for Singapore. For the Gulf of Thailand the value c = 40 cm is selected, permitting an acceptable presentation of the sea level during all seasons. For the two stations Prigi and Palembang River on east Sumatra the same value, c = 42 cm as for Singapore is taken.

A comparison of the currents through the Java Sea with the cross slope between Tuban and Musang (fig. 7.1), gives for the two stations the same correction. But the determination of its value is only possible by comparing the longitudinal slope Java Sea - Singapore with the winds and the transports (fig. 7.2). The constant for the two stations is c = 34 cm and it is used too for the other stations along the north coast of Java. Macassar is connected with Musang in such a way that during the northwest monsoon it is never higher than Musang, resulting in c = 30 for Macassar. The constants of the two stations Menado and Ambon, which have only a relatively small annual variation and where no comparison with currents is possible, are selected in such a way that their sea level is the average between that of the Philippines and of the Java Sea, which gives c = 32 for these stations.

A comparison of the stations of the Indian Ocean is only possible by means of a comparison of the currents through the Sunda and the Malacca Straits with the longitudinal slope in their direction. But such a comparison is complicated
by the fact that the currents have the same direction throughout the year. In figs. 7.7 and 7.8 these relations are shown. The longitudinal slope through the Sunda Straits gives for Pelabuan Ratu a correction \( c = 13 \) cm, which is also taken for the other stations along the south coast of Java. The longitudinal slope through the Malacca Strait gives \( c = 12 \) cm for Belawan and Phuket, that is practically the same value as that calculated for the south coast of Java. The correction for the gauge of Bengkal in the Malacca Strait is selected in such a way that the sea level in Bengkal is always lower than in Singapore and higher than Belawan, giving \( c = 25 \) cm. For Rangoon \( c = 20 \) cm is chosen, giving a small lowering of the sea level during the offshore northeast monsoon and a strong piling up of water during the southeast monsoon, according to Rao and Lafond (1953).

The selected values of the constants \( c \) are given in table 13 and show only small differences. The highest values in the vicinity of Singapore are only 12 cm above the sea level in the Philippines and the lowest values in the Indian Ocean only 18 cm lower than the average sea level in the Philippines. This result indicates the general piling up of water on the west coasts of the oceans.

The values \( h \) of the sea level, corrected for atmospheric pressure, are used to construct charts of the topography of the sea surface. They are presented together with the charts of the surface currents and the transports (plates 1 - 6). In the adjoining parts of the Indian and the Pacific Oceans the charts for February, April and October are supplemented by the topography relative to 800 decibars. The topography of the sea surface as derived from the sea level observations as well as the dynamic topography, plates 39 and 40, show that the sea level in the Indian Ocean is about 20 cm lower than in the vicinity of the Philippines. From this a steady slope results from the Pacific to the Indian Ocean, which is represented in fig. 7.16 and shows a good correlation to the transports from the Eastern Archipelago into the Indian Ocean, as given in table 12. These transports are strongest during the southeast monsoon, when the sea level is lowered in the eastern parts of the Indian Ocean.

The three stations Jolo, Zamboanga and Menado on the Celebes Sea show only a very small annual variation of sea level in agreement with the stationary current system in the Celebes Sea. Accordingly the Mindanao Current should fluctuate only a little in its transports, this is confirmed by the observations. In the Flores Sea the Monsoon Current has in February a cross slope of 12 cm with low sea level along the coast of Flores in agreement with the dynamic topography. The eddy south of the island of Somba, which is also indicated by the observations of the SNELLIUS, is a stationary feature, as appeared when the charts of the sea level were drawn.

When comparing the charts of the topography of the sea level with those of the transports, the surface currents and the winds, many relationships between these factors become clear. In spite of this it must be mentioned that the construction of the charts of the transports and of the topography includes some hypotheses, particularly for the eastern parts of the Archipelago and north of Australia, from which almost no sea level observations are available. In these regions further observations and eventually
theoretical calculations will provide an improvement to the charts presented here.

In December and February at the full development of the north monsoon a strong southward transport takes place in the whole China Sea, but not all its water can flow into the Java Sea. Consequently, a piling up of water occurs in the southern China Sea and causes the development of counter currents in the central and eastern parts. The deflection of the current to the right and the piling up of water along the Asian coast with highest sea level in the Gulf of Thailand are clearly seen. In the southern China Sea at the equator no slope exists, the currents are pure wind drifts. In the Java Sea a considerable longitudinal slope develops from 58 cm in the Karimata Strait to only 40 cm south of Celebes. A cross slope exists and the higher values of the sea level are on the left side of the current in agreement with the conditions in the southern hemisphere. This cross slope persists along the whole Monsoon Current to the Banda Sea, there a part of the water masses sinks down, and another part is turned into the Timor Current and flows into the Indian Ocean. The depression of the sea level near the island of Sawu governs this flow. This depression is circulated clockwise, in the north by the Monsoon Current, in the east by the Timor Current and in the south by parts of the South Equatorial Current, which seems to cause and maintain this depression. Through the Macassar Strait chiefly wind-produced movements to the south occur, and a distinguishable slope does not exist. The information from the Molucca region may be questionable. The current chart shows transports to the north, these may be caused at the equator by a very weak slope, as is indicated in the topography. The low sea level in the Andaman Sea is related to the offshore northeast monsoon and to the upwelling.

During the changing of the monsoon in April the sea surface is relatively level. The area of high sea level in the southern China Sea has almost disappeared, the currents in this region are weak and irregular. Only in the Flores Sea remnants of the Monsoon Current are present and cause immediately a cross slope. This current is almost completely deflected into the Timor Current by the depression south of the Lesser Sunda Islands. In the Halmahera Sea the topography indicates a current to the north, but the observations do not verify this.

In June the Monsoon Current gets its water through the Halmahera Sea, through the Macassar Strait and from the upwelling region in the Banda Sea. The small slope from the Pacific Ocean to the Banda Sea indicates this flow. As soon as the Monsoon Current is formed in the Flores Sea, a cross slope develops, which is stronger in the Java Sea because of larger transports. In the southern and central parts of the China Sea the currents seem to be pure wind drifts and no slope is formed. Only in the northern China Sea a lowering of the sea level is found off the coast of China, and there is a slope across the Monsoon Current. In August these conditions are more pronounced. In the Banda Sea the sea level is extremely low and strong upwelling occurs. The inflow through the Halmahera Sea is strengthened and accompanied by a strong slope. The tongue of high sea level extending from the Lesser Sunda Islands towards the northeast indicates that the Monsoon Current develops west of it and that the water masses of the upwelling region in the Arafura Sea flow chiefly into the Timor Current. The cross slope in the Flores and Java Seas is maintained, although the average sea level is 10 cm lower than in June. In the China Sea the piling up of water by the winds is higher along the coast of the Philippines. From the Celebes Sea water flows southwards through the Macassar Strait according to the slope (see also fig. 7.11). In the northeastern parts of the Andaman Sea the piling up of the water is strongest in this month due to the southwest monsoon. The water masses pressed against the coast flow away to the right along the coast of the Malayan Peninsula.

At the beginning of the northeast monsoon in October a piling up of water occurs in the south of the China Sea and along the coast of China. Through the Java Sea a flow to the east
occurs with the slope, because the winds are still weak and irregular during this month. Together with the water flowing southwards in the Macassar Strait with the slope, the water coming from the Java Sea forms in the Flores Sea a distinct current with a cross slope. East of Timor this current is almost completely turned southwards and flows into the depression present at the northern flank of the South Equatorial Current. Water flows with the slope from the Pacific Ocean through the Halmahera Sea to the south and also from the Philippines through the Sulu Sea into the Celebes Sea.

These charts demonstrate clearly the value of simultaneous plotting of the topography of sea level and of circulation for the understanding of their interactions. The inadequacies of this representation of the topography of the sea surface in such a strongly subdivided region are appreciated, and corrections of this picture will result in future. However, the high degree of correlation between the topography and the circulation shown here should encourage a more intensive use of data on sea level in oceanographic studies. Perhaps model experiments also could give important results about the circulation in such a highly subdivided region.

7.7 THE DYNAMICS OF THE WATER MOVEMENTS IN THE CHINA SEA

The China Sea, which is the largest enclosed region within the Southeast Asian Waters, is connected in the south with the Java Sea by very shallow straits, which permit an exchange of surface water only, but its connection with the Pacific Ocean through the deep Luzon Strait allows also an exchange of deep water. The axis of the China Sea lies approximately in the main direction of the winds during both monsoons, therefore the two connections with the Sulu Sea are of less importance. The southern part of the China Sea is very shallow and belongs to the Sunda Shelf, while the northern part is a deep sea basin, which is interspersed by a large number of island groups.

Because of these properties of the China Sea three different circulations can develop. First, a simple surface flow in longitudinal direction, which is driven by the monsoons. Second, because of its width the China Sea permits the development of a horizontal eddy, in which especially during the north monsoon the water which cannot flow into the Java Sea flows back. Third, a vertical circulation caused by the piling up of water in the direction of the wind. These

Fig. 7.17. Simplified model of the China Sea, showing the coordinates used in the calculations, the distribution of the current velocity and the topography of the sea surface in cm during the two monsoons.
three circulation systems are now investigated and their transports estimated. In connection with such investigations of the circulation the height of the piling up caused by the winds and also the topography of the surface are of interest.

Considering the China Sea in rough approximation to be a rectangular basin with the sides $a$ and $b$, whose axis has an angle of $33^\circ$ with the north direction, and which is open to the other regions in the northeast and southwest (fig. 7.17), the hydrodynamical differential equations can be solved under certain simple conditions in closed form. The equations of motion are used in the form (3), the mass transport across the channel is assumed to vanish, the transport in the direction of the channel may be a function of $x$ only and the wind may blow with constant strength in the direction of the channel. Then the conditions are

$$M^x = 0, \quad M^y = f(x), \quad \tau^x = 0, \quad \tau^y = \tau$$

Because the co-ordinate system is inclined against the north direction it must be considered, that for the geographical latitude the expression

$$\sin \varphi \approx \frac{v}{R} \cos 33^\circ = 0.84 \frac{v}{R}$$

is valid, where $R$ is the radius of the earth. With these assumptions the equations (3) simplify as following

$$h = h_0 \frac{v}{b} + h_1 \frac{v}{b} e^{-\alpha \frac{x}{a}}$$

A solution is obtained with the disposition

$$M^y = M_o e^{-\alpha \frac{x}{a}}$$

and

$$h = h_0 \frac{v}{b} + h_1 \frac{v}{b} e^{-\alpha \frac{x}{a}}$$

It follows for the unknown values

$$\alpha = \frac{1.68 \omega a}{r R}, \quad h_0 = \frac{\tau b}{\rho g D}, \quad h_1 = -\frac{r b M_o}{\rho g D}$$

and the whole transport through the China Sea is

$$T = \int_0^a M^x dx = M_o \int_0^a e^{-\alpha \frac{x}{a}} dx = M_o \frac{a}{\alpha} (1 - e^{-\alpha})$$

From this $M_o$ can be eliminated, if $T$ is given. An impression of the properties of the solution is given by fig. 7.17. The current is concentrated along the west side and decreases exponentially to the east. The slope shows the same distribution across the current, having its highest values also along the west side. Two examples of the topography of the sea surface during the northeast monsoon in February and during the southwest monsoon in August are calculated with a friction $r = 0.6 10^{-5}$ and with the values of winds and transports given in table 10 and represented in fig. 7.17.
In February a considerable piling up of water which is about 18 cm, takes place towards the south in the China Sea. The lowest values of sea level occur in the eastern parts, where the water is driven away, the water masses are pressed against the west side by the wind and cause a strong current off the coast. Clearly the effect of variation of the coriolis force is seen, which requires a smaller slope in lower latitudes for the same transport. At the equator itself the cross slope would vanish completely. Over the southern shallow part of the China Sea the variation of the sea level is small and the energy of the wind is practically used only to maintain the transport. A comparison with the topography of the sea surface, as derived from sea level observations (plate 1), shows a surprisingly good agreement between the calculated and observed topography, so it may be assumed that the applied simplifications are justified.

In August the conditions in the China Sea are practically reversed. In the southern parts the sea level is lowered by the wind, in the eastern parts a piling up takes place. Because the transport is smaller, the cross slope is also smaller. The strongest currents develop again along the west side in agreement with the current observations. Over the southern parts the variation of sea level is again smallest, the absolute values agree well with the topography given in plate 4. Small deviations are seen near the entrances to the Sulu Sea, where a part of the piled up water can flow away.

This theoretical treatment of the currents shows the monsoons causing a transport of water
in the longitudinal direction of the China Sea, which is strongest along the west side and a piling up of water to the right of the wind. The calculated values of the topography agree with the observations. Schematically the topography of the sea surface during both monsoons is presented in fig. 7.18.

The China Sea is wide enough for the development of its own horizontal circulation, in so far as the necessary dynamic conditions are fulfilled. As shown by theory a horizontal circulation is possible in an enclosed sea only if the rotation of the wind stress vector does not vanish identically. By crosswise differentiation of the two first equations of the system (2) and neglecting variation of \( f \) it follows

\[
(5) \quad r \; \text{curl} \; \mathbf{M} = \text{curl} \; \mathbf{\tau}
\]

connecting the rotation of the wind stress vector and of the mass transport. To estimate the size of such a circulation a simple example can be constructed. In a rectangular basin with sides \( a \) and \( b \), a circulation may exist with the velocity potential

\[
\psi = T \sin \frac{\pi x}{a} \sin \frac{\pi y}{b}
\]

where \( T \) is the transport of this rotating current. The components of the transport are

\[
M_x = \psi_y \quad \text{and} \quad M_y = -\psi_x
\]

When assuming that the cross component of the wind vanishes and the longitudinal component is only a function of \( x \), likewise in the form

\[
\mathbf{\tau}' = -\tau_0 - \Delta \tau \cos \frac{\pi x}{a}
\]

By differentiation and entering in (5) it results

\[
\frac{r T}{b^2} \left( \frac{\pi^2}{b^2} + \frac{\pi^2}{a^2} \right) \sin \frac{\pi x}{a} \sin \frac{\pi y}{b} = \Delta \tau \frac{\pi}{a} \sin \frac{\pi x}{a}
\]

Because this relation must also be valid in the average, and because the integral of \( \sin \gamma \) over a half period is 2, for the transport \( T \) caused by an asymmetrical wind distribution the expression

\[
T = \frac{\Delta \tau b^2 a}{2 \pi r \left( b^2 + a^2 \right)}
\]

results. Using for the China Sea the values \( b = 3a \), \( a = 8^\circ = 890 \text{ km} \), \( r = 0.6 \) 10-5 and \( \Delta \tau = 0.1 \) a transport \( T = 2.1 \) million \( \text{m}^3/\text{sec} \) results. Thus, a wind distribution having in the west a stress 0.2 g cm-1 sec-2 higher than in the east causes in the China Sea a horizontal counterclockwise circulation of 2.1 million \( \text{m}^3/\text{sec} \). Such a value can be reached especially during the northeast monsoon, which is much stronger off the coast of China than off the coast of Borneo. During the southwest monsoon such a difference is unlikely. Schematically such a circulation is presented in fig. 7.18. In the center of this counterclockwise circulation a depression of the sea surface appears. Practically the current in the west along the coast of Vietnam is strengthened, while off the coast of Borneo a current towards the northeast will develop flowing against the wind. This circulation is clearly expressed too in the charts of the surface currents and transports during the northeast monsoon. But the values given there are only 1 to 1.5 million \( \text{m}^3/\text{sec} \). It is possible, however, that the transports are underestimated or that the asymmetry of the wind distribution is overvalued.
The piling up of water in the China Sea caused by the monsoons, as discussed above, is not a stationary feature. Even if in such current systems

Fig. 7.18. Schematic representation of the topography of the sea surface and of the currents in the China Sea during the northeast monsoon (A), during the southwest monsoon (B) and of the rotating circulation due to the variation of wind stress across the China Sea (C).
the integral of the velocity from the surface to the bottom, that is the transport, vanishes, this does not mean that the velocity vanishes. On the contrary, there is a surface layer with a transport in the direction of the wind, while in the depth a flow back takes place. In a homogeneous water mass these movements are treated in a simple way, as shown by Hansen (1951). In the upper third of the depth the motion is in the direction of the wind, below this in the opposite direction and a maximum of the return flow is reached in two thirds of the depth. In a channel closed at one end such movements cause considerable vertical motions, which are possible without any complication in a homogeneous water mass. In stratified water such movements would result in a continual displacement of the discontinuity layer and lead to a disturbance of the equilibrium. Consequently, other methods must be used in a stratified water body. The discontinuity layer, whether it is in one third of the depth or not, will be the boundary between two independent movements. Because vertical movements must occur in a completely or partly closed channel, it might be convenient to estimate first their size. Assuming that the inflow in the surface layer is 5 million m\(^3\)/sec, and the same outflow takes place in the depth, the vertical velocity of the boundary surface, which is about 120 one degree squares (equal to 140 \(10^{14}\) cm\(^2\)) is \(w = 3.6 \times 10^{-4}\) cm/sec. The duration of a full monsoon period is about 4 months or \(10^7\) sec, and with this value a vertical displacement of the discontinuity layer by 36 m results during a monsoon period. This is a considerable amount, but it does not change essentially the hydrographic conditions. This value is in agreement too with the information given in Section 4.1 about the extent of the homogeneous layer in the China Sea, which is 70 m at the end of the northeast monsoon and 40 m at its beginning.

Fig. 7.19. Schematic representation of the vertical circulation in the China Sea.
Upper part: symbols used in the calculation.
Lower part: schematic distribution of currents during the northeast monsoon.

To treat the conditions in the China Sea theoretically, it may be assumed, that over a sea of length \(L\) and depth \(D\) a wind blows with the stress \(\tau\). The channel may be closed at its left end, the surface layer of density \(\rho_1\) may be \(A\) meters thick at the open end and \(A + C\) meters at the closed end (see fig. 7.19). The deviation \(h\) of the sea level from its undisturbed position, the thickness of the surface layer \(D_1\) and of the deep layer \(D_2\) as well as the mass transport \(M\) may be functions of \(x\). The influence of the width of the channel and with it that of the coriolis force may be neglected. The transports in the surface layer may be opposite to those in the deep layer. With these assumptions the equations of motion are in the surface layer

\[
(6) \quad rM = \tau - \rho_1 g h_s D_1
\]

and in the deep layer

\[
(7) \quad -\tau M = -\rho_1 g h_s D_2 + (\rho_2 - \rho_1) g D_2 \frac{\partial D_1}{\partial x}
\]

In addition the conditions \(D_1 + D_2 = D\), \(M = 0\) for \(x = L\) and \(M = M_0\) for \(x = 0\) must be fulfilled. For the longitudinal slope from (6) the equation

\[
(8) \quad \rho_1 g h_s = \frac{1}{D_1} (\tau - r M)
\]

results, indicating that it vanishes, if the energy of the wind is used completely to maintain the transport, and that it reaches its maximum if the
transport vanishes. Introducing (8) into (7) we get

\[ (9) \quad r D M = \tau (D - D_1) - \Delta \rho g (D - D_1) D_1 \frac{\partial D_1}{\partial x} \]

This is a differential equation for \(D_1\), if \(M\) is given, but its solution is difficult and it is simpler to calculate \(M\) for different values of \(D_1\). In the simplest case \(D_1\) can be considered to increase linearly, \(D_1 = A + C \frac{x}{L}\). Introducing this into

\[ (9) \quad \text{leads to} \]

\[ (10) \quad r D M = \tau (D - A - C \frac{x}{L}) - \Delta \rho g \frac{C}{L} (D - A - C \frac{x}{L}) (A + C \frac{x}{L}) \]

The condition \(M = 0\) for \(x = L\) gives an equation for \(C\), which is the amount by which the discontinuity layer falls in the direction of the surface flow

\[ (11) \quad C = -\frac{A}{2} + \sqrt{\frac{A^2}{4} + \frac{L \tau}{\Delta \rho g}} \]

Because \(A\) is always > 0, it follows for \(C\) the condition

\[ C < \sqrt{\frac{L \tau}{\Delta \rho g}} \]

For the transport \(M_0\) at the open end of the channel it follows

\[ M_0 = \frac{B}{r D} \left( \tau - \frac{\Delta \rho g A C}{L} \right) \]

By this value also the strength of the circulation is given, because the whole transport is \(T = b M\), where \(b\) is the width of the channel. This equation shows the circulation being caused by the wind and being diminished by a term resulting from the stratification, which is practically the energy necessary to keep the discontinuity layer inclined. For the transport \(M\) the relation

\[ (12) \quad M = M_0 - \beta \frac{x}{L} + \gamma \left( \frac{x}{L} \right)^2 \]

results with

\[ \beta = \frac{C}{r D} \left[ \tau + \frac{\Delta \rho g C}{L} (B - A) \right] \]

and

\[ \gamma = \frac{\Delta \rho g C^2}{r D L} \]

For a calculation of \(M\) and \(h\) knowledge of the difference of the density \(\Delta \rho\), of the friction \(r\) and of the depth of the surface layer \(A\) at the open end of the channel is necessary besides the dimensions of the channel. For the China Sea the following values are valid: \(L = 2 \times 10^8\) cm, \(D = 10^5\) cm, \(r = 0.6 \times 10^{-5}\) sec\(^{-1}\), \(\Delta \rho g = 4\), \(\tau = 0.9\) g cm\(^{-1}\) sec\(^{-2}\). The calculation of \(C\) from (11), \(M\) from (12) and \(h\) from (8) is made for three different values of \(A\), the results are shown in table 14.
This table shows clearly that, with decreasing depth of the surface layer, the circulation becomes stronger, the inclination of the discontinuity layer and the piling up by the wind become larger. The decrease of the transport in the direction of the current is practically linear, the influence of the quadratic term is unimportant. The real value for the strength of this circulation in the China Sea is approximately 4 million m$^3$/sec, the depth of the surface layer, which is the boundary of the movements, lies at 80 m at the beginning and at 120 m depth at the closed end of the channel.

The effects of this circulation can easily be

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 14</th>
<th>Numerical values of properties describing the vertical circulation in the China Sea in three cases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>depth of the surface layer at the open end of the channel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>46.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_a$</td>
<td>10$^9$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>10$^9$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma$</td>
<td>10$^9$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T$ million m$^3$/sec</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>18.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
seen from the change of the hydrographic conditions at the entrance to the China Sea (fig. 7.20). In August during the southwest monsoon, water of low salinity from the southern China Sea has penetrated far to the north and the homogeneous layer is thin. On the other hand the salinity minimum in 500 m depth is well developed, indicating an inflow of water in this depth. In February during the northeast monsoon the conditions are reversed. At the surface, water of high salinity enters the China Sea from the Pacific Ocean, the homogeneous layer is about 80 m thick and the discontinuity layer as a whole is displaced downwards, as seen from the vertical curves of the temperature. This displacement amounts to about 50 m in a depth between 100 and 400 m depth. The maximum of the salinity in 200 m is increased, this must be considered as an influence of the inflow at the surface, which extends into the discontinuity layer. The outflow from the China Sea in the depth is of higher salinity than the inflow during the southwest monsoon. It is a layer of homogeneous salinity flowing outwards between 400 and 800 m depth, while the inflow shows clearly a salinity minimum. Also clear relations exist to the currents through the Luzon Strait as dynamically calculated, fig. 7.10.

This treatment of the dynamics of the water movements in the China Sea shows that three circulations, different in principle, occur.

1. The Monsoon Current, flowing through the China Sea as a whole. It is strongest along the west side, its transports are between 3 and 4 million m$^3$/sec during the southwest monsoon and between 4 and 6 million m$^3$/sec during the northeast monsoon.

2. A horizontal circulation, caused by the variation of the wind stress across the China Sea. It occurs chiefly during the northeast monsoon, the counter current flows north of the coast of Borneo. Its transport is between 1 and 3 million m$^3$/sec.

3. The vertical circulation, which causes opposite equal water transports at the surface and in the deep layer, as well as vertical displacements of the discontinuity layer. The transports in the surface layer are in the direction of the wind. This circulation occurs during both monsoons, but seems to be stronger during the northeast monsoon. The transports are between 3 and 6 million m$^3$/sec, they are omitted from the transport charts (plates 1 - 6).

![Fig. 7.20. Vertical distribution of temperature and salinity in the northern entrance of the China Sea in February and August, showing the variation of the conditions during the monsoons.](image)
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CHAPTER 8
TIDES AND TIDAL CURRENTS

The tides within the Southeast Asian Waters are cooscillating tides of the Pacific and the Indian Oceans. Because of the extremely strong subdivision of this region the pattern is manifold and in each basin a different oscillation is primarily stimulated. So diurnal tides predominate in the China and Java Seas, and mixed tides in the Eastern Archipelago and in the Philippine Waters. In the Andaman Sea and over the shelf northwest of Australia, on the other hand, the semidiurnal tides of the Indian Ocean are predominant.

The observations in this region are dense, and, as many of them are made on islands, they are suitably distributed, to allow a detailed presentation of the tides. These are based on the tidal constants as given in the British Admiralty Tide Tables and in the Dutch Pilots. The positions at which observations were made are given in plates 41 and 43. The four most important partial tides, $M_2$, $S_2$, $K_1$ and $O_1$ give a relatively complete picture of the tidal pattern at a station, so that their representation seems to be sufficient for general information. Their periods $T$ and their coefficients $k$ are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T</th>
<th>k</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$M_2$ semidiurnal principal lunar</td>
<td>12.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_2$ semidiurnal principal solar</td>
<td>12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_1$ diurnal luni-solar</td>
<td>23.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$O_1$ diurnal principal lunar</td>
<td>25.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For a geographical consideration of the tides, however, the two diurnal and the two semidiurnal tides can be dealt with together. According to the treatment of the tides of all oceans as given by Dietrich (1944) the following factors are presented:

1. $M_2 + S_2$ the sum of the amplitudes of the two most important semidiurnal tides, indicating the amplitude of the semidiurnal tide at spring tide, plate 41.
2. The phase of the $M_2$ tide, given by cotidal lines related to Greenwich time, plate 42. The phase of the $S_2$ tide deviates from the $M_2$ tide less than 1.5 hours.
3. $K_1 + O_1$ the sum of the amplitude of the two most important diurnal tides, indicating the amplitude of the diurnal tide at spring tide, plate 43.
4. The phase of the $K_1$ tide, given by cotidal lines related to Greenwich time, plate 44. The phase of the $O_1$ tide deviates from the $K_1$ tide less than 2 hours.

The four charts are based on the available material, the charts of the cotidal lines for the adjoining parts of the Indian and the Pacific Oceans are prepared from the representations given by Dietrich (1944) and by Fairbairn (1954). Based on these figures the penetration of the tides from the two oceans into the Southeast Asian Waters is discussed in the following section.

8.1 THE SEMIDIURNAL TIDE

In the region between Japan and New Guinea the semidiurnal tide (plates 41 and 42) is developed as a standing wave with a nodal line in north-south direction between 140° and 150°E. The high water occurs simultaneously along the whole east coast of Formosa and the Philippines with a phase of 9.5 hours. In the south of this region, in the vicinity of the Palau Islands it occurs half an hour later, which leads to the conclusion, that the wave is deflected and comes from the north. The amplitudes are about 60 cm. On both sides of Formosa the wave is strongly refracted, when coming into shallow water, so that it enters the Formosa Strait simultaneously from north and south. Consequently high amplitudes are caused in the centre of the shallow strait, exceeding 200 cm. The wave entering the Luzon Strait advances into the China Sea relatively slowly and with a small amplitude of only 20 cm. It meets the
Sunda Shelf exactly 6 hours after the high water in the Luzon Strait. A part of this wave enters the Gulf of Tonkin without forming an amphidromic region, as shown in other publications. The distribution of the cotidal lines shows clearly a simple progressive wave reaching the edge of the shelf with a phase of 3 hours and the inner parts of the bay 9 hours later, the amplitudes rise to 52 cm. Along the coast of China, between Hong Kong and Hainan Strait, high amplitudes of more than 100 cm are found as an effect of the shelf, which is met by the tidal wave almost under the same phase and causes a considerable increase of its amplitude.

When meeting the Sunda Shelf the velocity of the tidal wave is decreased. Especially off the coasts of Vietnam and Borneo the wave is refracted and high amplitudes develop. Off the mouth of the Mekong the amplitude reaches 119 cm and in the Datuk Bay even 222 cm. But the observations on the islands off the coast show that the increase of the amplitude reaches far into the shelf and is not limited to a small region close to the coast. The wave takes 8 hours from the time it passes the edge of the Sunda Shelf until it reaches the coast of Malaya. There it splits off into two branches, one moves northwards into the Gulf of Thailand and the other southwards and enters the Riau Archipelago. The part of the wave entering the Gulf of Thailand forms there an amphidromic region with a clockwise circulation. Its centre is in 9° 18′ N, 103° 28′ E at the island Palau Panjang. This point is much displaced to the east, which may be caused by the asymmetric arrival of the wave and by the loss of energy due to friction. The amplitudes are less than 20 cm in the whole amphidromic region. But in the northern part a wave separates which does not participate in the amphidromic circulation, but moves directly towards the north. It causes strong tides at the northern coast of the bay, reaching 82 cm at the mouth of the Menam.

The part of the wave moving southwards in the China Sea turns anticlockwise around an amphidromic point in 0°30′ N, 106°30′ E. But the cotidal lines are all concentrated west of this point, the amphidromic region is developed asymmetrically. The wave begins its turn with a phase angle of 11 hours, reaches the Riau Archipelago with a phase of 4 hours and the island of Banka with 10 hours. Here it joins with the wave coming from the Java Sea and practically disappears. In the whole amphidromic region the amplitudes are small, only within the Riau Archipelago they are a little higher, but this seems to be partly an influence of the tidal wave entering through the Malacca Strait from the Indian Ocean. Here in the region between Borneo and Sumatra the influence of the tidal wave coming from the Pacific Ocean practically ends.

South of Mindanao another branch of the tides of the Pacific Ocean enters the Celebes Sea with a phase of 10 hours. In the northern entrance of the Macassar Strait and in the region east and west of Halmahera this wave meets the wave coming from the Indian Ocean, the amplitude is about 80 cm in the area where the two waves meet. In the Celebes Sea off the coast of Borneo the amplitudes increase up to 139 cm, when the tidal wave reaches the shelf. To the north the tidal wave enters the Sulu Sea and needs 4 hours to pass the Sulu Archipelago. In the whole Sulu Sea and in the Philippines the high water occurs practically simultaneously with a phase of 2 hours. This leads to the assumption that the tides in this region have the character of a standing wave. The amplitudes in the whole region are between 50 and 80 cm. The tidal wave of the China Sea seems not to enter the Sulu Sea. Also the immediate influence of the tides of the Pacific Ocean on the waters of the Philippines seems to be shielded by the small and shallow straits between Luzon and Mindanao. The cotidal lines are concentrated in these straits so strongly that a change of phase of nearly 5 hours occurs and strong tidal currents are the result.

In the Indian Ocean the semidiurnal tides are well developed. From an amphidromic point...
west of Australia a bundle of cotidal lines runs to Ceylon and touches Sumatra. This means that in the Gulf of Bengal as well as in the region between Java and Australia an approximately standing wave is present. In the two regions high water occurs with a phase of 2 hours. The amplitudes are considerable and amount in the open ocean to 50 cm at the Christmas Island and to 90 cm at the Andaman Islands. When the wave enters the shelf off Burma, the amplitudes increase off the mouth of the Ganges to 180 cm and in the Gulf of Martaban to 220 cm. Essentially stronger, however, is the increase of the amplitude over the shelf off the northwest coast of Australia. Here the amplitude reaches more than 200 cm over large parts of the shelf and increases at some coastal places to more than 400 cm.

From the Andaman Sea a part of the tidal wave enters the Malacca Strait, where it advances slowly. Because of the contraction of the strait the amplitudes rise from 80 cm at the entrance to more than 250 cm in the narrowest part. Later the amplitude decreases again and the rest of the wave passes over into the amphidromic region in the southern China Sea.

The Lesser Sunda Islands are reached by the semidiurnal tide wave with a phase of 3 hours, the amplitudes are between 70 and 140 cm. A part of this strong wave passes the various straits between the islands, another part enters the Banda Sea through the Timor Sea. In the whole Banda Sea high water occurs with a phase of about 4.5 hours, the amplitudes are 70 cm. Between the islands in the Flores Sea the wave advances slowly northwards, one part is deflected to the west when reaching the Sunda Shelf. A smaller part advances further into the Macassar Strait, where it meets the wave of the Pacific Ocean with a phase of about 10 hours. The wave entering the Java Sea is weak and the amplitudes remain below 20 cm, only off the south coast of Borneo do the amplitudes rise above 40 cm.

From the Banda Sea the tidal wave enters the Molucca Sea, where its amplitude decreases. West and east of Halmahera it meets the wave coming from the Pacific Ocean. In the Timor Sea the tidal wave advances faster over the deep Timor Trench than over the shelf off Australia, which causes a considerable refraction of the wave. The Arafura Sea is reached under a phase of 7 hours with amplitudes of about 60 cm. Over the shelf the wave proceeds slowly but on a broad front. Locally along the coasts an essential increase of the amplitudes occurs, caused by the morphology. It reaches 168 cm at Merauke in New Guinea and 207 cm in the north of Australia. The Torres Strait is reached by this wave 14 hours after it has passed the edge of the Sahul Shelf. About the conditions in the Gulf of Carpentaria information cannot be given because of lack of observations. The amplitudes are between 40 and 80 cm.

8.2 THE DIURNAL TIDE

In large regions of this archipelago diurnal tides predominate (plates 43 and 44). The tidal wave of the Pacific Ocean reaches the Philippines and New Guinea with a phase of 6 hours and with amplitudes between 20 and 40 cm. When entering the China Sea high water occurs nearly simultaneously. The amplitudes of this standing wave are 50 to 60 cm. Contrary to the M_2 tide no intensification of the diurnal tide occurs in the Formosa Strait, because the strait is passed directly from north to south by the tidal wave. The conditions are different in the Gulf of Tonkin, where the diurnal tide develops an amphidromic region, in which the circulation is counterclockwise. The amphidromic point is situated close to the coast of Vietnam, the whole northern part of the Gulf has amplitudes above 100 cm, which increase up to 216 cm in its northeastern corner.

High water reaches the Sunda Shelf in the China Sea with a phase of 13 hours, but the wave advances relatively fast. Coming closer to the coast of Malaya it splits off like the M_2 wave into a north going and a south going branch. The branch moving into the Gulf of Thailand causes there an amphidromic region with an anticlockwise circulation. The amphidromic
point is displaced to the west close to the Malayan coast where the amplitudes are smaller. The highest amplitudes are observed in the northern part of the gulf with 113 cm. The part of the tidal wave moving southwards in the southern China Sea advances slowly, but its amplitudes increase, they reach more than 100 cm along the coast of Sumatra and Banka. In the Gaspar and Karimanta Straits this wave meets the wave coming from the Java Sea, and the amplitudes increase to 80 cm. An amphidromic region is not formed in the southern China Sea.

South of the Philippines the diurnal tidal wave entering the Celebes Sea is retarded, when it meets the first island groups, but advances quickly over the deep Celebes Sea. High water occurs almost simultaneously along all coasts of the Celebes Sea with a phase of 10 hours, the amplitudes are about 30 cm. When passing the Sulu Archipelago the wave is again retarded like the $M_2$ tide, high water occurs in the whole Sulu Sea and in the Philippines simultaneously with a phase of 13 hours, the tide is here of the standing type, also the amplitudes are very uniform and about 60 cm high. No wave seems to penetrate directly from the Pacific Ocean through the Philippines nor does the wave of the China Sea seem to have any influence.

Contrary to the $M_2$ wave the diurnal tidal wave penetrates into the Molucca Sea and the Macassar Strait. Through the Macassar Strait it penetrates into the Flores Sea and meets there the wave of the Indian Ocean penetrating through the passages between the Lesser Sunda Islands. Thereby its amplitude is intensified up to 50 cm in the Flores Sea. In the Molucca Sea the tidal wave penetrates on both sides of Halmahera southwards, but it advances slowly. The amplitude increases in this direction and reaches 45 cm, when the wave leaves the Molucca Archipelago in the south. In the Banda Sea finally it meets the wave of the Indian Ocean with a phase of 13 hours.

The diurnal tidal wave of the Indian Ocean circles around an amphidromic point south of Ceylon and is relatively weak. Along the whole south coast of Sumatra and Java high water occurs with a phase of 11 hours and with amplitudes of only 20 cm. At the west corner of Sumatra the cotidal lines are concentrated and very small amplitudes appear. Also in the Gulf of Bengal and in the Malacca Strait the amplitudes remain at about 20 cm. When the tidal wave meets the Lesser Sunda Islands and the Australian Shelf the amplitudes increase and reach 40 to 50 cm at the Sunda Islands and up to 90 cm along the Australian coast. Through the passages between the Lesser Sunda Islands and through the Timor Sea it penetrates into the Flores and Banda Seas. In the Flores Sea the wave meets the stronger wave coming from the Pacific Ocean, there the two waves are refracted and enter the Java Sea. Here they advance at first quickly and later slowly, and the amplitudes reach 80 cm on the north coast of Java and up to 100 cm on the south coast of Borneo. In the range of the stronger concentration of the cotidal lines in the western Java Sea the amplitudes decrease to only 20 cm. Later, when approaching the Karimanta Strait, this wave meets the wave coming from the China Sea and the amplitudes rise again to 80 cm.

Another part of the tidal wave of the Indian Ocean penetrates eastward over the Sahul Shelf. Due to shallow water this wave advances slowly. Along the coast of New Guinea the amplitude is increased, and reaches 224 cm off the mouth of the Digul river. In the Gulf of Carpentaria an amphidromic point seems to be situated in $12^\circ$S and $138^\circ30'E$ and the circulation around it is clockwise. However, because of the small number of stations this assumption is still uncertain.

Summarizing, it may be said, that the semidiurnal tides as well as the diurnal tides of the two oceans penetrate deep into the Southeast Asian Waters. The tides of the Pacific Ocean govern the whole China Sea, the Philippine waters and the Celebes Sea, while those of the Indian Ocean govern the Timor Sea, the Banda Sea and the Sahul Shelf. The Molucca Sea, the
Macassar Strait and the Java Sea are the boundary regions between the two waves, but the semidiurnal tide penetrates further to the north than the diurnal tide. In the Java Sea the diurnal tide is the last trace of the wave of the Pacific Ocean penetrating through the Macassar Strait, while the semidiurnal tide is produced by the wave of the Indian Ocean.

A comparison with the charts given by Ogura (1928) and by Rauschelbach (1933, 1943) in the German Pilots, shows almost complete agreement. Only in the Gulf of Thailand and in the Gulf of Tonkin differences occur, which may be explained by an increase of the number of observations. The M$_2$ tide in the Gulf of Thailand is shown by Ogura as a simple progressive wave, while Rauschelbach draws a traverse oscillation. But these two oscillations are practically combined in plate 42 by drawing an amphidromic region with a clockwise circulation according to the observations. In the Gulf of Tonkin, Ogura also assumes for the M$_2$ tide a progressive wave, which is verified now by the more comprehensive observations, but in the charts of Rauschelbach a clockwise rotating amphidromic region appears.

The K$_1$ tide in the Gulf of Thailand rotates counterclockwise in agreement with Rauschelbach. On the other hand the presentations of Rauschelbach and of Ogura show in the Gulf of Tonkin a progressive wave, but an amphidromic region with a counterclockwise circulation now results as in the Gulf of Thailand, plate 44.

Remarkable too is the direction of the rotation around the amphidromic points. It should be counterclockwise in the northern and clockwise in the southern hemisphere, but this is not fulfilled in all cases. In the Gulf of Thailand the K$_1$ tide rotates counterclockwise according to the theory, but the faster M$_2$ tide rotates clockwise. This seems to be caused by the tidal wave coming from the China Sea advancing almost as a progressive wave in the western parts of the Gulf. It returns as a very weak wave in the eastern parts of the Gulf around the amphidromic point, which is much displaced to the east. The K$_1$ tide in the Gulf of Tonkin rotates counterclockwise according to the theory. Remarkable too is the rotation of the M$_2$ tide around the amphidromic point in the southern China Sea just at the equator. It is counterclockwise, but the amphidromic region is developed asymmetrically, which may be caused by the meeting of three different waves. In the Gulf of Carpentaria the K$_1$ tide rotates clockwise around the amphidromic point according to the theory.

The tidal waves of the two oceans enter the various seas of the Southeast Asian Waters in quite different ways and many forms of waves and amphidromic regions appear. Theoretical studies of the tides in these waters have not yet been done, but there is an interesting field to study the reasons for various effects and thus to improve or verify many of the interpretations given in this book based solely on observations. A theoretical study of the tides in a region with such a highly complicated morphology would be difficult but it could give essentially new knowledge.

8.3. THE GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF TIDAL TYPES

Only a study of the interaction of the diurnal and the semidiurnal tides can give a picture of the tidal pattern at any one place, this is most simply described by means of the quotient of their amplitudes. For this the proved expression \[ \frac{K_1 + O_1}{M_2 + S_2} \]

is used, being the quotient of the sums of the amplitudes of the two most important diurnal and semidiurnal tides. This quotient can have values between zero and infinity, corresponding to a pure semidiurnal and a pure diurnal tide, respectively.

For the presentation of the geographical distribution of the tidal types (fig. 8.2) the division given by Dietrich (1944) is used. Examples for the tidal variations of the sea level at four stations with different tidal types during a period of 16 days are given in fig. 8.1 the positions of the stations.
are entered in fig. 8.2. The four tidal types are characterized in the following way:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interval</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 — 0.25</td>
<td>semidiurnal tide. Daily, two high waters and two low waters almost equally high.</td>
<td>Bagan Siapiapi, Malacca Strait.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25 — 1.5</td>
<td>mixed tide, prevailing semidiurnal. Daily, two high waters and two low waters, but different in high and high water time.</td>
<td>Sandakan, Sulu Sea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5 — 3.0</td>
<td>mixed tide, prevailing diurnal. Temporarily only one high water and one low water daily, but temporarily also two high waters and two low waters, which differ much in high and high water time.</td>
<td>Hon Nie Nieu, Vietnam.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0 — 6.0</td>
<td>diurnal tide. Only one high and one low water daily.</td>
<td>Cua Cam, Gulf of Tonkin.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The geographical distribution of the tidal types in fig. 8.2 shows the semidiurnal tides dominant in the Indian Ocean. The Gulf of Bengal, the Andaman Sea, the Malacca Strait and the shelf off northwest Australia have pure semidiurnal tides, and all the other regions, such as the south coast of Sumatra and Java and the Lesser Sunda Islands, have mixed, prevailing semidiurnal tides. In the western Pacific Ocean the diurnal tide is more pronounced, even if the mixed prevailing semidiurnal type is still dominant. But this changes immediately when the tides enter the Southeast Asian Waters. Almost the whole China Sea has a mixed, prevailing diurnal tide, because the amplitudes of the semidiurnal tide are small. Only in the Formosa Strait, where local conditions cause a considerable strengthening of the $M_2$ tide, are semidiurnal tides found. In other regions the diurnal tide is amplified. Thus in the Gulf of Thailand, in the Gulf of Tonkin and in the waters between Sumatra and Borneo an almost pure diurnal tide is found. Also the Java Sea has a
Fig. 8.1. Typical tidal curves in the Southeast Asian Waters, representing the four types of tides during a period of 16 days.
prevailing diurnal tide. On the other hand in the eastern parts of the Archipelago the mixed, prevailing semidiurnal tide is dominant, being an influence of the Indian Ocean. Only off the southwest coast of New Guinea and in the Sulu Archipelago, regions develop with prevailing diurnal tides, due to local conditions.

**8.4. TIDAL CURRENTS AND INTERNAL WAVES**

Tidal currents are very common in the Southeast Asian Waters, especially in the numerous narrow passages, and they reach considerable strength. Because of their importance for navigation they are well known at the surface and discussed in detail in the different Pilots. Record values of the tidal currents of about 10 knots are observed in the Tjaipololu Strait and are harmonically analysed by Rauschelbach (1931). But also in the passages between the Lesser Sunda Islands, in the Philippines and in the Torres Strait tidal currents of 5 to 6 knots occur at spring tide. In the other passages the tidal currents normally do not exceed 3 knots. Also in the open sea, especially over the shelves tidal currents are observed, but they normally remain below 1 knot, that is below 50 cm/sec. Over

![Fig. 8.2. Geographical distribution of tidal types in Southeast Asia.](image-url)
the deeper regions in the Eastern Archipelago the tidal currents are even weaker. The SNELLIUS expedition has obtained, for the semidiurnal tidal current at the surface, amplitudes between 3 and 25 cm/sec and for the diurnal tidal current amplitudes between 6 and 27 cm/sec at its seven anchor stations, Lek (1938). For the Torres Strait extensive tidal current observations were made and published by the British Hydrographic Department (1931), the daily current figures are presented by Horn (1952) and demonstrate the highly complicated conditions in the tidal current pattern.

Over the shelf it can be expected, and is verified by some observations (van Weel 1923), that the current has practically the same direction and velocity from the surface to the depth, with the exception of a small layer near the bottom due to friction. Over the deep water the anchor stations of the SNELLIUS show that tidal currents, often with amplitudes exceeding those at the surface, are to be observed in all depths. But their phases normally vary considerably with the depth, as shown by Lek (1938), so that the resulting transport, that is the integral of the velocity from the surface to the bottom, does not reach high values. A review of the velocities in the main directions of the current ellipses in different depths, as calculated from the SNELLIUS data is given in table 15.

This table demonstrates that the semidiurnal tide is also more strongly developed in the depth than the diurnal tide. Further the averages show a slight decrease of the amplitudes with the depth. The values of the velocity indicate the strongest tidal currents occurring above and in the discontinuity layer and weaker movements in the deeper layers. But most observations are made in relatively narrow passages and therefore the velocities in the open seas may be smaller.

In connection with these tides and tidal currents, internal waves of tidal period occur in stratified water, as well as internal waves of other periods. These numerous oscillations cause a current pattern, which is so highly confused, that no conclusions can be drawn without a comprehensive analysis. Only a careful treatment of the current measurements, as done by Lek and Fjeldstad (1938) for the anchor stations of the SNELLIUS, can give results about the actual periods, vertical movements and amplitudes of the current in the different depths. It could be shown that the internal waves with

| TABLE 15 |
| Amplitudes of the tidal currents (cm/sec) in the main directions of the current ellipses for the Diurnal and the Semidiurnal Tides in different depths of the Eastern Archipelago |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Depth</th>
<th>Semidiurnal Tide</th>
<th>Diurnal Tide</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25 - 100 m</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td>26.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>36.7</td>
<td>18.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125 - 250 m</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>15.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td>44.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>11.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300 - 600 m</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>18.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26.0</td>
<td>26.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>11.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 600 m</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>10.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
tidal period are dominant in these waters. In connection with the currents the different layers are subject to considerable vertical movements with amplitudes of 5 to 10 m, in single cases even 20 m were observed. This corresponds to a vertical displacement of a certain layer by 40 m. Based on this analysis a number of theoretical results which are discussed by Sverdrup (1946) could be verified. As important as these results may be for the understanding of the tides and internal waves, investigations are lacking, which combine these currents with the tides observed along the coast.

The internal waves cause, especially within the discontinuity layer, considerable vertical movements of the water masses, which lead to a continual variation of their vertical structure. Consequently all hydrographic observations are subject to these variations, which especially disturb dynamical calculations. In unfavorable cases the variation of the dynamic height at one station can be more than 10 dyn cm, and this makes it impossible to use the observations for drawing the dynamic topography.
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Plate 1. a. Surface currents in February.

b. Transports of surface circulation in million m$^3$/sec. + upwelling, o sinking.

c. Topography of sea level in cm.
Plate 2. a. Surface currents in April.

b. Transports of surface circulation in million m³/sec. + upwelling, o sinking.

c. Topography of sea level in cm.
Plate 3. a. Surface currents in June.

b. Transports of surface circulation in million m³/sec. + upwelling, o sinking.

c. Topography of sea level in cm.
Plate 4. a. Surface currents in August.

b. Transports of surface circulation in million m³/sec. + upwelling, o sinking.

c. Topography of sea level in cm.
Plate 5. a. Surface currents in October.

b. Transports of surface circulation in million m³/sec. + upwelling, o sinking.

c. Topography of sea level in cm.
Plate 6. a. Surface currents in December.

b. Transports of surface circulation in million m³/sec. + upwelling, o sinking.

c. Topography of sea level in cm.
Plate 7. Average thickness (m) of the homogeneous layer (partly, only for one season, see Chapter 4).

Plate 8. Average depth (m) of the maximal density gradient (partly, only for one season, see Chapter 4) Dotted line indicates 200 m line.
Plate 9. Average thickness (m) of the discontinuity layer, calculated from the distance between the 15° and 23° surfaces (partly, only for one season, see Chapter 4).
Plate 10. Average annual variation of the surface salinity (‰), drawn from observations in the years 1950-1955.
Plate 11. Average surface salinity (‰) in February, drawn from observations in the years 1950-1955.
Plate 12. Average surface salinity (‰) in August, drawn from observations in the years 1950-1955.
Plate 13. Maximal surface salinity ($\%_o$) observed in the period 1950-1955, drawn from monthly 1° square averages.
Plate 14. Minimal surface salinity (‰) observed in the period 1950-1955, drawn from monthly 1° square averages.
Plate 15. Average annual rainfall (mm), higher than 4000 mm shaded.
Plate 16. Salinity (‰) in the upper salinity maximum, core layer of the Subtropical Lower Water. Regions without salinity maximum are shaded, o indicates station without salinity maximum. See Plate 33 for the Eastern Archipelago.
Plate 17. Oxygen content (ml/L) in the core layer of the Subtropical Lower Water (salinity maximum).
Plate 18. Depth (m) of the core layer of the Subtropical Lower Water.
Plate 19. Oxygen inversion in the range of the Subtropical Lower Water in 0.01 ml/L. • indicates station without inversion.
Plate 20. Salinity (‰) in the upper salinity minimum. In the Pacific Ocean core layer of the northern Intermediate Water. o indicates station without salinity minimum.
See Plate 34 for the Eastern Archipelago.
Plate 21. Oxygen content (ml/L) in the upper salinity minimum.
Plate 22. Depth (m) of the upper salinity minimum.
Plate 23. Oxygen content (ml/L) in the upper oxygen minimum, o indicates station without upper oxygen minimum.
Plate 24. Depth (m) of the upper oxygen minimum.
Plate 25a. Salinity (‰) in the upper salinity maximum, core layer of the Persian Gulf Water.

b. Oxygen content (ml/L) in the upper salinity maximum.
Plate 26a. Depth (m) of the upper salinity maximum.

b. Oxygen content (ml/L) in the upper oxygen maximum. — Limits of the oxygen maximum, o station without oxygen maximum.
Plate 27a. Oxygen content (ml/L) in the lower oxygen maximum. o indicates station without oxygen maximum, but oxygen content at 500 m is given.

b. Salinity (‰) in the lower salinity maximum, core layer of the Red Sea Water. • indicates station with a real maximum, o station with only a break in the vertical curves of salinity.

Plate 29. Oxygen content (ml/L) in the lower salinity minimum.
Plate 30. Depth (m) of the lower salinity minimum.

Plate 31. Oxygen content (ml/L) in the lower oxygen minimum. See Plate 35 for the Eastern Archipelago.
Plate 32. Depth (m) of the lower oxygen minimum.
Plate 33. Salinity (‰) in the upper salinity maximum, core layer of the Subtropical Lower Water, within the Eastern Archipelago based on SNELLIUS and DANA observations in 1929/30. o indicates station without salinity maximum.
Plate 34. Salinity (‰) in the upper salinity minimum, core layer of the Northern Intermediate Water, within the Eastern Archipelago based on SNELLIUS and DANA observations in 1929/30. In regions without a salinity minimum stations are indicated by circles and the salinity in 300 m depth is given.
Plate 35. Oxygen content (ml/L) in the lower oxygen minimum within the Eastern Archipelago based on SNELLJUS, DANA and SAMUDERA observations.
Plate 37. Temperature in situ in the observed temperature minimum. Depth contours are drawn for the sills of the different basins, full lines are used for primary basins, broken lines for secondary basins. Figures on contour lines indicate depth (m).
Plate 38. Section I. Distribution of salinity (‰) and oxygen content (ml/L) in a section through the Eastern Archipelago from south of Mindanao through the Celebes Sea and Macassar Strait to the Flores Sea. Core layers are indicated— — salinity maximum, — — — salinity minimum, . . . . oxygen minimum. Depth scale logarithmic. Stations indicated as follows: SNELLIUS, numbers only, DANA, D, SAMUDERA, Sa, ALBATROSS, A.
Plate 38. Section II. Distribution of salinity (‰) and oxygen content (ml/L) in a section through the Eastern Archipelago from north of Halmahera through the Molucca, Banda and Timor Seas into the Indian Ocean. Core layers are indicated — — — — salinity maximum, — — — — salinity minimum, . . . oxygen minimum. Depth scale logarithmic. Station indicated as follows: SNELLIUS, numbers only, DANA, D, SAMUDERA, Sa, ALHBATROSS. A.
Plate 39. Dynamical topography of the sea surface in dyn. cm. relative to 800 decibars during the north monsoon.
Plate 40. Dynamical topography of the sea surface in dyn. cm. relative to 800 decibars during the north monsoon.
Plate 41. Amplitude (cm) of the semidiurnal tide, $M_2 + S_2$. Dots indicate positions for which harmonic constants are computed.

Plate 42. Cotidal lines of the semidiurnal tide $M_2$ in lunar hours.
Plate 43. Amplitude (cm) of the diurnal tide, $K_1 + O_1$; Dots indicate positions for which harmon constants are computed.

Plate 44. Cotidal lines of the durnal tide $K_1$ in hours